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Introduction 
KAREN MARKEY 
IN 1982,THE Council on Library Resources (CLR) provided support to 
enable a team of researchers from five different organizations to conduct 
a nationwide study of online catalogs. The findings of this nationwide 
study revealed strong acceptance of this new form of the library catalog 
by library patrons and staff. The predominant searching approach was 
by subject. Study respondents expressed their needs for easy to use 
system interfaces and self-explanatory displays of bibliographic infor- 
mation. Asked to suggest online catalog improvements, patrons 
requested subject searching improvements. 
The publication and dissemination of the results of the 1982 
nationwide study fostered a new phase of research in online catalog use 
and enhancement of existing online catalogs. The authors of the eight 
articles in this online catalogs issue of Library Trends are building 
upon the findings of previous research of online catalog use and users by 
improving existing online catalogs with system capabilities requested 
by library patrons and staff and by initiating new research efforts that 
confirm or amplify previous findings. 
The papers by Margaret Beckman and Susan J. Logan feature 
ongoing improvement of their libraries’ integrated library systems. 
Beckman cites early implementation of an automated system, costs, 
changing technology, and local user needs as the chief impetuses for 
transforming the University of Guelph’s online circulation and inquiry 
system into an online catalog. These four factors were also instrumental 
Karen Markey is Assistant Professor, School of Information and Library Studies, The 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
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in the library’s enhancement of the online catalog with subject search- 
ing, authority control, and Boolean searching capabilities. 
Logan highlights online searching and display of related terms in 
The Ohio State University Libraries’ catalog. These related terms were 
added to the online catalog through the processing of the machine- 
readable Library of Congress Subject Headings. The inclusion of 
related terms in online catalogs was the online catalog improvement 
requested most frequently by online catalog users in the 1982 nation- 
wide online catalog study. 
Following the 1982 nationwide online catalog study, the Council 
on Library Resources sponsored a number of conferences and research 
projects on specific aspects of online catalogs such as subject access, 
system requirements and design, and patron training in online catalog 
use. Drawing on his expert knowledge of integrated library systems and 
experience in the 1982 nationwide study, Joseph R. Matthews recom- 
mended guidelines for screen layouts and displays of bibliographic 
information in a CLR-sponsored conference attended by online catalog 
designers. Consistency, brevity, and compatibility are three concepts 
that Matthews emphasizes in his guidelines for screen layouts and 
displays of bibliographic information. 
A CLR-sponsored conference on training patrons in online catalog 
use revealed an urgent need to explore systematic and formalized learn- 
ing objectives for teaching and evaluating online catalog use. Brian 
Neilsen’s paper summarizes the results of a research project supported 
by the Council on Library Resources investigating different teaching 
approaches and objectives. Sally Kalin places a spotlight on the invisi- 
ble users of online catalogs-remote users-who access the online 
catalog from their dormitories, homes, and offices. Kalin recommends 
types of technical and searching assistance that are different from the 
types of assistance provided to online catalog users who access the 
online catalog in the library and suggests that future studies of online 
catalog users consider remote users in their design. 
The finding from the 1982 nationwide online catalog study that 
subject searching is the predominant mode of searching by library 
patrons conflicted with the findings of previous studies of traditional 
library catalog use. Ben-Ami Lipetz and Peter Paulson were supported 
by CLR in their 1984 study of library catalog use at the New York State 
Library. The researchers measured subject searching by library patrons 
before the introduction of a subject searching capability in the library’s 
online catalog and after the introduction of such a capability. They 
provide startling and irrefutable evidence that the proportion of subject 
searches increases when patrons are offered subject access in the online 
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catalog. A new finding from this study is that the introduction of subject 
searching increases use of the library catalog in terms of the ratio of 
searches performed to the number of library visits in a given time period. 
Furthermore, this increased use comes from library patrons who were 
previously nonusers of the library catalog rather than from previous 
users of the library catalog. 
The British Library Research & Development Department 
(BLR&DD) has supported a number of research efforts investigating 
online catalog use in the United Kingdom. Janet Kinsella and Philip 
Bryant summarize these efforts and discuss the recently established 
Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC) Research Programme of the 
BLR&DD. With assistance from OPAC researchers in the United King- 
dom, BLR&DD outlined five main research areas in which the depart- 
ment will give priority for financial support of research projects over the 
next three years. 
OKAPI (Online Keyword Access to Public Information) is an 
experimental online catalog developed by a research team at the Poly- 
technic of Central London and supported by the British Library 
Research & Development Department. In a description of OKAPI’S 
functionality, Stephen Walker highlights the exceptional capabilities 
of this catalog, particularly its user-friendly interface and search trees 
for known-item and subject searches. An evaluation of OKAPI by 
patron users at PCL demonstrated needed system improvements. The 
OKAPI research team has received additional support through the 
BLR&DD’s recently established OPAC Research Programme and is 
now enhancing the system by adding an automatic stemming routine, 
synonyms and cross references, spelling correction, and relevance 
feedback. 
The concludingpaper in this issue by Charles R. Hildreth describes 
the functionality of three generations of online catalogs. Commercial 
system designers are decelerating system development now that they are 
firmly entrenched in the support and maintenance of installed second 
generation online catalogs. Hildreth demonstrates that second genera- 
tion catalogs do not meet the growing expectations and demands of 
online catalog users, and, in many instances, do not even provide 
satisfactory results in response to users’ online catalog searches. Hil- 
dreth highlights third generation capabilities for online catalogs and 
suggests how system designers can enhance existing systems with such 
capabilities. 
With a new form of the library catalog in the making, library staff 
and system designers now have the opportunity to make changes that 
were never before possible with the traditional library catalog. This 
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phenomenon is effecting changes in the online catalog even as we 
observe it because the opportunity now exists to start over. The authors 
of this issue are involved in this dynamic process of online catalog 
design, implementation, user training, user evaluation, and system 
improvement. They describe their efforts to conduct new studies of 
online catalog use and users and their efforts to improve existing sys- 
tems based upon user needs and research findings. It is hoped that their 
recommendations and decisions will ensure that online catalogs con- 
tinue to meet with the acceptance and satisfaction of library users. 
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at the University of Guelph 
MARGARET BECKMAN 
Introduction 
THERE in approaches to library automation, ARE GREAT DIFFERENCES 
whether in the choice of a vendor or of an in-house design; the use of a 
bibliographic utility or the sharing of regional records; the initial 
implementation of a circulation system or of acquisitions. To some it 
may appear that these differences create impediments in the goal to 
achieve national and international access systems that will allow effec- 
tive identification and location of all scholarly resources and thus the 
efficient sharing of those resources. However, i t  must be recognized that 
the direction for automation adopted at any one time by an individual 
library may reflect a particular set of circumstances in that university or 
community which make a specific choice or decision uniquely valid. 
For that reason it is important to understand the environment that 
existed at the time the direction was established and to place the library 
and its decisions in that context. The experience at the University of 
Guelph, in developing and implementing automated systems includ- 
ing an online catalog, illustrates this principle. 
The University of Guelph Library 1964-76 
The University of Guelph was incorporated as a university in 1964 
from the integration of three century-old agriculturally based colleges 
which are located some fifty miles west of Toronto in the heart of 
Margaret Beckman is Executive Director for Information Technology, University of 
Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada. 
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Ontario. By 1986 the university had grown to encompass seven colleges 
with emphasis on biological, physical, and social sciences. Present 
enrollment numbers more than 10,000 undergraduate students with an 
additional 1200 graduate and 3000 part-time students. As well, the 
university includes four research institutes and receives research grants 
that are among the largest in Canada. 
In 1964 the library consisted of three separate operations in each of 
the original colleges as well as some dozen branch libraries in the 
largest-the Ontario Agricultural College (OAC). A collection of 
350,000 books, serials, and documents was spread across the campus, 
and access to the collections, through three totally separate cataloging 
systems, was less than adequate. A Library of Congress conversion was 
underway in the central OAC Library, with Dewey classification 
remaining in the branches and in the other two colleges. 
With the 1964 incorporation as a university, the library received not 
only an acquisition budget which was too large for the existing staff to 
process but also a gift of 65,000 new monographs, complete with catalog 
cards, from an Ontario government project in support of new universi- 
ties. An unprecedented work load led to an increasing backlog of unpro- 
cessed material-50,000 volumes by 1967. The government document 
collection, an unusually good but totally unorganized and inaccessible 
resource of more than 100,000 items, was a serious problem. Moreover, 
no central record had been kept for periodicals so that duplication and 
inconsistency was compromising use of this important collection. 
In 1965 the university received provincial funding for a central 
library building of more than 250,000 square feet to house all collections 
on campus and which was to be opened, with integrated collections and 
access, by the spring of 1968. Although automation was, at least by 
today’s standards, a very primitive affair, it seemed in the spring of 1966 
to be the only solution to the task ahead-i.e., to catalog in one system 
all monographs belonging to the university; to classify, catalog, and 
establish check-in records for all periodicals; and to organize and pro- 
vide access for the government documents. At the same time it  seemed 
foolish to consider designing a new library building with systems-of 
circulation and access, at the least-that did not recognize new technol- 
ogies. Accordingly, the new library was planned to incorporate an 
automated circulation system in the building design, and all library 
functions were allocated space based on assumptions of the implication 
of automation for their locations and relationships. With an imposed 
deadline of only two years in which to design systems, create records, 
and process material, expediency was the major factor in the decisions 
that were made. 
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In Canada at that time there were a few libraries experimenting 
with automation, most importantly the universities of Toronto and 
British Columbia, but there were no models to follow for a total pro- 
gram and no vendors from whom to buy a complete product. No 
thought was given to the possibility of a future in which an integrated 
online library system might be commonplace, and Guelph initiated a 
three-phased attack on the collection organization and access problems 
outlined earlier: 
-Serials were to be classified in Library of Congress, with a simplified 
machine-readable catalog record which included holdings infor- 
mation originally developed at the University of British Columbia. 
This was used to produce a shelflist as well as paper or book catalogs; 
-Documents were organized in an automated system designed in the 
University of Guelph Library, based on an organizational document 
code and with access provided through six separate book catalogs: 
corporate author(s), personal author(s), title, serial title, key-
word (KWOC index), and document code. 
-The circulation system was based on a limited machine readable cata- 
log record. 
Although not all catalog elements were included in the circulation 
record due to limitations placed on record size by the computer hard- 
ware in the University Computer Centre, the early MARC format was 
followed for the elements which the record contained. This decision 
proved fortuitous since additions to records, not conversion, were all 
that was required for the later “automated” catalog. 
The new McLaughlin Library did open at the University of 
Guelph in August 1968 with an automated circulation system using 
punched circulation transaction cards and card readers. All books and 
periodicals were on the shelves in classified (Library of Congress) order, 
with no backlog of unprocessed material, with computer produced 
cards for the books, and with similarly produced book catalogs for both 
periodicals and documents. The students and faculty adjusted to the 
new access tools-including uppercase printing on the catalog cards- 
as quickly as they did to their surroundings of individual carrels and 
private studies which were luxurious by previous standards. 
During the next few years, the library kept pace with changing 
technology, moving from the crude IBM punched cards to a C-DEK 
data-collection system for circulation; from simplified uppercase 
catalog cards to full MARC records in standard format. The book 
catalogs for documents and serials were transferred to microfiche in 
1973 and were joined by a similar (and duplicate) catalog for mono- 
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graphs. These COMfiche catalogs were accepted with enthusiasm by the 
student and faculty users-they were easier to use and more timely than 
the massive book catalogs with their irregular supplements. A new 
system was also developed for cataloging maps, and a supporting acqui- 
sition system was in an early design phase. 
Concurrent with these developments at Guelph, the other libraries 
in the Ontario university system were also moving into an automated 
environment. By the early 1970s the Council of Ontario Universities, a 
coordinating body for the province’s fifteen universities, encouraged the 
development of a cooperative library system based on existing activities 
such as interlibrary lending and an interuniversity transit system. Two 
union catalog systems were added to this foundation-CODOC, acoop-
erative use of the Guelph document system; and CUSS, a union list of 
serials based on the adoption by most Ontario university libraries of the 
University of British Columbia system. These two projects produced 
what could be called quick and dirty COMfiche lists. Some duplication 
occurred in both lists but this was not considered a serious problem, 
since the primary intent of the projects was to share resources and 
provide locations. The provision of catalog records, although the union 
lists could be and were used for that purpose, was seen as a secondary 
objective. 
These objectives were reversed, however, with the initiation in 1974 
of a union catalog project based on a concept of the sharing of catalog 
records through the Canadian bibliographic utility, UTLAS. The six 
Ontario pilot libraries-which included Guelph-were joined by seven 
university libraries from Quebec, making the project, UnicatITelecat, 
bilingual. Representatives from each library began the development of 
agreed standards for cataloging and record format as well as a process for 
monitoring their use and ensuring quality. This idealistic concept 
turned out to be expensive, particularly for those libraries which had 
existing machine readable catalog records for all holdings. A review 
done at Guelph during the second year of the project revealed that the 
majority of records received through the project were actually from the 
Library of Congress, and that the benefit of receiving records from other 
libraries was outweighed by internal costs for revising existing records 
to meet the standards of the received copy; for communications and 
centralized processing charges; and for loss of staff time in Unicat/Tele- 
cat meetings. Guelph withdrew from the project in July 1976 and 
returned to tapes from the National Library of Canada (which included 
the Library of Congress MARC records) as the source of machine 
readable catalog copy at a fraction of the cost of records received from the 
centralized bibliographic system. 
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Changed Directions- 1976 
It was at this point that local events again precipitated a new 
direction. The offline circulation system-C-DEK-was no longer on 
the market, and its Mohawk terminals were breaking down with no 
opportunity for replacement or repair. Internal charges from the Uni- 
versity Computer Centre for the production of the serial, map, book, 
and document COMfiche catalogs and supplements, as well as for the 
catalog cards, daily circulation lists, and overdue and fine notices, were 
mounting. At the same time the university was moving into a period of 
financial restraint which was already reflected in the library’s operating 
budget. 
Changing technology also precipitated Guelph’s action. As 
Richard de Gennaro noted in April 1983: “Three major developments 
occurred in the early 1970’swhich had profound and far reaching effects 
on the course of library automation and library management: 1 )  the 
emergence of the first cheap and powerful minicomputer; 2) the coming 
of sophisticated online systems; and 3) the development of powerful 
telecommunications capabilities.”’ Anxious to make use of these new 
directions, Guelph surveyed the marketplace but found no vendor will- 
ing to meet the requirements which were established for a Guelph 
online circulation system: namely, public access to both borrower (cir- 
culation and reserve transactions) and book information and a linking 
of the databases for monographs and serials (MARC standard) with 
documents and maps (non-MARC) in one access system without record 
conversion. 
Guelph therefore entered into a joint development agreement with 
the Geac Corporation, and an online circulation and inquiry system 
was implemented for the 1977 fall semester. This system-now known 
as the Geac Library System-ini tially had two modules, Book Inquiry 
and Borrower Inquiry, and could be accessed at Guelph in the central 
library or in the branch in the Ontario Veterinary College. 
From Online Inquiry to Online Catalog-1983 
It was originally assumed that the circulation or borrower inquiry 
function would be the most important feature of the online system, as 
students determined which books they had out, when they were due, and 
what, if any, fines were owing. It was quickly proven that this assump- 
tion was wrong, however, as students discovered that they could use the 
book inquiry function as a catalog for locating desired books or docu- 
ments by author, title, or call number. An in-depth study of this inquiry 
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function conducted in 1980 revealed that 80 percent of the students 
enthusiastically endorsed the “online catalog” -incomplete as it was-
preferring it to the card and COMfiche catalogs with which it was 
compared in the study.2 
It is useful to identify exactly what was available in that 1977 online 
inquiry-the first phase of the Guelph online catalog. 
-a brief monograph record, giving author, title, date, edition, and call 
number in MARC format; 
-a government document record in non-MARC format with non-LC 
classification; 
-access by author (personal or corporate); 
-access by title; and 
-access by call number (LC or document code). 
The major complaint which both faculty and student users had 
about the system was lack of terminals. Even faculty members-more 
than 50 percent-concurred with the student assessment that online 
inquiry was easier to use and was more successful in retrieving books 
than either the card or COMfiche catalogs. 
With this background of positive response, Guelph moved to 
change the simple book inquiry module to a true online catalog. Using 
the local experience as well as reports from the growing number of 
developing online catalogs in other universities, Guelph established 
requirements for an online catalog. Two factors were considered of 
paramount importance-cost and user needs, or perceptions. The 
second factor was the easiest to address. 
From a user viewpoint the following criteria were established for 
online catalog development: 
-terminals in sufficient numbers to eliminate waiting; 

-response time of less than two seconds; 

-all library resources accessible in one system; 

-a simple, easy-to-use system, requiring no assistance from staff; 

-remote access (this feature was added to the original online system 

during its second year of operation); 
-subject searching, including searching on keywords, not just a con- 
troIIed vocabulary; 
-authority control and linkages from words or names not used to those 
that are; 
-access to more than the basic record elements: series titles; multiple 
authors, either personal or corporate; and added titles. 
As well, i t  was recognized that online data transfer for acquisition or 
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bibliographic purposes would be a future requirement as would similar 
electronic access and transfer activities with other university libraries. 
Including cost implications in the design of the Guelph online 
catalog forced a divergence from concepts being developed in other 
organizations. Rather than stressing use of full MARC records for all 
materials, the emphasis at Guelph was put on a system that would 
require a minimum of staff-oriented operating or processing proce- 
dures. It was agreed that the database must accommodate the non- 
MARC CODOC format, expanded from documents to include theses, 
technical reports, and archival records; the serial format of the CUSS 
list; and the separate special formats for maps and atlases. The 
extremely high use which nonbook materials have received in libraries 
providing access through these in-depth but inexpensive automated 
systems supports insistence on this requirement. 
These integrated access and cost questions force a local library to 
define its relationship and responsibility to networks as well as to decide 
how much control or standardization is necessary and affordable. In 
addition, the question must be addressed as to whether online catalogs 
should be based on the same principles as those that dictated the struc- 
ture of card catalogs-a location tool as well as a mechanism for relating 
the works of one author. If this latter is a priority, the size of the database 
and the structured complexity of interrelationships or connections 
within it may create a hardware problem. A powerful computer with 
more storage capacity than originally envisaged may be required to 
meet the increasing access and response loads from hundreds of termi-
nals both on and off campus. The cost of hardware maintenance is an 
ongoing charge that cannot be overlooked. 
The Geac online catalog which replaced the inquiry system and 
card catalog in 1983 responded to Guelph’s requirements and concerns. 
Little or no user instruction was needed and the expanded access points 
increased the efficiency and effectiveness of retrieval. Nonstandard 
entries were identified in the system so that users could be alerted to the 
compromises made in the Guelph online catalog as a bibliographic 
tool. 
A third phase in the development of the Guelph online catalog 
occurred in 1985 when a further joint development agreement with the 
Geac Corporation added Boolean search strategies to the system. This 
sophistication also made changes in both orientation requirements and 
in time spent by students at the terminals accessing the system. The 
bibliographic instruction programs were forced to become more sophis- 
ticated, and individual follow-up sessions were found frequently to be 
necessary. Library staff developed computer assisted (CAI) modules 
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using videotext technology toassist students who needed such reinforce- 
ment. However, general reaction from students and faculty indicated 
that even though they found the new system more complicated, the 
retrieval success rate was so high that any complexity was considered to 
be of less importance. Time spent by some students in accessing the 
system increased marginally, but average accessing time remained at 
less than five minutes. It should be noted, however, that the addition of 
Boolean searching resulted in the need for a second minicomputer, 
equal in power and capacity to the first machine, in order to keep 
response time at an acceptable level. 
Implications of Online Catalog Development 
at the University of Guelph 
As has been demonstrated, the impetus for development of the 
online catalog came from factors inherent in the University of Guelph 
Library and in the university. Early implementation of automated 
systems, costs, changing technology, and emphasis on local user needs 
were all important considerations. There were also implications for the 
library in terms of staffing, organization, and its role in the university 
community. 
Four separate technical service departments were merged into 
two-technical processing and acquisitions-and some bibliographic 
functions previously performed in public service departments were 
accommodated within the two new departments. Staff members and 
classifications also changed. The increasing availability of Library of 
Congress copy and the rare changes from Library of Congress standards 
or procedures allowed at Guelph placed more emphasis on paraprofes- 
sional cataloging. Professional cataloger positions were decreased by 50 
percent. Data input by clerical staff became a redundant function and all 
input positions were eliminated. With these changes and the depart- 
mental mergers, the 1985 staff in the technical services departments 
totaled only 60 percent of 1976 numbers, although many positions were 
transferred to public service departments in response to the increasing 
sophistication and demand for use, access, and retrieval services. 
Between 1976 and 1985 the total library staff was reduced by 10 percent 
while new acquisitions remained constant and overall library use 
increased from 5 to 10 percent per annum. 
The issue of local v .a union or centralizedcatalogenvironment has 
also been reflected in the online catalog implementation at Guelph. 
Accepting that the most important single requirement of an online 
catalog in a primarily undergraduate university is immediate access to 
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material needed for teaching or learning purposes, the discovery that a 
needed title is at another university is not an essential consideration 
unless: 
-the status of the book is known-i.e., is i t  or when will i t  beavailable? 
-the book can be easily retrieved-i.e., the other university is close 
enough to drive to or there is a transit system which will deliver the 
book in a few days. 
It has been agreed among southern Ontario universities that access 
to catalog and status information is more important than the costs that 
the standardization of a union catalog would demand. New communi- 
cations technology in a network configuration with open system inter- 
connection (OSI) concepts responds to the user needs for location-and 
status-linked information. Such a network has been established in 
Ontario and catalog access between universities is beingexpanded. This 
allows each library to maintain internal bibliographic control at a cost 
and using a methodology which the library-not the network- 
determines. 
The impact of the library developments on the university of 
Guelph community, although less measurable, is of equal if not more 
significance. It was quite apparent that the library was providingquick 
and effective access to its collections within the budget that had been 
provided and with no backlog of unprocessed material. Not only had 
that access been made available throughout the library, but remote 
access was also provided in faculty and administrative offices, in resi- 
dence rooms, or from off campus. The credibility of the library as an 
information provider and as a responsible major player in the develop- 
ing university resource network was enhanced. As a result, library staff 
were invited to sit on both technical and educational policy committees 
when the university moved to incorporate information technology 
goals into its educational and research mission and environment. 
The impact of the joint development agreement with the Geac 
Corporation should also be mentioned for this has been a very positive 
experience. Although a steady stream of visitors toured the library in the 
first few years after the online system was implemented, the financial 
benefits which accrued to the library more than offset any inconve- 
niences which may have obtained. 
Future Direction: T h e  Educational Network 
Technology as well as financial considerations are again suggest- 
ing change in online catalog developments. Such changes will not only 
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relate to the structure or content of the catalog database but to relation- 
ships to other information access tools and resources held in the library 
in machine readable form. More information, not less, is being 
requested at the same time as the increase in microcomputers-in 
faculty and staff offices, in microlabs, in student rooms-is placing 
heavy demands on the remote access module and on the computing and 
communications hardware necessary to support it. 
In April 1984 the University of Guelph adopted as a primary goal 
the integration of information technology into all aspects of its aca- 
demic and research programs. An educational network which will 
provide access for all students and faculty to a variety of information 
resources has been defined. The campus data network, based on an 
integrated voice/data switch, connects the central mainframe compu- 
ters, several department minicomputers (including two Geac’s in the 
library) and microlaboratories in each college, as well as the individual 
microcomputer or terminal work station for faculty and staff, and the 
network connections for each of 3000 residence rooms. Off campus 
students have been assured access through additional ports on the 
network. 
The library, with its online catalog recognized as the original and 
primary network resource, is also perceived as the logical location for 
the center of the educational network. A public pool of terminals on the 
main floor of the library has been expanded to include microcomputers 
and printers. The network now provides access to a campus conferenc- 
ing system (used for both teaching and administrative purposes) and 
generic CAI modules in addition to the online catalog. Basic statistical 
and word processing packages will be added this year as will faculty 
access to student management information. 
There are several implications for the library, its catalog, and its 
other retrieval services. Already there are demands for database search- 
ing to be available through the network and it is hoped that it will be 
added in some way to the bibliographic database. Common menu 
formats-whether for CAI modules, application packages, conferenc- 
ing, or the online catalog-have also been requested. The library has 
been asked to coordinate an orientation program which will include not 
only access to the bibliographic databases now available in the online 
catalog but also to the conferencing system and other information 
modules. 
Other technologies are also being studied. High-volume storage 
media such as the compact disk-which can store data from several 
media in one physical unit-could also store the online catalog or 
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sections of it  for use elsewhere on campus or off. The possibility of more 
than 12,000 students all wanting remote access to the online catalog at 
the same time would place a heavy-and expensive-load on the library 
facilities. Compact disk technology appears to offer an attractive 
a1 ternative. 
The content of the online catalog is being challenged as faculty 
members, familiar with electronic journals and abstracting services, see 
no reason why the present bibliographic records could not be expanded 
to include abstracts. The table of contents of current journals is consi- 
dered a valuable addition to the serial records. What would be the cost 
and hardware implications for such an expansion? How many and what 
level of staff would be required to provide this additional service? What 
impact would such changes have on the role of the Guelph Library in 
the provincial and national resource sharing networks? These and 
many more questions must be answered. 
When the University of Guelph Library moved from offline to 
online catalog access in 1977 there was no thought that within ten years 
the technology which made that access possible would also introduce 
dramatic change to the whole academic process. If the library is to 
succeed in its new role as the information resource center for an elec- 
tronic educational network, it must be able toplace the online catalog in 
an environment which is not only changed but which is considerably 
expanded. 
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The Ohio State University’s Library 
Control System: From Circulation 
to Subject Access and Authority Control 
SUSAN J. LOGAN 
THEOHIO STATE (OSU) is a large, comprehensive univer- UNIVERSITY 
sity. The nearly 55,000 students may enroll in eighteen colleges, schools, 
divisions, and may select from more than 200 majors. The courses are 
taught by more than 3000faculty who are assisted by a large number of 
graduate students. To serve the needs of this large campus, the OSU 
Libraries’ collections are housed in twenty-one department libraries, 
two undergraduate libraries, and the Thompson Main Library. 
In 1967 The Ohio State University Libraries conceptualized an 
online automated circulation system. The university had experienced a 
dramatic increase in enrollment from 42,246 in 1963164 to 55,232 in 
1968169. The main library’s McBee keysort circulation system no longer 
functioned. The library no longer sent overdue notices. One library 
patron’s memory of the libraries’ service is summed up in the phrase 
“not on shelf, not checked out.” In addition, the libraries’ users were 
frustrated in their attempts to locate available books in this decentral- 
ized library system. 
LCS, the Library Control System, went online on 16 November 
1970 to provide circulation control for what is now 4 million volumes 
for 1.9 million titles in the Ohio State University Libraries’ collection. 
In 1979, the State Library of Ohio began using the OSU LCS as its 
circulation system and online catalog. The OSU Law Library began 
using the online catalog in 1986. 
LCS shares the computing resource of an Amdahl V8 computer 
with other administrative functions of the university, including 
Susan J. Logan is Coordinator of Automated Library Systems, Ohio State University 
Libraries, Columbus, Ohio. 
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computer-based instruction, personnel data records, student records, 
alumni records, etc. The computer supports approximately 700 termi- 
nals of which 213 are dedicated to LCS and 115 to public use terminals. 
LCS has eight dial access ports for those who wish to access the online 
catalog via terminals or microcomputers from home or office. 
The LCS Design 
The initial design of LCS has allowed, even encouraged, the grad- 
ual enhancement into an online catalog. The libraries’ requirement for 
the new circulation system was to eliminate the limitations of the 
decentralized library using the old circulation system. Innovative fea- 
tures included: (1) online updating of circulation transactions which 
resulted in immediately available current circulation stats; (2) online 
remote query for known item searches by call number, title, or author/ 
title; and (3) online access to the entire OSU Libraries shelflist in the 
short record form. The IBM programmers chose to make LCS modular 
which has simplified the revision of the system. 
LCS was designed as an inventory control system for all titles held 
by the libraries. The short bibliographic records, now called location 
records, were converted from the shelflist and later extracted from the 
OCLC MARC Subscription Service tape records. The location records 
provide call number, author, title, edition statement, publication date, 
copies, and holding locations for each title held by the libraries. These 
short records, which may be compared to a title entry in a finding list, 
can be searched and displayed on LCS by authorltitle, title, author, and 
call number (the original circulation system has been described in the 
literature).’ 
When the OSU Libraries’ administration realized that OCLC 
would not have a public subject search capability, in 1976 the decision 
was made to upgrade the LCS short bibliographic records to full records 
and to provide subject search, which was considered adequate to create 
an online catalog.’ In 1977, the decision was modified torequire author- 
ity control and see and see also reference displays before LCS would be 
considered the online catalog. 
The first terminal was made available to the libraries’ public in 
January 1975. Sixteen terminals were available in 1978 when subject 
access was added to LCS. By July 1981, 115 public-use terminals were 
available. The OSU Libraries accepted LCS as the online catalog 1 July 
1982 and on that date stopped creating and filing new catalog cards for 
most of the collection. 
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Early Subject Access 
In 1974 LCS was modified to include an index of call numbers 
assigned to titles entered in the file. This was called the shelf-position 
index and is searched using the command SPW. The search displayed 
records which had the call numbers sequentially adjacent to the entered 
call number and was used primarily by the copy cataloging staff to 
shelflist while copy editing on the OCLC cataloging system. 
Although the LC classification could not replace completely the 
subject search provided by the card catalog, several public service librar- 
ians used this capability in conjunction with the LCS title search to 
provide a rudimentary subject access on LCS. The LCS user did a title 
search using subject words and, if a title was located, the search was 
continued with a shelf-position search on the call number of the title 
located. At least one patron created subject access to the OSU collection 
by using the SPS/ search with a call number secured from an OCLC 
record. In 1986 approximately 900,000 cataloged titles on LCS continue 
to have only the location record which does not include subject head- 
ings. Thus the shelf-position search is the only “subject” access to these 
titles. Figure 1 is the current shelf-position search (SPS/) display. 
COt!MW: sps/nnZ16a7571986 
RESPONSE: 
DSL/ --CALL NUMBER-- -- AUTHOR -- TITLE -------- OAT€ FBV 
1 RM214N983 / / Annals o f  nu t r i t i on  1 
2 RM214N99 / / NUTRITION REVIEWS 1942 
3 Rtl215L481986 / Lewis. Clark / Nutr i t ion and nut r i t ional  1986 3 
4 RM216A361981 / knerican Diete / Handbook o f  c l i n i ca l  d i e t  1981 4 
5 RM216A7571986 / Aronson, V i rg i  / The d ie te t i c  technician 1986 5 
6 RW16A76 / Aronson, V i rg i  / Guidebook fo r  nu t r i t i on  c 1983 6 
7 RR1683641985 / Beck, Mary / Nutr i t ion and d ie tet ics  f 1985 7 
8 RW16B42 / BELFRAGE, M R Y  / FACTS ABOUT FOOO 1938 
9 RWl6844 / BENOER, ARDIS / DIETETIC  FOODS. 1968 
WORE: ffi+ BACK: PG-
FOR LOCATION, ENTER: DSLInunber FOR FULL CATALOG RECORD, ENTER: FBLInwnber 
Figure 1. Shelf-position Search Display 
LCS Subject Index 
The 1976 specifications for the LCS subject search used the OSU 
Libraries card catalog as a model but in a divided form. Thus the subject 
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search uses the complete subject headings as assigned to titles according 
to the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH). At the time the 
specifications were written, no online catalogs existed with subject 
access which could be emulated, and the OSU Libraries chose not to 
devote the personnel and time to design a new type of subject search. 
The eight-page requirements document was created by one librarian 
and one programmer in just over one month. 
The LCS subject file was created in June 1978 by extracting the 
subject headings (fields tagged 6xx) from the full catalog records on 
LCS. (The original subjects were from the records cataloged by OSU on 
OCLC from January 1974 to June 1978 and received on the OCLC 
MARC Subscription Service which was applied to the LCS location 
records to secure the full catalog records.) A “sort form” was created for 
each subject by converting all lowercase characters to uppercase and by 
dropping punctuation and extra spaces. The subjects were then sorted, 
and each unique subject was assigned a number which replaced the 
subject in each of the appropriate catalog records. (Each subdivided 
subject was considered a unique subject.) At the same time, the title 
number of each catalog record that was assigned the subject was linked 
to the subject record which allows the global change of a subject in the 
online catalog. The 1984 addition of the see and seealso references to the 
index will be discussed later. 
LCS Subject Search 
When a subject search is desired, the user enters the three character 
command SUB/, which specifies a search transaction and qualifies the 
type of search followed by the desired subject. The subject requested 
may be a full subject heading, the initial part of the subject heading, or a 
word of interest. The user who enters the subject heading or the first part 
of a subject heading is likely to be more successful than the user who 
types just any word. The subject search request displays an alphabetical 
segment of the subject index beginning with the subject requested (see 
fig. 2). The requested term appears on line one followed by subjects that 
fall alphabetically after the desired subject and which are often subdi- 
vided versions of the same heading. The number of items to which the 
subject is assigned precedes the subject heading on each display line. 
The prompt on the next to the last line “MORE: PS+ BACK: PS-” 
instructs the user how to browse the subject index. 
The cataloging staff may modify the search to secure a display (see 
fig. 3)which has more information than the publicdisplay. The “head- 
ing number” assigned toeach heading is shown preceding the subject. It 
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COICIAND: subhu t r i t i on  
RESPONSE: 
I T E M  SU&IECTS SAW_________________-I______-------I--_ -----
1 764 Nutr i t ion 
2 7 Nutrition--ABSTRACTS 
3 3 Nutr ition--Abstracts--Per iodi cal s 
Nutrition+ ing ef fect  
5 SEARCH UNDER: Aging--Nutritional aspects 
6 6 Nutr i t ion and dental health 6 
7 2 Nutr i t ion and dental health-United States 
Nutr i t ion and state 
9 SEARCH UNDER: Nutr i t ion pol icy 
WRE: PS+ BACK: PS- FOR TITLES, ENTER: TBVnMber 
FOR NOTES OR RELATED SUBJECTS (ONLY WEN NUHBER I S  AT RIGHT), ENTER: SAL/nder 
Figure 2. LCS Subject Index Display 
is these numbers which are stored in the catalog record to identify the 
text of the associated subject. These numbers also link the catalog record 
to the heading in the subject index display. An asterisk preceding a 
heading indicates that it has not been verified by a cataloger as “cor- 
rect.” Specifying the status of the heading was necessary because many 
of the records added to the LCS files had been created long before the 
completion of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, second edition 
(AACR2) and the creation of the LCS subject index. 
C m n d :  sub/nutr i t ion/al l  
Response: 
TBW I T E M  __________________ SUBJECTS ...................... SAW 
1 764 264 Nutr i t ion 1 
2 7 23019 * Nutrition--ABSTRACTS 
3 3 1384247 * Nutr ition--Abs tracts--Per iod i  cal s 
1853888 Nutrition--Aging ef fect  
5 116337 SEARCH UNDER: Aging--Nutritional aspects 
6 6 106473 Nutr i t ion and dental health 6 
7 2 1935136 Nutr i t ion and dental health--United States 
1885787 Nutr i t ion and state 
9 5218 SEARCH UNDER: Nutr i t ion pol icy  
ROORE: PS+ BACK: PS- FOR TITLES, ENTER: TBL/nMber 
FOR NOTES OR RELATED SUBJECTS (ONLY WEN NUWER IS AT RIGHT), ENTER: SALInunber 
Figure 3. LCS Staff Authority Index Display 
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The original 1978 design was similar to Dialog’s EXPAND or 
SDC’s NEIGHBOR commands which display a segment of an alpha- 
betical file before and after the entered term (see fig. 4).This display 
compensated for the errors in the subject headings that were prment due 
to the benign neglect of the OCLC records on the archive tape and 
illustrated the organization of the file. The proposal to change this 
display was made after observing that users often were confused when 
the subject they typed was not the first subject displayed. Many of the 
incorrect subject headings had been corrected between 1978 and 1986 
thus reducing the need to see the subject which immediately precedes 
the one entered. 
COMWJO: subhut r i t ion  
RESWNSE: 
01 
02 Nutrient supplements 
03 SEARCH UNDER: Dietary supplements 
04 1 Nutr i les.  
05 764 Nutr i t ion *(SEE BELOW) 
06 7 Nutrition--ABSTRACTS 
07 3 Nutrition--Periodicals 
08 38 Nutrition--Addresses, essays, lectures 
09 Nutr ition-4g ing e f fec t  
10 SEARCH UNOER: Aging-Nutr i t ional  aspects 
ENTER TBVl ine  no. FOR TITLES. *ENTER SALl/line no. FOR IWRE INFORMATION. 
ENTER PS- FOR PRECEDIffi PAGE; ENTER PS+ FOR NEXT PAGE. 
Figure 4. Original LCS Subject Index Display 
The design staff considered providing a search which would bypass 
the subject index and would respond with a list of titles with the 
specified subject heading. However, three reasons not to provide this 
capability were identified: (1) it was thought that the user would be 
unlikely to enter the precise subject, (2)the number of incorrect subjects 
due to typographical errors in the old records would restrict patron 
access to these records, and (3) the library patron should be aware of the 
subdivided subjects that can be a valuable resource. This last reason was 
associated with the inability to determine how to include the titles 
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associated with the subdivided subject headings with the undivided 
subject in a clear, efficient manner for both the user and the system. 
The titles towhich the subject is assigned are viewed by entering the 
three character command TBL/. The titles are sequenced by date of 
publication in reverse chronological order and then by title (see fig. 5). 
Arranging the titles by date was selected over an alphabetical arrange- 
ment by author since it  has been shown that within a subject area library 
users frequently select by publication date.3 
CDmAHD: t b l / l  
RESPONSE: 
SUWNutri t ion 
D S V  LIE 1-8 OF 764 TITLES ------------- --AUTHOR- DATE FBV 
1 OSU The d ie te t i c  technician : ef fect ive n u t r i t i o  AMnSOn, V 1986 1 
2 SL Eat t o  succeed : the Haas maximrn performanc Haas, Robe 1986 2 
3 OSU Essentials o f  nu t r i t i on  and d ie t  therapy / W i l l i a m ,  1986 3 
4 OSU Food and nu t r i t i on  : custans and culture Fieldhouse 1986 4 
5 OSU Foundations of normal and therapeutic n u t r i t i  Lankford, 1986 5 
6 OSU How t o  l i v e  longer and feel better Wing, Lawr 1986 6 
7 OSU Mollen method : a 30-day program t o  l i f e  Mollen, A r  1986 7 
8 OSU Normal and therapeutic nu t r i t i on  / 1986 8 
WRE: ffi+ TO RETURN TO SUBJECTS, ENTER: PS1 
FOR LOCATION, ENTER: DSVnMber FOR FULL CATALOG RECORD, ENTER: FEL/nunber 
Figure 5. Display of Titles for a Subject Heading 
The user may then search by line number to view the location 
record with circulation status of the items (see fig. 6) or the full catalog 
record (see fig. 7) which will provide alternative subject headings and 
the call number for browsing with the shelf-position search. 
Adding Subject Authority 
In December 1981 the subject index was modified to allow the 
display of “see” references and to include author, uniform title, and 
series heading^.^ At this same time the record was expanded to include 
fields necessary to identify the type of heading, the fields necessary for 
authority control, and the fields to specify and qualify the links to the 
“see references” and to the headings that had a “see also” and/or “see 
also from” relationship. 
The updating of these expanded records was completed primarily 
from processing the Library of Congress subject and name authority 
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Cannand: d s l / l  
Response: 
CALL NUMBER: RN216A757 1986 

AUTHOR: Aronson, V i rg in ia  

TITLE: The d i e t e t i c  technic ian : 





LINE LOCATION COPY LOAN STATUS 
1 HOn 1 3wk ava i lab le  
PAGE 1 END FULL CATALOG INFO: FBL/l 
Figure 6. LCS Location Record 




The d ie te t i c  technician : effect ive nu t r i t ion  counseling / Virginia Aronson. 
Uestport, Conn. : A V I  Pub. Co.. ~1986. x i i ,  430 p. : ill. ; 29 an. 
Bibliography: p. 416-421. Includes index. 
SUB: 1. Diet therapy 2. Nutr i t ion 

LC CARD 1: 856110 TITLE 1: 3745194 OCLC 1: 11918178 blq860618 

PAGE 1 EN0 

Figure 7. Full Catalog Record 
master tapes.5 The LCS-created “sort form” for each heading on the LC 
authority tapes was compared to the “sort form” for the LCS headings. 
When an LC heading was found on LCS, the LC authority record was 
edited and added to the LCS record. LCS now includes 2 million 
assigned name, subject, series, and uniform title headings of which 
621,737 are assigned subject headings. An assigned heading is consid- 
ered “verified” if i t  is in AACR2 form or if i t  conforms to LCSH. Of the 
assigned subject headings, 54 percent (336,168) are “verified.” Of all 
assigned subject headings, 41,214 or 6.6 percent wexe “verified” using 
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the Library of Congress subject authority master for September 1981.61n 
addition, 70,576 “see also” links and 48,737 “see” references were added 
to LCS from the 1981 subject master.’ 
All new headings from new OCLC cataloging performed by the 
Library of Congress or the OSU Libraries are added to the headings file 
as “verified” headings. At this time very few “see” references and “see 
also” heading links are added to LCS under the assumption that new 
LC authority tapes will be processed against LCS in the future. The 
“see” references and “see also” links which are not expected from the 
Library of Congress authority tapes are added to LCS by staff in the 
cataloging department. Although the programming request has been 
written to process more recent LC authority tapes, other LCS projects 
have been given priority. The “see” references-which are labeled 
“SEARCH UNDER:”-display in the subject index in the alphabet- 
ically correct sequence (see fig. 2). 
The LCS subject search was designed so that the user could enter 
any desired subject and receive a response. The examples which are 
included with this article illustrate only searches that matched the LC 
subject heading exactly. If the requested term is not located in the 
subject index, the response on line 1 includes the note “NOTHING 
WAS FOUND UNDER:” followed by the requested term. The subjects 
on the preceding page and those subjects and/or “see references” fol- 
lowing in the display are alphabetically adjacent to the requested term. 
Thus, the user receives a response which will encourage the evaluation 
of the typed request as i t  relates to the subjects around it. Frequently, a 
desired subject appears on the same screen, and the user searches the 
more relevant or correct subject. 
The LCS user may request the list of titles associated with a subject 
by entering the TBL/ command followed by the line number in front of 
the “SEARCH UNDER” reference. However, this will not provide the 
opportunity to view the subdivided subjects that are available in the 
index in the alphabetically correct location for the subject heading (see 
fig. 8). 
The “see also” references, notes, and suggested classification 
numbers are displayed only when the user requests them by entering the 
command SAL/ followed by the line number of the subject for which 
related subjects are desired (see fig. 2 leading to fig. 9). In this display, 
the number of titles associated with each “see also” heading (excluding 
the titles associated with subdivided versions of the heading) is provided 
to the right of each subject. The user must enter a new subject search if 
one of the “see also” subjects is of interest. The Libraries’ Committee for 
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ComA)(o: sub/ag ing --nutr itional aspects 
RESPONSE: 
TBL/ I T E B  ___________________--_----_-SUBJECTS SAW 
1 17 Aging--Nutritional aspects 1 
2 3 Aging--Nu tr itional aspects --Bi b l  iography . 
3 4 AGING--NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS--CONCRESSES 
4 10 Aging--Periodicals 
Aging persons 
6 SEARCH UNDER: Aged 
7 2 Aging--INDEXES 
8 1 Aging--Juvenile l i t e r a t u r e  
9 1 Aging--Longitudinal studies. 
MDRE: PS+ BACK: PS- FOR TITLES, ENTER: TBL/nMber 

FOR NOTES OR REUTED SUBJECTS (ONLY WEN NUPIBER IS AT RIGHT), ENTER: SAL/nwber 

Figure 8.LCS Subject Index Display 
an On-line Catalog is currently reviewing the content and format of the 
SAL/ display for possible revision. 
What fields should be displayed to the libraries’ users and in what 
order was discussed at length. The interest that many users have shown 
in “browsing the shelves” and the normal brevity of that field resulted in 
displaying it first along with the prompt “(SEARCH WITH SPW)”. 
The subjects that have a “see also” relationship are displayed next, 
because they were included in the OSU Libraries’ cardcatalog. The “see 
also” notes followed. The subjects that had a “see also from” relation- 
ship were omitted from the public display because the repetition of the 
same subject in two separate sequences would be confusing, and the 
librarians did not want the “see also” and “see also from” headings 
interfiled because they used the distinction in their work. No considera-
tion was given to including the “see” references in the public display. 
All of the fields in the authority record are available to the staff by 
modifying the search request. The cataloger’s version of the display in 
figure 9 is in the appendix. 
Use of Subject Search 
Although the initial library policy was not to promote the subject 
search, within one year, by June 1979, Norden and Lawrence reported 
that subject searches were 9.3 percent of the searches of choice. Those 
transactions which specified a type of search-e.g., author, subject, 
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COWWND: sa l / l  
RESPONSE: 
Nutrition 
POSSIBLE BROUSING NUWER(S): Hane econanics, TX341-641; Personal hygiene 
RA784: Physiology, QP141-185.3 (SEARCH WITH SPS/) 
SEARCH 	ALSO UNDER: 

Absorption (Physiology) (12 TITLES) 

knino acids i n  human n u t r i t i o n  (1  TITLE) 

Animal n u t r i t i o n  (76 TITLES) 

Ant ib io t ics  i n  n u t r i t i o n  (3 TITLES) 

Chromium i n  human n u t r i t i o n  

Deficiency diseases (15 TITLES) 

PAGE 1. MORE: PG+ TO RETURN TO SUBJECTS, ENTER: PS1 
Nut r i t ion  
SEARCH ALSO UNDER: 

Diet  (224 TITLES) 

Dietary supplements (12 TITLES) 

Digestion (30 TITLES) 

Elemental d i e t  ( 1  TITLE) 

Food (298 TITLES) 

Food habits (73 TITLES) 

Food preferences ( 7  TITLES) 

Lipids i n  n u t r i t i o n  (7 TITLES) 

PAGE 2. MORE: PG+ BACK: PG- TO RETURN TO SUBJECTS. ENTER: PSI 
. . .  
Nut r i t ion  
SEARCH ALSO UNDER: 

Vitamin!; (51 TITLES) 

Vitamins i n  human n u t r i t i o n  (26 TITLES) 

SEARCH ALSO UNDER: Subdivision Nut r i t ion  under subjects, e.9. Astronauts--
Nutr i t ion;  a lso subdivision Nutr i t ional  aspects under diseases. e.g. 
Nut r i t iona l  aspects 
PAGE 5. BACK: PG- TO RETURN TO SUBJECTS, ENTER: PS1 
Figure 9. Public: Search Also Under Display 
title-were defined as searches of choice.* In 1985/86, the 868,800 subject 
searches accounted for 30 percent of the searches of choice at the public 
search terminals. In 1985186, 129,300 SAL/ commands (“Search also” 
searches) were entered from the public search terminals. 
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In their survey of users of the LCS subject search, Ludy and Van 
Pulis have determined that the search the user entered found an exact or 
close match 69percent of the time. For 13 percent of the searches entered, 
a “SEARCH UNDER:” reference was displayed. The inclusion of the 
“see” and “see also” structure has increased the success rate of the 
subject searches to 82 p e r ~ e n t . ~  
Evaluation 
Although the LCS subject search uses the same vocabulary as the 
card catalog-i.e., the Library of Congress Subject Headings-the LCS 
subject search is an improvement over the card catalog. LCS ignores 
punctuation such as parentheses and commas so that a user is not 
required to be aware of the punctuation or to enter thesecorrectly. If the 
punctuation is entered, it is ignored by LCS. Users can move around the 
alphabet changing their minds about the subject. Once a subject display 
has been retrieved, the users may browse forward or backward following 
the prompts at the bottom of the screen to identify the desired heading, 
and the users frequently enter the page-turning commands to browse 
the list of headings. LCS indicates the number of titles to which the 
heading was assigned. A list of titles can be requested by entering the 
line number of the “see” reference with the same ease that the titles can 
be selected from the actual heading. 
The subject searches (SUB/) on LCS average .31 of a second in the 
central processing unit. The request to list the titles associated (TBLI) 
with a subject average .38 of a second per request. The request to view 
the “search also under” headings (SAL/) averages .45 of a second per 
request. This minimal use of the computer resource, considering the 
number of subject searches performed and the total activity on LCS, is 
important. The quick responses are especially important for the OSU 
Libraries and such response occurs in part because the LCS subject 
search is not a Boolean search. 
Future Enhancements 
What does the future hold for improving LCS subject access? The 
first enhancement should be to identify from the transaction log the 
subject searches that responded with no titles. These requests would be 
examined by a cataloger and added, if appropriate, as additional refer- 
ences to established subject headings. 
A second enhancement would be automatically to manipulate the 
search if no heading or reference is found that matches the request. This 
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modification would be of two kinds. First, LCS could invert the entered 
words and retry the search, thus “History of the United States” would 
locate a successful heading under “United States, History of the.” If the 
inversion was not successful, then passing the entered words against a 
database to check spelling might be appropriate. 
Conclusion 
The OSU Libraries online catalog subject access has roots in the 
card catalog. Technology has been applied to enhance the card catalog 
capabilities in subject searches of a decentralized library’s online 
catalog. OSU Libraries will observe and evaluate online catalogs in 
other libraries with similar activity levels to identify enhancements for 
LCS that will improve subject searches for the libraries’ users. 
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Appendix 
LCS Authority Display 

(or Staff Search Also Under Display) 

k l r  I t I o n  264 
I 2  SEE 6x80: 
13 1391706 a r v l v a l  and  emarqancY r a t l o n s  (2 )  
14 40772 Traca  e leman ts  In n u t r l t l o n  (12 )  
15 147016 Unsa tu ra tmd  f a t t y  a c i d s  I n  human n u t r l t l o n  (2)
16 190247 V l t a m l n  D In human n u t r l t l o n  (1) 
17 f6677 V l t a m l n s  (51) 
18 467SE V l t a m l n s  I n  human n u t r i t i o n  (26)  
19 (360)m u b d i v l 6 l o n  W t r l t i o n  undc r  subJec ts ,  e.0. C I s t r o n a u t s - - k t r i t I o n r  
also s u b d l v l s l o n  k t r l t l o n a l  a s p e c t s  undar dl-eases, e.q. Cancer--
PG2. ENTER PG1 FOR PRECEDING P f f i E ~ENTER PG3 FOR N X T  PffiE. 
k t r i t I o n  264 
(360) W t r i t l o n a l  aspectsj Card iovascu lmr  ~ystcm--DIsearea--M~trltional 
a s p e c t s  
24 SEE ALSO FROM: 10 
25 63969 D a f l c i e n c y  d i seases  (15) 
26 1263 Dim1 (224) 
27 Z466 D l q o s t l o n  (3Q) 
29 10219 Food  (296) 
29 1207 Food hmblts (73) 
30 304S1 k a l t h  (210) 
PG3. ENTER PG2 FOR PRECEDING Pf f iE j  ENTER !X+FOR N X T  P K E .  
k t r i t I o n  264 

02 SEE ALSD FROM: 

03 9361 r*taboilmm (94) 





06 4515 T h a r a p a u t l c s  (70) 

PGI EW. ENTER PG- FOR PRECEDING PffiE. 

W t r l t i o n  (1980 
02 264 FjuB: 764 
03 (W)Horn economlcs, TX341-641, Pa ruona I  hyq lene .  RA784j Physloloqy, W141-
165.3 

05 SEE FRM: 2 

w I- a l i m n t a t i o n  

07 la56227 DIatmtlcs 

Oe BE ALSO: 32 

Qp 55441 A b 6 o r p t i o n  ( P h y 6 i o l o P Y )  (12) 

10 1854652 Amlno meld. i n  human n u t r l t l o n  (1)

PGI. ENTER PG2 FOR NEXT PffiE. 
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FCItr I t Ion 264 
12 SEE PISO: 
13 4403 Anlmal nutrltlon (76)

14 197866 Antlblotlcs In nutrltlon (3)
15 230056 Chromlum In human nutrltlon (1) 

16 63969 hflclancv diseases (15)

17 1263 DIet (224)
18 2980590 DIatary uupplemnts (12)

19 25464 Dlqastlon (30)
20 lBG0283 Elammntal dial (1)  
PG2. ENTER PG1 FOR PRECEDIN; PAGE, ENTER ffi3 FOR N X T  PAGE. 
t h l r  It i on 264 

22 6EE PI=: 

23 10219 Food (298)

24 1207 Food hablts (73)

25 160318 Food preferences ( 7 )  

26 8796 Llpids In nutrltlon (7)

27 22690 Wlnulrltlon (53) 

m 934 M.1aboIIsm (94)

29 112670 M l I k  as food (6)

30 1370244 Hlnarals In nutrltlon (2) 

PG3. ENTER ffi2 FOR PRECEDING PACE, ENTER PG+ FOR N X T  PffiE. 

h t r  It ion 264 

02 6EE &SO: 

03 56678 Mlneralr In the body (12)

04 330.15 Parantera1 feadlng (19) 

05 6823 Protalns In human nutrltlon (18)  

06 166-6 Smlanlum In human nutrition (2)

07 127812 SolIs and nutrltlon (2) 

OB 248516 m q a r s  In human nutrltlon (0 

09 14549 Sulphur In nutrltlon ( 2 ) 

10 191793 BUrgary-bbtrilIonal aspects (4 ) 

PGI. ENTER FG- FOR PREUDIK PWE, ENTER ffi2 FOR N X T  PffiE. 
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Suggested Guidelines for Screen Layouts 
and Design of Online Catalogs 
JOSEPH R. MATTHEWS 
CENTRAL of an online catalog is the display of biblio-TO THE CONCEPT 
graphic and other information on a CRT screen. Yet each designer of 
the online catalog has developed a fairly unique approach to the issues 
of layout, content, and sequence of data, typography, spacing, punctua- 
tion, and vocabulary.’ Good computer systems must accommodate the 
ways that people read and understand CRT terminal displays.2 
As online catalogs proliferate and users move from system to system 
it becomes crucial that the user of the online catalog be presented with 
screens that are relatively similar in layout andcontent. This has impor- 
tant implications both for the system designer and for the user of the 
online catalog. For the system designer, familiar and relatively similar 
screen displays mean that the user will spend less time reading the 
screen. Thus the time between the entry of command/choices will be 
shorter. This means that the online catalog, an expensive resource, has 
the potential for more user transactions per hour. For the user, familiar 
screens mean less time will be needed to (re)learn the use of an online 
catalog in a variety of library settings. 
The following preliminary guidelines for screen layout and design 
are presented in an effort to spark discussion and become a focus for 
consensus building. A “guideline” is a range of acceptable options that 
gets the library profession closer to an online catalog that works under a 
variety of circumstances. Guidelines are not meant to be set in concrete 
but are meant to evolve as the available data and research gets better. The 
Joseph R. Matthews is Vice-president forOperations, INLEX, Inc., Monterey, California. 
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guidelines will and should change as we learn more. Good screen 
guidelines must emphasize: 
-consistent display formats so the user knows where to look for in- 
formation; 
-consistent labeling of information; 
-the value of breuity-displaying no more data than needed by the 
user; and 
-efficient information assimilation by the user. 
Consistency-the foundation of systems that are easy to learn, use, 
and remember-allows the user to form a simple conceptual model of 
the online catalog. When the designer’s conceptual model of the online 
catalog closely parallels the model developed by the user through use of 
the system, the system can then be called user friendly. 
Brevity-acknowledges that the human user is limited in the 
amount of information that can be absorbed in a given period of time. 
Ignoring this limitation will result in increased frustration and user 
errors. Overall density, often expressed as a percentage of the total 
character spaces available, measures the number of characters displayed. 
Local density, usually manipulated by altering line spacing, is an 
indicator of the number of filled spaces near each character. Low density 
numbers should mean good user comprehension. 
Comfiatibility-another desirable characteristic-minimizes the 
amount of information recoding that must be done by the user. Good 
compatibility ensures efficient information assimilation by the user. 
Related data should be grouped or “chunked” t ~ g e t h e r . ~  The layout 
complexity of a display should follow a predictable visual ~ c h e m e . ~  
Some general guidelines are presented followed by some specific 
guidelines that relate to different types of online catalog displays. Refer- 
ences are given to indicate the degree of support that prior research, 
experience, and the synthesis of other work related to displays give to 
these guidelines. Both in substance and style the following guidelines 
draw heavily from Smith and A ~ c e l l a . ~  
Label Guidelines 
1. 	Labels Should Be Ufifiercase. Display labels in uppercase only.‘ 
2. 	Labels Should Be Words, Not Abbreviations. 
3. 	Every Variable Should Be Labeled. Every variable or data element 
should have a distinct and meaningful name. Use of jargon should be 
avoided, including librarianese.’ The choice of labels should be 
driven by what the majority of users call various data elements, not 
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what librarians think has value. For example, do users know what is 
meant by “IMPRINT”? 
4. 	Labels Should Be Right Justified. Labels should be right justified 
and placed to the left of the data field.’ 
5. Separate Labels. Labels should be separated from data fields by a 
colon (:) and at least one blank space.g 
6. Label Length. The amount of space provided for labels should be at 
least twelve characters and no more than twenty characters. 
7 .  Labels for Information Displayed in Columns. Columns should be 
clearly identified. There are several options for displaying column 
labels (see fig. 1): 
a. UPPERCASE only 
b. Underlined UPPERCASE 
c. Uppercase with hyphens-e.g., ---- UPPERCASE ----
d. Uppercase in REVERSE VIDEO 
At this time there are no clear research results to indicate which type of 
label to use for information displayed in columns. In the face of a lack of 
research, all caps with underscore is recommended. Color displays may 
also help to solve this problem. 
General Text Guidelines 
1. 	Arrange Data Logically. Arrange information in logical groups 
functionally.”
2. 	Mix Upper and Lowercase Text.  To improve legibility and help 
differentiate text from labels, general text should be displayed in 
mixed upper and lowercase with conventional use of capital-
ization-i.e., to start sentences, to indicate proper nouns and 
acronyms, etc. 11 Should indexes which are not stored in uppercase 
only be displayed in uppercase only? Research suggests not. 
3. 	End Sentences with a Period. Every sentence should end with a 
period.” 
4. 	 Little or N o  Hyphenation of Text. Words should not be broken by 
hyphenation. Lines should be broken at words rather than splitting a 
word in two. Unjustified text lines are just as legible as right margin 
justified text.I3 Ragged right-hand margins are also probably easier 
to do than right-justified margins. 
5. Left Justified Text. Text should be left j~stif ied.’~ The label should 
be right justified, followed by a colon, then a space, and then the text. 
There should be two parallel lines if you look straight down the 
middle of the display. With labels right justified and text left justi- 
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1. ALL CAPS, f o t  example: 
L I N E  # AUTHOR 	 TITLE YEAR 
1 Stone ,  A l l a n  A. The abnormal p e r s o n a l i t y  1976 
2 Stone ,  A l b e r t  E. The i n n o c e n t  eye: c h i l d h  1975 
3 Stone ,  A l b e r t  E. Twent ie th  c e n t u r y  in te rc  1977 
4 Gawain and t h e  Green Knigh S i r  Gawain and t h e  Green 1968 
2. ALL CAPS WITE UNDERSCORE, for example: 
L I N E  # AUTHOR 	 TITLE -YEAR 
1 Stone ,  Al lan  A. The abnormal p e r s o n a l i t y  1976 
2 Stone ,  A l b e r t  E .  The i n n o c e n t  eye: c h i l d h  1975 
3 Stone ,  A l b e r t  E. Twentieth c e n t u r y  i n t e r c  1977 
4 Gawain and t h e  Green Knigh S i r  Gawain and t h e  Green 1968 
3. ----- ALL CAPS ------ (WITE EYPEENS), for example: 

L I N E  1------ AUTHOR __---_______ TITLE 
-----__- -_------- YEAR 
1 Stone ,  Al lan  A. The abnormal p e r s o n a l i t y  1976 
2 S t o n e ,  A l b e r t  E. The i n n o c e n t  eye: c h i l d h  1975 
3 Stone ,  A l b e r t  E. Twent ie th  c e n t u r y  i n t e r c  1977 
4 Gawain and t h e  Green Knigh S i r  Gawain and t h e  Green 1968 
4 .  ALL CAPS (WITE REVERSE VIDEO), for eXaUtple: 
-
L I N E  # AUTHOR 	 TITLE YEAR 
1 Stone ,  Al lan  A. The abnormal p e r s o n a l i t y  1976 
2 Stone ,  A l b e r t  E. The i n n o c e n t  eye: c h i l d h  1975 
3 Stone ,  A l b e r t  E. Twent ie th  c e n t u r y  i n t e r c  1977 
4 Gawain and t h e  Green Knigh S i r  Gawain and t h e  Green 1968 
Figure 1. Options for Tabular Labels 
fied, you have jagged edges on the outer margins and in the middle 
you have symmetry. Subject headings should be viewed as text-i.e., 
presented as upper and lowercase. 
6. 	Text Width of 55 Characters. Text should include no more than 
55-60 characters per line.15 
7. 	Highlighting. The variable textual information should be 
highlighted with the labels displayed in normal or dim intensity.16 
8. Paragraphs. Paragraphs should be no longer than four lines each. 
Paragraphs should be separated by a single blank line. '' 
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Instructional Text Guidelines 
Text for instructions, directions, help screens, and options should 
follow these guidelines: 
1. Simple Sentence Structure. Short, simple sentences should be used.” 
2. Affirmative Sentences. Affirmative rather than negative statements 
should be used. Tell the user what to do not what to avoid.lg 
3. 	Active Voice. Sentences should be in the active voice because active 
voice sentences are easier to understand.20 
4. 	 Temporal Sequence. The word order of sentences describing a 
sequence of actions should correspond to the sequence of activities.21 
Examples: (Good) Press RETURN to start a search. 
(Bad) T o  start a search, press RETURN. 

Don’t ask the user to transpose the instruction. 

5. 	 Use Complete Words. Complete words-not contractions or short 
forms of a word-should be used.22 
6. Avoid Jargon. Words used should be familiar to the user and avoid 
the jargon of librarians and computer programmer^.^^ For example, 
in displays of authority information, the records related to a con- 
trolled vocabulary heading have been referred to as “references,” 
“titles,” “records,” “items,” “citations,” and “papers.” Are any of 
these terms more or less intelligible to users? More work is needed in 
this area. 
7. 	Consistent Wording. Word usage should be consistent, especially for 
terminology pertaining to the online catalog.24 Example: If the word 
“screen” is to be used, then synonyms such as frame, display, etc. 
should be avoided. We may need to develop a glossary so that we can 
call things by the same names regardless of the system we are in. We 
need to get away from the “not invented here” syndrome-i.e., the 
belief that vocabulary that originated somewhere else can never be 
appropriate for my special needs. The glossary contained in Hil- 
dreth’s book is a good starting point. 
8. Znformation Content. Only information essential to the user’s needs 
should be displayed. Simplify all screens. However, all data pertinent 
to a particular information need-e.g., location and status 
information-should be displayed on the same screen.25 
9. 	Information Density. The total amount of information to be dis- 
played at any one time should be carefully controlled. No more than 
30 percent of available character spaces should be used-15 percent is 
recommended.26 Users always perceive that the screen is more filled 
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with information than i t  actually i~.~’Crawford et al., in a forthcom- 
ing book, are measuring the information density of various online 
catalog screen designs. 
Screen Layout Guidelines 
1. Identify Screens. For screen or page-based systems, every screen 
should display the user’s input that led to the current screen. If this 
information is not incorporated as a part of the system’s response to 
the user, it should be displayed in the upper right-hand corner of the 
screen. 
2. 	Organization of Data. The organization and location of displayed 
data elements should be standardized. This permits the user to 
develop spatial expectations. Data should be presented using spac- 
ing, grouping, and columns to produce an orderly and legible 
display.28 
3. 	Screen Segments. The screen should be divided into three segments 
(top, middle, and bottom) with each segment reserved for specific 
functions. For example, the top of the screen usua1,ly shows how the 
user got the present screen, the middle of the screen presents the 
current information, and the bottom of the screen is typically 
reserved for the display of options available to the user.” 
4. 	Dashed Lines. Dashed lines may be used to segment the screen.30 
The following sections give specific guidelines for the layout of a 
number of different types of screen displays. Guidelines that apply to 
more than one type of display are repeated. 
Screen Layout-Authority Display 
There is little guidance to date for this area. For example, should 
the records associated with a heading precede or follow that heading? 
Should the main heading (material preceding the first --) be repeated or 
should it be displayed once with the subheadings indented on the 
following lines? There are some things we do know however: 
1. Line Numbers. Lists of items continued on the next page (scrolled) 
should be numbered relative to the first item on the initial page.31 
Leading zeros in line numbers should not be used.32 Line numbers 
should start with the number “1” not “0.” On some systems, you look 
at ten items (numbered one through ten) then go to the next page for 
ten more and they are numbered one through ten again; you go to the 
third page and they are numbered one through ten. How can the user 
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keep track? That is the issue. Constantly increasing numbers are 
recommended. 
2. 	Order of Items. Items in a list should be arranged in some recogniz- 
able and useful order such as chronological, alphabetical, or degree 
of i m p ~ r t a n c e . ~ ~Last-in-first-out is generally not a useful display 
sequence. 
3. 	Data Elements Included. Data elements to be included in a multiple 






-Number of related records 

What sequence these elements should appear in has not been 
addressed though it  is assumed that the line number should come 
first. 
4. 	 Tabular Displays. When multiple data elements appear on a single 
line-e.g., line number, authority heading(s), number of related 
records-the data elements should be broken into separate blocks- 
tabular display-and not run together and separated with slashes.34 
5. 	Label Column Displays. To reduce misunderstandings and increase 
efficient information assimilation by the user, all columns should 
have a column heading label.36 A sample authority display that 
incorporates these design guidelines is shown in figure 2. 
Screen Layout-Multiple Line Display 
1. 	Line Numbers. Lists of items continued on the next page (scrolled) 
should be numbered relative to the first item on the initial page.36 
2. 	Order of Items. Items in a list should be arranged in some recogniz- 
able and useful order, such as chronological, alphabetical, or degree 
of imp~rtance.~'  
3.  	Data Elements Included. Data elements to be included in a multiple 
line (record) display are: 
-Line number 
-First (N) characters of the author 
-First (N) characters of the title 
-Year published 
Note: in a sample of eighteen online catalogs, seventeen include the 
title (truncated), fifteen the author (truncated), thirteen the line 
number, seven the call number, nine the year, four the location, two 
the publisher, and one the record ID. Perhaps the data elements to be 
included vary by type of search. For example, for an author search, 
assuming the author's name being searched is displayed once, the 
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BROWSING SUBJECT H E A D I N G S :  Library 
L I N E  I) TITLES SUBJECT H E A D I N G S  
1 1 4  L ibr a r  y Adminis t rat ion  

2 23 L i b r a r y  A r c h i t e c t u r e  

3 6 L i b r a r y  A s s o c i a t i o n s  

4 2 1  - Congresses 

5 5 - D i r e c t o r i e s  

6 8 L i b r a r y  B u i l d i n g s  

7 10 L i b r a r y  C a t a l o g s  

8 3 - Card C a t a l o g s  

9 4 - COM c a t a l o g s 

10 8 - Onl ine  C a t a l o g s  

11 2 L i b r a r y  Educat ion  

1 2  3 - Canada H i s t o r y  

13 4 - US H i s t o r y 

1 4  36 L i b r a r i e s ,  U n i v e r s i t y  and c o l l e g e 

15 3 - A c q u i s i t i o n s 

16 6 - Addresses ,  e s s a y s  and l e c t u r e s  

17 9 - Admin i s t r a t ion  

18 2 - Automation 

19 2 - Case s t u d i e s  

20 1 - C o l l e c t e d  works 

More r e c o r d s  may be seen  on t h e  nex t  s c r e e n .  
CHOICE: -
Select t h e  NUMBER of t h e  item you want t o  see, or 

N NEXT SCREEN H HELP 

P PREVIOUS SCREEN 

Figure 2. Sample Authority Display 
data elements to be displayed in tabular form include line number, 
title, and year published (perhaps call number). For a title or 
author/title search, the data elements to be displayed in tabular form 
include: line number, author, title, and year published. 
4. Tabular Displays. When multiple data elements appear on a single 
line-e.g., line number, author (truncated), title (truncated), year, 
etc.-the data elements should be broken into separate blocks- 
tabular display-and not run together and separated with slashes.% 
5.  	Label Column Disfdays. To reduce misunderstandings and increase 
efficient information assimilation by the user, all columns should 
have a column heading 
Figure 3 provides an illustration of a sample multiple line display that 
incorporates these guidelines. 
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JUDLJLCI  SEARCH: Economic RETRIEVED 31 RECORDS 
L I N E  # AUTHOR T I T L E  ( P a r t i a l )  	 -YEAR 
1 Blaug,  Mark Economic Theory i n  r e t r o s p e c t  1968 
2 C l a r k ,  C o l i n  The economic development of Weste 1959 
3 Clough, Shepard The economic development of Weste 1959 
4 Commoner, Bar ry  The p o v e r t y  of power: energy  and 1976 
5 Dobb, Maurice S t u d i e s  i n  t h e  development of c a p  1947 
6 Faulkner ,  Harold American economic h i s t o r y  1960 
7 G a l b r a i t h ,  John The age  of u n c e r t a i n t y  1977 
8 G a l b r a i t h ,  John Money whence it came, where it we 1975 
9 Gould, John  Devi Economic growth i n  h i s t o r y :  s u r v e  1972 
10 Heibrouer ,  Ronald The making of economic s o c i e t y / R  1980 
11 H i c k s ,  John Richa  A t h e o r y  of economic h i s t o r y  1969 
1 2  Kenwood, A.G. The growth of t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  e 1971 
13  Levy, L e s t e r  S American economic development gro 1962 
14 McClelland, David The a c h i e v i n g  s o c i e t y  1961 
15 P o l a n y i ,  Kar 1 The l i v e l i h o o d  of man, e d i t e d  by 1977 




S e l e c t  t h e  NUMBER of t h e  i t e m  you want t o  see, or 

N NEXT SCREEN H HELP 

P PREVIOUS SCREEN 

Figure 3. Sample Multiple Line Display 
Screen Layout-Single Brief Record Display 
This display provides a brief record and one or more records may be 
displayed on a single screen. If a search retrieves a single record, the 
system should automatically display the record in a (default) single brief 
record display. Most systems require the user to enter another character 
and hit RETURN even if there is only one choice to be displayed. 
1. Layout. The layout or format of a brief record should not be the 
traditional 3 x 5 card catalog format but rather a structured, labeled 
format.40 Note: in a sample of fourteen online catalogs, seven use a 
structured labeled format. 
2. 	Label Euery Variable. Every variable or data element should have a 
distinct and meaningful name. Use of jargon in the labels, including 
librarianese, should be avoided.41 
3. Information Content. Only information essential to the user's needs 
should be dis~layed.~' A number of observers have suggested that 
users of the catalog actually use little of the data presented.43 
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Screen Layout-Copy and Status Display 
T o  the extent possible, the use of a tabular layout is recommended. 
Labels should be capitalized and text should use upper and lowercase 
characters. A sample brief record display is shown in figure 4. 
DISPLAY 	 RECORD NUMBER 7 FROM A S E T  OF 31 RECORDS. 
AUTHOR: 	 J. F. F O S t e L  and F.  M o w a t  
T I T L E :  	 F i n a l  R e p o r t  on I n t e r l a b o r a t o r y  C o o p e r a t i v e  Study
of t h e  Prec is ion  and A c c u r a c y  of t h e  Measurement of 
N i t r o g e n  D i o x i d e  C o n t e n t  i n  t h e  A t m o s p h e r e  U s i n g  
ASIM Method D 2 9 1 4 .  
PUBLISHER: New Y o r k :  A m e r i c a n  S o c i e t y  for T e s t i n g  and 
Materials,  1978. 
CALL 
NUMBER: 	 T D 8 4 4  
A4 5 
N O 5 5  
BARCODE # LOCATION STATUS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  Main On s h e l f  
1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2  B r a n c h  C h e c k e d  o u t  
CHOICE: 	-
N NEXT SCREEN H HELP 
P PREVIOUS SCREEN 
Figure 4. Sample Brief Record Display 
Screen Layout-Medium or Full Record Display 
This display provides most or all of the full MARC record. (The 
display may therefore require more than one screen.) 
1. 	Layout .  The layout or format of a record should not be the 
traditional 3 x 5 card catalog format but rather a structured labeled 
format.44 And related data-e.g., author and added author en- 
tries-should be combined in the display of the online cata-
log. Note: In a sample of fourteen displays, seven use a structured 
labeled format. 
2. 	Label Every Variable. Every variable or data element should have a 
distinct and meaningful name. Use of jargon in the labels, including 
librarianese, should be avoided.45 
Figure 5 illustrates a sample full record display using the earlier 
suggested guidelines. 
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DISPLAY RECORD NUMBER 7 I N  FULL FROM A SET OF 3 1  RECORDS. 
AUTHOR: J. 	F. F o s t e r  and  F. Mowat 
TITLE : 	F i n a l  R e p o r t  on InteKlabOratOKy C o o p e r a t i v e  S tudy  
o f  t h e  P r e c i s i o n  and Accuracy of t h e  Measurement 
o f  Ni t rogen  Dioxide  C o n t e n t  i n  t h e  Atmosphere 
Using ASIM Method D2914. 
PUBLISHER:. 	 N e w  York: American S o c i e t y  for  T e s t i n g  and 
M a t e r i a l s ,  1978. 
DESCRIPTION: 	 265 p a g e s ,  i n c l u d e s  index  and b i b l i o g r a p h y
SUMMARY: 	T h i s  s t u d y  c r i t i c a l l y  examined t h e  measurement o f  
n i t r o g e n  d i o x i d e  c o n t e n t  i n  t h e  a tmosphere  u s i n g  
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  from both  government a g e n c i e s  and  
p r i v a t e  c o r p o r a t i o n s .  
SUBJECTS: 	 1 N i t r o g e n  d i o x i d e  

2 N i t r o g e n  d i o x i d e ,  t e s t i n g  

3 Atmosphere t e s t i n g  








N NEXT SCREEN H HELP 

P PREVIOUS SCREEN 

Figure 5. Sample Full Record Display 
Conclusions 
It is possible to develop valid guidelines for the display of biblio- 
graphic and related information on the screen of a CRT terminal, and 
now is the time to do so-before the number of online catalogs grows 
too large. Some similarity exists now. 
The display guidelines should employ principles based on avail- 
able research. These guidelines should be used consistently whenever a 
system designer chooses to employ a particular feature or display. 
Standard nomenclature is required now to identify and describe the 
various elements and screens of the online catalog. A standard for the 
names of different data elements is also needed now. Again, the names 
should be what a majority of users call a particular data element, not 
what librarians and system designers think a label should be called. 
Research is needed to help determine which of the various data 
elements-and in which sequence-are needed by users. For example, 
should a brief display provide author, title, series, publisher, subjects, 
contents notes or title, series, author, publisher, year, subjects or ...? We 
need to format the display from the user’s perspective. 
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Educating the Online Catalog User: 
A Model Evaluation Study 
BRIAN NIELSEN 
BETSY BAKER 
ANISSUE WHICH IS central to planning for the implementation of online 
catalog systems in libraries of all types, but which received little notice 
in the literature of the early 1980s on online catalogs, is that of the role of 
public services staff in the management planning process.’ Because 
much of the hard work in the early implementation stages was on the 
technical and technical services side (especially for libraries bringing up  
systems which had not been previously field tested), it was perhaps 
natural that reference librarians and other public services personnel 
were not counted among those most responsible for bringing forward 
the technology in libraries. Now more than midway through a decade of 
tremendous change in libraries, however, it is clear that the public 
service aspects of online catalog implementation are of considerable 
interest to the field and that reference librarians everywhere are seeking 
to forge new roles for themselves. 
As public services librarians have sought to define their relation- 
ship to the online catalog, it has been natural for them to view the 
relationship in terms of their role vis-A-vis the older card file technology 
that online technology supplants. The historic relationship cast the 
public services librarian as “interpreter” of the catalog-i.e., assisting 
users to locate items and teaching them how to use the card catalog by 
themselves. It has long been unclear how much such “interpretation” 
the card catalog required, though it was long recognized that consistent 
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and clear management of the catalog on the technical services side 
relieved the burden considerably on the reference side in this regard. 
With the bibliographic instruction movement having gained consider- 
able force and influence on the field within the past fifteen years, the 
concept of catalog “interpretation” has come to be understood as man- 
dating instruction, at least in academic libraries. 
Do online catalogs require instruction in their use and, if  so, how is 
that instruction best delivered? These questions do not have simple 
answers, yet from the early online catalog implementations at the 
beginning of the decade library managers have taken positions that 
assumed a rather simple “yes” or “no” to the first question. 
To approach answers to the two questions of whether the online 
catalog requires instruction and what might be the best means of 
delivering it, Northwestern University Library undertook a research 
study, supported by the Council on Library Resources (CLR), to test the 
value of online catalog user education. In the pages that follow, the 
research undertaken at Northwestern will be summarized as to the 
research objectives, the rationale for the study, a description of the 
methodology and findings, and the study’s major conclusions. Though 
the research brings new findings to the specific question of how best to 
provide users with services that will enable them to make best use of an 
online catalog, our work also addresses some larger questions: 
1. What is the role of the reference librarian vis-A-vis a catalog that is 
now considered to be self-interpreting? 
2. 	What do our experiences with online catalog user education lead us 
to expect in the way of changes in our bibliographic instruction 
programs overall? 
3. 	 What is the future of reference services in an increasingly automated 
library? 
It is hoped that these issues can continue to be seriously addressed as 
more and more libraries move from an initial “presentation” phase to 
an ongoing operational phase in online catalog implementation. 
The article begins with an overview of the primary objectives of the 
“Educating the Online Catalog User” project. These objectives are 
described in the context of Northwestern’s setting, with a brief descrip- 
tion of LUIS (Library User Information Service), the online catalog 
component of NOTIS (Northwestern Online Total Integrated System). 
Following this is a discussion of some of the underlying issues that 
prompted our interest in online catalog user education. The issues that 
surfaced in establishing broad learning objectives-the framework 
upon which the model program was based-are described, and a de- 
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scription of the NOTIS transaction log facility-an important data 
gathering tool in the research-is provided. Finally, the article closes by 
proposing that reference librarians and managers expand the scope of 
their online catalog user education efforts to include more than the 
teaching of a single tool. They should take advantage of the brief 
historical opportunity presented by the online catalog to use the novelty 
i t  provides as a vehicle for teaching users about other information 
retrieval systems that are becoming increasingly visible both within and 
beyond the library environment. 
The overall purpose of the “Educating the Online Catalog User” 
study was to provide a model for the development and evaluation of an 
online public access catalog user education program that could be 
employed by other academic libraries with any number of different 
online catalogs. The model was developed by collaborative effort 
among the reference staff at Northwestern and librarians at the Univer- 
sity of Wisconsin-Madison and Washington University in St. Louis. 
Though the project was centered at Northwestern, public services staff 
at these other institutions provided advice and feedback at several stages 
of the project in order to keep the research as broadly focused as possible. 
The experimental stage of the study was conducted exclusively at 
Northwestern University. 
The study had four objectives: ( 1 )  to develop a set of systematic and 
formalized instructional objectives for teaching online catalog use that 
could be adopted by other academic libraries seeking to develop an 
online catalog instruction program; (2) to implement an instructional 
program based on those learning objectives at Northwestern University; 
(3) to evaluate the success of this program through a variety of estab- 
lished evaluative techniques including the use of transaction log data; 
and (4) to assess the viability of transaction log monitoring as a data 
source for bibliographic instruction evaluation. 
It was recognized at the outset that the study’s objectives were 
constrained by the features of the online catalog to which the researchers 
had the most complete access. Northwestern University Library uses the 
LUIS online catalog, which has a number of features common to many 
other such systems but also lacks certain features that present significant 
instructional challenges. LUIS offers title, author, and subject search- 
ing but at the time of the study did not provide keyword searching or the 
ability to use Boolean operators. A number of descriptions of LUISexist 
in the published literature on online catalogs,2 and LUIS is now availa- 
ble (under various names) in over sixty libraries-academic, public, 
school, and special-in the United States and Canada. 
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Online Catalog User Education Issues 
The central question that directed this study, “What might be the 
components of a model program to instruct users of an onlinecatalog?” 
challenges a commonly held view within the field of librarianship and 
information science. This view is that an effective “user friendly” inter- 
active computer system-such as an online catalog-should not require 
instruction at all. While such a view is not universally held, it is 
common especially among system developers and others who are 
steeped in the use of computers in libraries and elsewhere. A frequently 
articulated design specification for end user oriented systems is that all 
system use instruction should be provided as part of its interface- 
through such things as introductory help screens, user prompts, and 
labeling conventions-and should be all that even the most naive user 
needs to know to be able to effectively use that system. A corollary of this 
view is that efforts to develop an instructional program for the online 
catalog suggest that the catalog is not fulfilling its purpose and that its 
design is flawed. With this logic, any effort to provide instruction in 
online catalog use by public services staffs might be viewed as wasted 
effort at the least, and provide implicit criticism of the designers as well. 
Though the project from its inception questioned this view of the 
incompatibility of “user friendly” online systems and instruction pro- 
grams, it did not simply embrace the contrary view that formalized 
instruction must be given to all online catalog users. Interactive systems 
for the general public are simply too new and untested for us to assume 
either of these positions without a period of considerable experimenta- 
tion and practical examination of what works and what doesn’t work 
for our users. A certain amount of curiosity, fascination, or mystique 
naturally accompanies technological evolution. At this early stage of 
online catalog implementation, learning from the practical experiences 
of others, as well as from more formal research findings, is essential if we 
are to move beyond these phases in our program development. 
Baker and Nielsen3review much of the early literature on the debate 
about the value of online catalog user education, pointing out particu- 
larly the sampling bias in the widely cited CLR Online Public Access 
Catalog (OPAC) ~ t u d i e s , ~  a bias which caused users who experienced 
difficulties in using online catalogs to be underrepresented in the find- 
ings. We became interested in creating a model program for educating 
online catalog users for a variety of reasons: 
1. There was (and is) wide recognition that the perfect online catalog 
simply does not (yet) exist. 
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2. There was (and is) a perception by many librarians that the online 
user interface may not accommodate all user needs at present and 
may never do so. 
3. 	“User friendly” systems are not indeed friendly to all, judging from 
the experiences of many reference librarians who have worked with 
users trying to master such systems. 
4. 	The pace of change in interface improvements can seem painfully 
slow once any online catalog system “works” in the sense that it 
meets managerial (not necessarily user) criteria for “satisficing.” 
5. 	A general training program that conveyed information retrieval 
concepts might aid users as they moved on to other automated 
systems both within and beyond the library setting. 
6. 	The numerous online catalog instructional programs that had been 
initiated in various settings-particularly in academic libraries- 
suggested that making an effort for consistency in instructional 
planning was worthwhile and beneficial. 
Learning Objectives 
In order for a model online catalog user education program to be 
applicable to a variety of institutions and for the program to be formally 
evaluated, i t  was critical to the Northwestern project that program 
learning objectives be stated and generalized beyond those associated 
with a particular system. The first step in the execution of this research 
project involved formalizing a set of such objectives which would serve 
as the basis for teaching the use of an online catalog. Much of the 
conceptual work related to this aspect of the project is described by 
Baker.5 
In planning the framework of instructional objectives, there was 
extensive discussion with librarians at each of the participating librar- 
ies. These discussions centered on identifyinga set of ideal objectives (or 
goals of instruction) without linking them to features of specific systems 
or tying them to specific methods of instruction. With the goal of 
developing a generic instruction program with generalizable objectives, 
i t  was essential to look at online catalog instruction as it could be 
applied across many systems. By focusing on such general expectations 
of online catalog users, we felt that skills might be more easily trans- 
ferred across systems. 
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What to Teach: Concepts or Procedures 
In determining an appropriate direction for our online catalog 
teaching, two concerns were raised. The first involved what technical 
aspects of the system’s structure should be presented to users; the second 
questioned the manner in which such aspects should be included in the 
learning activity. With one of our project objectives being to work 
toward developing transferability of skills learned about one automated 
system to skills needed for another, an emphasis on teaching concepts 
and structure, rather than procedures, was endorsed. In addition to 
increasing the likelihood for transferability of skills, teaching system 
structure is useful for conceptualizing the workings of a system. When 
the way a system works is not transparent to the user, there is little 
opportunity for self-diagnosis of errors or decision-making for search 
strategy development. 
This instructional approach has been supported by other research 
in the ways humans interact with computers. Works by Christine Borg- 
man, Ramsey and Grimes, and others6 discuss the importance of con-
ceptual models in teaching interactive systems and the resulting mental 
model the user has available for error diagnosis and problem solving. 
Such conceptual models are often built around metaphors and often 
illustrate techniques designed to communicate an overall context for 
system behavior to the learner. 
Learning occurs whether it is structured in a systematic program or 
whether i t  is coincidental. Coincidental learning of a system through 
the use of prompts and help screens may actually prove to be an effective 
means for learning procedures. Focusing an instructional program 
around conceptual models does not by any means diminish the necessity 
for a user to have a functional understanding geared toward learning 
system-specific searching techniques. These techniques may actually be 
more easily acquired from instruction embedded in the system once the 
conceptual model has been learned. One of the most important func- 
tions of the user interface for online catalogs has been to provide this 
task-oriented training. With so many automated systems being used in 
libraries around the country, transferring skills learned about one sys- 
tem to another may prove quite difficult. Designing instruction around 
a conceptual u. procedural framework may provide ultimate transfer- 
ability of learning in the use of online catalogs. 
Evaluating the Model 
Because the objectives developed for online catalog instruction 
involved acquisition of both cognitive and behavioral learning, it was 
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important to develop an evaluation strategy that addressed objective 
achievement of a group of representative users at solving both cognitive 
and behavioral problems. Both pencil-and-paper responses and obser- 
vation of “hands-on” online catalog activity were deemed critical to 
assess the project. 
Another issue important to the study was that of cumulative learn- 
ing. Because the library patron often learns the use of research tools in 
stages (such as by trial use followed by assistance from a librarian), 
cumulative learning, or learning that builds on previous learning, 
frequently occurs. In the case of learning to use a library catalog, 
cumulative learning is especially salient: many users are exposed to 
repeated instruction in the use of the catalog in elementary school; 
many users rely on experience as the most available (if not most effi- 
cient) teacher of library use skills. Bibliographic instruction librarians 
are aware of the problems inherent in this situation, for they often must 
help students “unlearn” previously incorrect information concerning 
the card catalog. 
This concern with the effects of cumulative learning led to the 
development of an experimental design which allowed us to examine 
and evaluate the effects of two types of bibliographic instruction 
methods-both individually and combined-taking into account the 
order of their presentation. The research design protocol called for the 
creation of two experimental groups (each of which took two tests and 
participated in two instructional sessions) as well as the use of acontrol 
group which only took two tests but received no instruction. The 
instructional treatments included a classroom-like presentation on the 
online catalog (what Northwestern has dubbed a “LUIS Workshop”), 
and the reading of a printed brochure designed to convey instructional 
content. As the tests themselves required participants to use the online 
catalog to answer some of the questions, all three groups were exposed 
to the catalog and its introductory (tutorial) and “help” screens. The 
two tests were composed of questions designed to test the same knowl- 
edge. The control group took the first test followed by a “placebo” 
presentation (a short noninstructional film) and then the second test. 
The first experimental group, which we will call Group “A,” received 
the classroom instructional session followed by the first test and then 
read the instructional brochure and took the second test. The second 
experimental group, which we will call Group “B,” read the brochure 
and took the first test and then received the instructional session and the 
second test. Figure 1 provides a graphic representation of this study 
design. There were thirty subjects in each group. 
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Figure 1. Study Design 
Sample Selection 
A random sample subject population of ninety freshmen students 
was selected for participation in the study using a sampling technique 
that insured equal representation by sex and representation by academic 
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major corresponding as much as possible to national norms derived 
from American Council on Education data.’ Only freshmen who had 
previously participated in LUIS workshops were excluded from partici- 
pation. As an incentive for the subjects tocommit to participation when 
they were contacted by telephone, each student was offered a free ticket 
to a commercial movie theater upon completion of the experiment.’ 
Data Collection 
The principal means of data collection for the study were a battery 
of two written tests prepared for the study and transaction data collected 
by the NOTIS computer as subjects interacted directly with LUIS. The 
first test consisted of fourteen questions related to background charac- 
teristics of the students, forty-five questions tapping knowledge of 
LUIS-including some which required use of the terminal-and eight 
attitudinal questions asking how the students liked various features of 
the catalog. Eight catalog search “practice questions” for which stu- 
dents had to use the terminals were also included. The second test 
included the same type of questions as the first except for the fourteen 
initial questions tapping demographic variables. Pretesting of the two 
tests with twenty randomly selected Northwestern students verified that 
the tests, though different, were measuring acquisition of the same 
learning. 
Monitoring online catalog transactions as a means of collecting 
data was accomplished through utilization of NOTIS software devel- 
oped initially in connection with the CLR-sponsored OPAC studies of 
1980-82 in which Northwestern was a Research Libraries Group partici- 
pant.g The room in which the experiment was conducted was equipped 
with sixteen online catalog terminals, each having adjacent to it  a copy 
of the Library of CongressSubject Headings. Subjects were instructed to 
write on their test booklets the identification number of the terminal at 
which they were searching for the test but were not told that their 
transactions were being recorded. This protocol device provided a 
means of unobtrusive measurement of online catalog use in which 
transaction data could be associated with user characteristics recorded 
on the test booklets. This strategy is especially notable as a monitoring 
technique as it allows exemption from institutional and federal guide- 
lines for research on human subjects-due to the educational testing 
nature of the experiment-and yet is less obtrusive than other monitor- 
ing experimental designs in that subjects are led to assume that pencil- 
and-paper is the sole method of data collection. 
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Analysis 
Following the completion of the data gathering, the 178filled-out 
tests were first paired by student identification number and subse- 
quently coded for machine processing. Eighty-seven usable pairs of tests 
were so coded and input for processing using the Statistical Package for 
the Social Sciences (SPSS).Tabulated responses were scored using a key 
of correct test items, and raw percentage correct scores were computed. 
Analysis was also accomplished in regard to a number of study ques- 
tions by grouping the raw percentage scores into “high,” “middle,” and 
“low” performance groups. This grouping enabled as well the analysis 
of student performance considered in terms of degree of achievement of 
five important learning objectives established in conjunction with the 
model program developed at Northwestern. A fuller description of the 
methods used to reduce the data, as well as detailed findings on the effect 
of demographic variables on performance, are provided in the authors’ 
final report to the Council on Library Resources on the project.” 
An indicator of overall test performance for each of the three test 
groups is the average (mean) test score, again expressed as a percentage 
of questions answered correctly. Table 1 provides a clear picture of 
group performance by showing the score for each group on both test one 
and test two. On both tests the performance of the control group was the 
lowest. Group “A,” which received the lecture instruction prior to test 
one, performed best on test one overall, and their score on test two 
surprisingly dropped. Group “B,” which read the brochure prior to test 
one, performed less well on the first test, but, following their receiving 
the live instruction, performed nearly as well on test two as group two 
had on test one. Analysis of variance tests with the test one and test two 
data for the mean score by group revealed that the within-group varia- 
tion on both scores was less than the variation between groups indicat- 
ing that the different means for each group are statistically significant (p
< .001). 
TABLE 1 
AVERAGE SCORE BY GROUPTEST 










ANOVA Significance < .001 
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These average scores represent overall test performance in only a 
general way and are presented in this manner as a way to look at the 
cumulative learning issue that was of interest in the study. Because of 
the length of the instruction period and the opportunity subjects were 
given to interact with the instructor, the superior performance of group 
“A” on test one was expected. Why the “A” group’s performance 
dropped on the second test-following their exposure to the brochure- 
cannot be adequately explained by the analysis presented here, but we 
may hypothesize that test fatigue may have been an important factor. 
Recalling that the “A” group’s taking of the second test was nearly 
ninety minutes into the period set aside for the experiment, and that the 
intervening period between tests for this group was much shorter than 
for group “B,” i t  seems highly likely that group “A” was simply tired of 
responding to questions on the second test. Group “B,” while spending 
as long on the experiment overall as the “A” group, did have a consider- 
ably longer intervening period between the two tests. 
In the matter of evaluating the achievement of specific learning 
objectives we were less successful. Although we established a means to 
analyze the result of the evaluative test in a way that treated the achieve- 
ment of each objective separately, we must acknowledge that a concep- 
tual dilemma exists. As certain objectives dealt more concretely with the 
learning of definitions and concepts that were easily tested for, while 
other objectives-concerned as they were with the execution of 
procedures-were inherently more difficult to test for, we cannot make 
clear conclusions regarding different levels of attainment on the test. 
Different attainment levels may reflect more about the tests themselves 
than about actual superior performance in online catalog searching. 
Because our knowledge of online catalog users is still so incomplete, 
instructional evaluation is made difficult especially in respect to valida-
tion of the appropriateness of certain cognitive learning tasks for suc- 
cessful performance in searching. There is some danger in evaluation 
studies of this sort to direct instruction to successful completion of the 
test rather than to the achievement of skills that the test has been 
designed to measure. 
With these considerations in mind, an analysis of the data showed 
that the group that had the workshop first scored significantly higher 
on procedures such as using equipment than the group that had the 
brochure. One of the most interesting facts is that the control group 
scored higher than both of these test groups on procedural knowledge. 
But in interpreting and structuring searches the workshop group did 
significantly better. It was followed by the brochure group and then the 
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control group. In terms of concepts, the control group fell far behind the 
other two test groups with the workshop group in the lead. 
Among our findings on the analysis of the transaction logging was 
that subjects who had a workshop presentation made fewer errors than 
those whose first instructional exposure was to the printed brochure. 
What do these findings allow us to say about the cumulative effects 
of two learning experiences with online catalog instruction? Because 
there is no clear pattern in improvement on all the objectives for any of 
the three groups it is difficult to say. The order of presentation of the two 
learning experiences-the brochure and the lecture-did not appear to 
affect group performance on all five learning objectives in the same way; 
for some objectives a score increase between test one and test two might 
have been the result of the lecture having been given first, for other 
objectives it might have been the brochure being presented first. Further 
work is in order to refine the analysis and sort out what factors may lead 
to improved test scores. 
Conclusion 
Through a close examination of the process of developing learning 
objectives, creating a program to help meet them, and evaluating the 
outcome of the program, there are a number of conclusions that we can 
make. This research has provided some answers to the question which 
initially motivated the study, “Why teach use of an online catalog?” 
First of all, i t  is evident that teaching improves user performance on a 
written test. The development and use of learning objectives has further 
helped to define specific competencies which may lead to better online 
catalog searching. We have further helped define for the field at large 
those specific competencies that lead to better performance. 
Another aspect of our response to the “Why teach the online 
catalog?” question must be that there are certain concerns that arise 
with teaching online catalog use at this time. Of primary concern is the 
necessity to train users on some procedural matters on a case-by-case 
basis leading to possible difficulties in users’ assimilating the informa- 
tion. For example, in any online system there will be details and pecu- 
liarities about the library’s organization and physical layout which may 
appear in index displays online. Providing instruction at this level of 
detail distracts from the overall flow of the presentation and adds only 
incidental information (in most cases, unless the online system is poorly 
designed in the first place) which the audience is not likely to remember. 
Perhaps a greater problem that we are confronted with is the fact that 
such an explanation reveals idiosyncrasy and inconsistency in the sys- 
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tem possibly leading to loss of confidence among users that there is an 
understandable logic to the system that can be mastered. Such a situa- 
tion tends to defeat the overall instructional goal. 
Inconsistencies are numerous in online catalogs. Explanations for 
these features through printed guides, lectures, online help, or individ- 
ual assistance may help ease the burden for many users. However, the 
explanation to a user of one odd feature in one catalog does not prepare 
him or her for the next feature or the next catalog. As important as 
making design improvements in online catalogs is at this time i t  must 
be recognized that each online catalog will likely continue topresent its 
own set of instructional problems with which public services librarians 
must somehow struggle. 
There were limitations imposed by the study process itself that 
point to areas of difficulty in the way library public services staffs 
perceive the challenge of online catalog user education and thus 
approach program planning. Our experience and training as librarians 
has led us to view the online catalog and its use in isolation from other 
information retrieval developments both within and beyond the scope 
of libraries.” Focusing only on online catalog training may result in 
narrow program planning. In this research project, we developed a 
model program which demonstrated positive results in subjects’ perfor- 
mance on tests of online catalog knowledge. However, there are clear 
indications that instructional development which embodies objectives 
for generalized information retrieval may be a more appropriate teach- 
ing ideal. 
As a new and very important tool, the online catalog is the focus of a 
great deal of attention from public services staffs, but this concentration 
of attention should not necessarily lead to building programs around 
the teaching of a single tool alone. Users are, on the whole, pleased with 
the online catalog, but for them i t  is but one tool among many and, 
more to the point, a means to an end rather than an end in itself. 
Our focus in the “Educating the Online Catalog User” project was 
to develop a model program for online catalog instruction. In seeking a 
cognitive model or metaphor upon which to base instruction, we used 
the card catalog because a number of valuable analogies and compari- 
sons could be made. But as we librarians move further in our own 
thinking about the direction in which online systems are developing, 
the card catalog analogies may become less and less appropriate or 
relevant. The advances in computer communications make the acquisi- 
tion of knowledge about information retrieval, broadly conceived, 
increasingly valuable for any library user. Many libraries provide public 
OCLC terminals in addition to an online catalog of local holdings 
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already in place or planned. Online searching of commercially vended 
bibliographic files is gradually working its way from behind the refer- 
ence desk out into the room. As an outcome of the Linked System 
Project, one may soon expect to provide the searching of remote files 
directly within the online catalog interface now provided users. As these 
systems are introduced, we need to be aware of the more complex 
training needs such systems may require: building upon our online 
catalog training experience may be a useful way to prepare ourselves, 
our staffs, and our users. But to do this, our conceptualization of what is 
most usefully conveyed about the online catalog must be generalized 
beyond our traditional notions of catalog teaching. The online catalog 
toward which the teaching would be directed would serve as an example 
of a particular implementation of general principles but not the only 
possible implementation. Bringing in another example-such as a 
general database management system now commonly available even on 
the microcomputer-would enrich the instruction. Such a training 
approach would be more challenging to students and have the great 
advantage of providing information that would be useful in other 
contexts. 
This approach relegates to a secondary status many of the pieces of 
helpful information that may make a particular online catalog easier to 
use, but we feel a broader view may gain both better acceptance by 
patrons in general and better transferability to other systems. Overcom- 
ing the sense of insecurity that this situation may bring will perhaps be 
difficult at first, but as risks are taken, the rewards may reinforce the new 
approach suggested here. 
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The Invisible Users of Online Catalogs: 
A Public Services Perspective 
SALLY WAYMAN KALIN 
THE1982 sTuDYon online catalogs sponsored by the Council on Library 
Resources verified that some users are not happy with the way libraries 
define their boundaries. Patrons are demanding remote access to online 
catalogs from their dormitories, homes, offices-even supermarkets and 
telephone booths-and any other location where they can expend as 
little energy as possible: “I could use the computer anywhere in town, 
and it  could deliver a book to my home.”’ 
The popularity of remote access is not new. In the early days of 
American academic librarianship, the book catalog was popular and 
college students could use i t  in their residences to discover what mate- 
rials their libraries owned. When the card catalog was introduced in the 
late nineteenth century, one of the major complaints was the loss of this 
“remote access” ability. A student at Harvard College complained that 
now he would have to hitch up the horses to his carriage and drive the 
muddy roads to Cambridge to consult the card catalog-wasting per-
haps an entire day.2 
Libraries seem to have come full circle working rapidly toward the 
“library without walls” concept. For those of us in publicservices work 
this means offering our services in a decentralized environment. Tradi- 
tionally we learned about our patrons through one to one contact over 
the reference desk or through interaction in a classroom. Now we can no 
longer rely on this library-centered feedback for our perceptions of 
patrons’ needs. This is particularly true when dealing with those who 
Sally Wayman Kalin is Reference LibrarianILIAS Coordinator for Reference and Instruc- 
tional Services, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania. 
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remotely access our online catalogs. This group of remote users, whom I 
will call the invisible users, is increasing as more libraries implement 
dial-access to their catalogs and investigate the viability of networks. 
The Pennsylvania State University Libraries have offered remote 
access to its integrated online catalog, called LIAS (Library Information 
Access System), for nearly three years. Patrons can reach LIAS either via 
dial access or through terminals hard wired to the university’s Compu- 
ter Center network. They can call the main campus at University Park 
(814-865LIAS) or any of Penn State’s other nineteen campuses (which is 
a local call for most Pennsylvanians). There are a total of thirty-seven 
lines: sixteen at University Park, three at the Capital College campus, 
and one at each of the other eighteen campuses. Remote patrons can 
access the online catalog, corresponding circulation information, plus 
the MARC monographic tapes which have been loaded into LIAS. 
Remote access is used for many purposes. Obviously patrons like 
the convenience of finding out what materials the libraries own and 
their availability without leaving their homes and offices. LIAS is very 
popular with faculty: we often see graduate assistants coming into the 
library with printouts that have been generated in faculty offices. These 
graduate students have been sent to the library to fetch and deliver 
materials for the faculty member. (We suspect that some faculty 
members like LIAS because they can avoid publicly displaying their 
ignorance of the system by playing with i t  in the privacy of their offices.) 
Because of the size of the database and the availability of the MARC 
tapes, LIAS is useful for bibliographic verification. Some special librar- 
ians use LIAS to catalog their collections. Consultants use it todiscover 
if the university owns materials they need in their jobs. Secondary 
school librarians use LIAS to introduce high school students to the 
mechanics of online searching. As part of Penn State’s responsibilities 
as a regional resource library, i t  established an 800 toll-free number to 
allow free access to LIAS by Pennsylvania’s District Library Centers. 
The district centers find LIAS very helpful in preparing interlibrary 
loan requests. Some patrons try to use remote access for unrealistic 
purposes: one user was puzzled as to why she couldn’t find the address of 
the attorney general in our database! 
The remote access capability of LIAS has been tremendously 
popular-we probably receive more favorable comments on this than 
on the online catalog in general-and it serves as an excellent public 
relations tool. On a personal note, I find that being able to dial LIAS 
from my home to be a great convenience because it enables me to be 
more efficient (and comfortable!) when completing professional work. 
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Because of the responsibilities as LIAS coordinator, the author has 
the dubious distinction of being the major contact person in the univer- 
sity libraries for remote access users. Over the past two and a half years, 
this author has spoken to hundreds of these invisible users, and many 
perceptions about them and their needs are based on these discussions. 
Librarians, faced with implementing remote access to their catal- 
ogs, may ask the rhetorical question: as public service librarians, what is 
our responsibility to these invisible users? Does our responsibility end at 
the library’s walls, or must we take it beyond these walls? 
It was discovered that i t  doesn’t matter how librarians think this 
question should be answered: regardless of the answer, invisible users 
are demanding service from us. Just as subscribers to commercial data- 
bases such as BRS and DIALOG expect assistance-whether it isonline 
or by telephone or via documentation-so do invisible users. Informa- 
tion professionals have always maintained a high level of commitment 
to their patrons, and experience shows that the invisible user expects no 
less. 
What Kinds of Help Invisible Users Seek 
Technical Assistance 
Remote access of any kind requires dual skills: (1) how to manipu-
late a computer terminal/microcomputer, and (2)how to search a 
structured database such as an online catalog. Surprisingly, an over- 
whelming majority of requests for assistance involve the former-users 
do not know how to successfully handle their equipment. As contact 
person for the invisible users, questions received include “What do I do 
with the superserial card for my Apple?” or “Will I blow up  your 
computer if I try to use 9600 baud?” or “How do I change the baud 
setting on my terminal?” The most common query is: “I’m getting 
garbage. What do I do?” This author has quickly learned that garbage 
covers a wide gamut of screen displays, and that this is a difficult 
problem to diagnose. 
Sometimes users decide to purchase microcomputer systems just for 
the purpose of using LIAS, and they call and ask for recommendations 
of what to buy. Although LIAS can be accessed with any standard 
microcomputer and modem, i t  is felt that it is inappropriate for librar- 
ians to make any such purchase recommendations. 
Invisible users fall into three categories, each with specific needs: 
Category One: This category includes the person who loves his micro- 
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computer and knows how to use it. Often he can be the ideal client, 
because he will not ask many technical questions as other patrons. 
However he may demand more documentation than you had thought 
necessary; he will probably want to know how the system was con- 
structed; he may ask for codes, etr. that your systems staff regard as 
proprietary; and he may be harsh in his criticism. Often invisible users 
in this category come from scientific or technical backgrounds. In 
general, these patrons can be demanding but may also become your 
staunchest supporters. 
Category Two:A user in this category has access to a machine and is 
looking for new applications. Most online catalogs, such as LIAS, do 
not charge any fee beyond communication costs. Users view the online 
catalog as presenting the ideal opportunity to try out the communica- 
tions package that came with their microcomputer. They often need 
assistance establishing the communication parameters on their soft- 
ware. The most important thing to these users is access to thedatabase as 
the contents of the database are secondary to the fun of access. Often 
these users are first time users, and they may never try the online catalog 
again. 
Category Three: The third kind of user is frightened or untutored 
in the workings of his terminal or microcomputer. He may not want to 
read the accompanying documentation, and even if he reads i t  he may 
not understand it.  The vendor who sold him his equipment may not be 
helpful. 
These patrons are very difficult to help, and, unfortunately, they 
comprise a large proportion of invisible users. To be able to provide 
assistance on all types of microcomputers, communication packages, 
and modems currently in use is unrealistic. We conducted a survey of 
remote access users earlier this year; the sixty respondents owned 
twenty-three different types of micros/terminals, thirty-three different 
communication packages, and twenty-eight different modems! Possess- 
ing this sort of technical knowledge is outside the domain of most 
librarians; however patrons are surprised to find that we do not have 
expertise in all kinds of hardware and software. 
This category of invisible users often requires a new method of 
reference work-that of “reference psychotherapist.” This includes 
reviewing the remote access directions step by step, reassuring the 
patron that everything will be all right, and concluding by guarantee- 
ing that further help is available with the simple statement “call me if 
you have any more problems” (very few users ever do). 
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Searching Assistance 
Once users have mastered the basics of their equipment, then they 
need the skill or the ability to search the online catalog successfully. 
This is where we had another surprise: several weeks (and over 200 
phone calls) passed after implementation of remote access before 
anyone asked a question about LIAS. However we have had to be 
cautious about not becoming too complacent about instruction-the 
lack of questions may not be indicative of successful use of the system. 
A large number of remote access users are engineers and scientists 
who may have more success using an online catalog because: (1) they 
have the most access to microcomputer systems and software and are 
therefore most comfortable with them, (2) they have a better conceptual 
understanding of databases, and (3) they are most accustomed to the 
procedural mode of thinking, which is valuable when doing online 
~earches.~According to the informational requests we get, there are now 
more students, social scientists, and humanities professors joining the 
ranks of invisible users. Since they may lack in-depth understanding of 
computerized systems, they may experience more difficulties using 
online catalogs in a remote mode. 
Some of our invisible users are teaching themselves LIAS by devel- 
oping their own instructional materials which sometimes wind their 
way back to us (with errors). There also appears to be a reliance on 
individuals learning how to use LIAS through their colleagues. 
Research studies have found that end users of database systems often 
teach their colleagues to search, and there is no reason to expect that end 
users of online catalogs are any different.4 This has given us some 
concern since a questionnaire survey of 1200LIAS users found that users 
taught by friends or peers registered a higher level of dissatisfaction and 
a lower rate of relevant retrieval than users in general. Are users relying 
on each other for instruction because our instructional materials are 
deficient? Or is i t  because they don’t know how to or don’t want to 
obtain assistance? 
Currently a popular topic in the library profession is end-user 
searching of databases such as BRWAFTERDARK and DIALOG’S 
KNOWLEDGE INDEX. Some of the research that is being published, 
as well as my own experience at Penn State, indicates that end users 
often need consultations with librarians and supplementary documen- 
tation before they can successfully search these databases. And these 
databases are designed specifically for the invisible user! Is the searching 
of online catalogs by remote users really any different than other types of 
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end-user searching? Patrons using online catalogs with keyword and 
Boolean search features are probably struggling with the problems of 
recall and relevance just as they would be in searching a commercial 
database, yet little attention has been paid to their needs and problems. 
Suggestions for Improving Service to Invisible Users 
Promote Remote Access Capabilities 
Remote access capabilities should be promoted in every way possi- 
ble, keeping in mind that some remote users are not library users and 
therefore cannot be reached in the traditional library setting. When 
remote access to LIAS first became available, we had a press conference 
for the local media and ran a half page ad in the university’s newspaper. 
Our chief form of promotion is a one page, two-side Remote Access 
Guide which is made widely available in the libraries and at the student 
union buildings on campus (although half the invisible users in our 
survey indicated they had never seen it). Recently we put the text of the 
Remote Access Guide online with a message on the LIAS banner screen 
advertising its availability. 
In retrospect, we should have told computer retailers in our region 
of our remote access plans. When dial access to LIAS was first imple- 
mented, local dealers received many questions about LIAS and the best 
method to access it. Some of these questions were attributable to this 
author because, as LIAS contact, I was recommending that remote users 
contact their computer dealers for technical questions. If I had informed 
the dealers of our plans they may have been more receptive to these 
questions. 
Specijy Where Assistance is Available 
On educational and promotional material, specify a service desk or 
phone number (hotline) that invisible users can contact in case they 
need assistance. When LIAS was first available through remote access, 
we experienced a “testingout” period. Over 200 phone calls were logged 
the first two weeks, and we should have had extra telephone help. If 
relying on a phone number, make sure that there is someone available at 
all times to answer the telephone and, if necessary, take messages. 
Invisible users who call usually have an immediate need-make sure 
phone calls are returned promptly. Do not automatically assume that 
your system’s staff will handle these phone calls unless they are espe- 
cially accommodating and do not mind phone interruptions (some- 
thing public services librarians are accustomed to!). However, verify 
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that the systems staff will be a resource for difficult questions. From 
transaction log analysis, it was found that heavy use of remote access 
parallels heavy use of the libraries; this means that remote access queries 
are frequently received when public services staffs are at their busiest. 
Good Documentation 
Good documentation is essential whether printed or online. Invisi- 
ble users seem to rely heavily on online help, and system designers 
should make sure that this documentation is appropriate. For example, 
our online documentation told users to press certain function keys to 
obtain LIAS commands. These function keys are prominently visible 
on the LIAS terminals located in the university libraries. We had to 
rewrite our documentation and customize it for invisible users after we 
realized that these users, who use personal equipment, do not have 
function keys. 
Provide Technical Details 
Provide invisible users with details about the technical elements of 
accessing LIAS. Do not assume that they are knowledgeable about using 
their equipment. They need to know about terminal emulations, 
adjusting screens, communication parameters, logging on, and discon- 
necting. Be cautious in developing this documentation; take care not to 
overwhelm them with so much detail that they cannot interpret the 
directions. If they get frustrated setting u p  their hardware and software 
they may never become regular users. Remember that first time use of a 
new system is never completely “user friendly.” 
Understandable System Prompts 
Make sure your system prompts are understood by users outside the 
library setting. It may be advisable to have a two-level system of 
prompts-i.e., one that acts as a tutorial to “hold the user’s hand” and 
guide him through a search, and the other could be a simple prompting 
system for the experienced searcher. “Friendly” end-user reference sys- 
tems can act as models. The invisible users who answered our question- 
naire indicated that “muddling through” is a popular response to 
problems. With better online prompts users can “muddle through” a bit 
easier. 
Is the System Easy to  Relearn? 
When designing an instructional program for an online catalog 
remember that maintenance of skills may be difficult for remote access 
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users, as their use of the system may be more sporadic than regular 
library users. When calling for assistance, users sometimes mention that 
they have used LIAS once or twice before but have forgotten key skills. 
How easy is your system to relearn? 
Messaging Systems 
Investigate messaging systems, such as electronic mail, which 
would allow you to communicate electronically with your patrons. 
Then you can answer questions in not only an appropriate but an 
efficient manner. 
Train Public Services Staff in Remote Access 
Public services staff should be trained in remote access use. To be 
effective, this training should include hands-on practice in remote 
access to the online catalog. Our information desk functions as the first 
contact point for remote access questions, and initially the staff was 
confused by questions about parity, duplex, and stop bits. Most of the 
information staff had never done any database searching, and we 
unfairly imposed upon them by expecting them to answer a barrage of 
technical questions. In addition, our invisible patrons were frustrated 
by the lack of adequate assistance. We had to put the staff through a 
training program that emphasized definitions of computer terms. 
Conduct Research About Users 
If at all possible, conduct research to find out something about your 
invisible users. We tried to reach our invisible users by sending out a 
questionnaire with the university’s MUG (Microcomputer User Group) 
Newsletter which has a circulation of over 800. Unfortunately we had 
only sixty responses; however we were still able to develop some 
assumptions about these users and the adequacy of the services that we 
offer them. In addition, this author has kept a record of the kinds of 
individuals who have been calling for assistance and the kinds of 
questions they ask. It was determined that the majority are faculty 
members, seconded by professionals on campus and in the community. 
While students were originally a small group, their numbers are grow- 
ing rapidly as they purchase microcomputers for their apartments and 
dormitories. 
Several years ago the University of Illinois Libraries conducted a 
study entitled The Invisible User: User Needs Assessment for Library 
Public Services, which was sponsored by the General Electric Founda- 
tion and published by the Association of Research Libraries. Its purpose 
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was to analyze and compare the information needs-particularly in the 
electronic arena-of faculty in various subject disciplines. The results 
revealed that those using computer-based systems are bypassing the 
library as an intermediary. To collect data from their invisible users, the 
Illinois librarians designed an online questionnaire that could be com- 
pleted by users after dialing into their online catalog. This report is 
recommended for those considering the implementation of remote 
access to their invisible constituency. It offers some valuable suggestions 
for collecting concrete data on the needs of invisible users.5 
Conclusion 
When librarians are queried as to whether they will have dial access 
to their online catalog, the answer is usually “yes,” as if this is an 
obvious and logical extension of a functioning catalog. Yet discussion 
on how to serve the invisible users of these catalogs is sadly lacking from 
the professional literature and librarians’ forums. 
Librarians and administrators must remember these invisible users 
as they design and implement integrated online catalogs. They must 
adopt a proactive stance, anticipating these users’ needs and the services 
that will satisfy them. Our experiences at Pennsylvania State have 
taught us that satisfying this group of users has much to do with the 
total success and acceptance of the libraries’ online system. 
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Introduction 
THECOMPUTERIZATION OF catalog services in research libraries is gener- 
ally regarded as both inevitable and desirable. Many major research and 
academic libraries have already installed computerized public catalog 
systems to replace more traditional catalog systems such as card, book, 
and microform catalogs; in most libraries where such changes have not 
yet been made, active planning for them is in progress. 
The administrative imperatives for computerizing a library’s pub- 
lic catalog are usually quite clear-the prospect of providing catalog 
service with fewer staff members, lower unit costs for cataloging, faster 
input of new catalog data, faster reorganization or modification when 
required; the ability, in principle, to interact with broader computer 
networks and consortia; and the ability to extend catalog access oppor- 
tunities beyond the physical confines of the library building. A host of 
online public catalog systems are emerging that, to different degrees and 
in somewhat different ways, address these very important goals of 
computerization.’ 
But another important administrative consideration-beyond try-
ing to hold down the costs of catalogs and increase their accessibility-is 
that of maintaining the quality of the catalog service provided to 
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patrons. It is usually assumed as obvious that a new, computerized 
catalog system will serve the library’s users at least as well as the 
traditional catalog it supplants, and probably better. But not much 
research has been done as yet to determine the accuracy of such assump- 
tions nor the circumstances under which they may be true or false. 
Indeed, much of the evaluative research that has been performed on the 
online catalog systems to date has been, in a sense, marketing research- 
intended to identify the various product configurations that are avail- 
able and to determine their acceptance by purchasers and initial users. 
The measurement and comparisons of actual performance of alterna-
tive catalog systems are much more difficult to achieve; such objectives 
have tended to be secondary at best. 
What research has been done to determine the service quality of 
computerized public catalogs has usually involved questionnaire sur- 
veys or interview surveys of catalog users undertaken only after installa-
tion of the new systems. Studies of this kind that relate to online subject 
catalogs in particular have been conducted and also reviewed by Mar- 
key.2 They have established several interesting findings. For example, 
there is wide agreement that users tend to accept the new online catalogs 
easily or enthusiastically. There is much evidence that online catalogs 
are used somewhat differently from traditional catalogs. In particular, 
the proportion of searches that are subject searches (as opposed to 
author or title searches) seems to be much higher in general for online 
catalogs than for traditional catalogs although wide ranges have been 
observed for both types. 
But on the whole there is still very little knowledge availableabout 
the qualitative and, especially, the quantitative performance of online 
catalogs. There is a dearth of information on such vital questions as: 
whether and how computerization of the catalog system affects the 
success rate of catalog searches, duration of catalog searches, user ten- 
dencies to utilize or avoid the catalog; and how changes in specific 
features of the catalog system are reflected in the use and users of the 
system. 
Probably the best approach to these unanswered questions is the 
impact study-i.e., research in which the use of a system or service is 
investigated before the system is changed as well as after it has been 
changed, in order to identify as directly as possible whatever impacts the 
change may produce. The work reported here is believed to be the first 
impact study of the introduction of online subject searching capability 
in the public catalog of a large research library. 
The opportunity to undertake a potentially significant impact 
study of computerization of a public catalog presented itself in 1982 at 
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the New York State Library (NYSL). The NYSL is a major research 
library and is the largest of the state libraries in the United state^.^ Its 
rich collections and its many information services serve not only state 
governmental agencies but also various state and national library net- 
works and individual visitors of all kinds.4 The NYSL’s public catalog 
is a hybrid system-i.e., it is partially on computer and partially on 
microfiche. A computerized authorltitle search system using truncated 
keys has been available since 1978 when NYSL moved to new quarters in 
the Cultural Education Center at Albany’s Empire State Plaza. The 
NYSL’s 3.2 million card catalog was not moved to the new building and 
ceased to be the public catalog. In its place a microfiche catalog was 
provided for public use which can be accessed by subject headings as 
well as by author and title terms; the microfiche catalog consists of 
separate microfiche series and supplements for general monographs, 
government documents, and serials. Numerous online terminals and 
microfiche viewers are in place for visitors’ use throughout the public 
areas of NYSL. 
A lengthy in-house effort to design and develop a computerized 
subject access system reached its objectives in 1982. The NYSL sche- 
duled installation of the new system for public use in mid-1983. The 
existing microfiche catalog would be maintained in parallel with the 
online system at least for some length of time. Thus there was an 
opportunity for a before-and-after impact study; and there would also be 
the opportunity to compare uses of two different subject catalog systems 
that would be available simultaneously to NYSL visitors. 
The authors had worked together previously in connection with a 
series of research investigations of the visitor population at NYSL.5 It 
was apparent that the same kind of research method that had been used 
to study NYSL’s general visitor population could be adaptedreadily for 
application in a more focused study of NYSL’s catalog users. Partial 
support for this new study was provided by the Council on Library 
Resources through a grant from its program to assist facultyllibrarian 
cooperative research. Information collection activity extended from 
January 1983 through May 1984. A project report was submitted in late 
1984.6 Data analysis activity has continued since that time. 
Objectives 
The aim of this research was to detect and to measure such impact 
on use and users at NYSLas might result from the addition to the NYSL 
public catalog of a new online subject searching capability. A number 
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of particular aspects of catalog use were selected a priori to be observed 

for possible indications of impact and included: 

-the amount and distribution of catalog use instances; 

-the proportion of catalog searches that are subject searches; 

-the duration of catalog searches; 

-the success rate of catalog searches; 

-the use of librarian assistance with catalog searches by visitors; 

-user preferences for online u. microfiche subject catalogs; 

-motivation of catalog searches; and 

-user status or affiliation. 

The research involved collecting relevant information at NYSL 
during several week-long sampling periods that both preceded and 
followed the mid- 1983 change in the public catalog and then comparing 
data from the different periods for indications of impact and for indica- 
tions of the magnitude and permanence of the impacts detected. 
Methodology 
Research Design 
The research plan is very simple in concept: First, establish a 
“baseline” profile of catalog use factors by studying catalog use before 
the system is changed. Next, repeat the same measurements shortly after 
the new catalog system has been introduced, and repeat them once more 
several months later. Finally, compare data in the three sets of measure-
ments to determine whether there have been apparent impacts from the 
catalog change, and also to determine for each impact whether it has 
persisted or diminished with the passage of time. A discussion of the 
features of this research plan was presented shortly after the project got 
underway.7 
The period of time selected for the baseline study and the two 
follow-up studies was one week for each. Care was exercised to try to 
select normal weeks, without holidays and without unusual scheduled 
events that would be expected to perturb the level or nature of NYSL use 
by visitors. The NYSL is open from A.M. to P.M. on weekdays only; a 
week of study thus requires observation only during normal business 
hours. 
The data collection activity was basically the same in each study 
week. It was a coordinated blend of two research techniques: (1) the 
counting of total visitor traffic by unobtrusive observation, and (2)the 
interviewing of a sample of visitors at frequent preset intervals through- 
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out the test period. This coordinated method was used very successfully 
in the earlier studies of the NYSL user population.’ In the previous 
studies, visitors were counted by an observer as they were leaving NYSL 
(there is only one portal for visitors), and the interviews wereconducted 
by a second researcher with the visitors who happened to exit imme- 
diately after each fifteen-minute interval on the clock. Since staff 
members often use the same portal as visitors but were not to be counted 
by the traffic observer, the interviewing served as an important checkon 
the accuracy of the observer’s discrimination and provided the basis for 
adjusting the observer’s tally to make i t  more accurate. Interviewing 
also provided quantitative data about characteristics of the visitor popu- 
lation and their use of NYSL. The traffic data provided a profile that 
served as the basis for normalizing the quantitative interview summa- 
ries with weighting factors to adjust for mismatches in the relative 
numbers of visitors and numbers of interviews throughout the day, so 
that no activities peculiar to any particular time of day would be over- or 
underemphasized in the results. 
In the present study, the same coordinated blend of trafficcounting 
and interviewing was employed; but it was applied this time to two 
different populations: 
1. The NYSL visitor population-exactly the same population 
addressed in previous NYSL studies. This was considered necessary 
because the day-to-day or week-to-week volume and composition of 
visitor traffic may fluctuate a good deal, and one should be able to 
screen out the effects of such “irrelevant” fluctuations when seeking 
impacts that are attributable to the change in the catalog system. 
2. 	The users of the NYSL public catalog were the second population 
studied. This is not the same as the visitor population since not all 
visitors are catalog users nor is i t  exactly a subset of the visitor 
population, since a substantial portion of the public catalog use at 
NYSL is by members of the NYSL staff. Staff members also have 
online catalog terminals and microfiche catalogs and viewers for 
their exclusive use at work stations in nonpublic areas; this use was 
not studied. 
The observation and recording of traffic is a rather simple matter in 
the case of the visitor population but more difficult for the public 
catalog user population. For the counting of visitor traffic, an observer 
was stationed just outside the single exit portal from NYSL’s public 
area; from that point all exiting visitors could be observed. Traffic was 
registered on two hand-held counters, one for females, one for males. 
Counter readings were entered on a tally sheet at fifteen-minute inter- 
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vals. The traffic observer also recorded for every fifteen-minute interval 
the number of visitor interviews that had been attempted by his or her 
research teammate, the number of refusals (if any), and the number of 
staff members mistakenly approached for interviews (if any). 
In the case of observing public catalog user traffic, the observer’s 
task was to keep a minute-by-minute record of any occupancy of each 
public catalog access device-that is, of each of the microfiche viewers 
and online catalog terminals provided for use by visitors. At NYSL, 
most of these public access devices are grouped in close proximity in the 
north wing, and the few remaining devices are grouped in the south 
wing. T o  minimize personnel needs for the research, it was decided to 
observe catalog traffic and use at only the larger of these two groupings. 
Thus one traffic observer kept track, in the baseline study, of eight 
microfiche viewers and four online terminals; this configuration was 
changed to six microfiche viewers and ten online terminals during the 
follow-up studies. Using a simple form with separate columns for the 
individual access machines and rows for each minute of the hour, the 
observer mapped each use session by drawing a vertical trace for each 
minute the machine was in use and by adding code symbols to indicate if 
the user was a female visitor, a male visitor, or a staff member, or to 
indicate whether there was staff-visitor interaction during the use ses- 
sion, and to flag the sessions that resulted in catalog user interviews. 
The preset quota of library exit interviews to be attempted was one 
interview during each fifteen-minute interval before noon, then two per 
interval until the final half hour of the day, then three in the final two 
intervals. This schedule was chosen to correspond more or less to the 
hourly variations in visitor exit traffic that had been clearly established 
in earlier research at NYSL. On the other hand, the quota of catalog user 
interviews to be attempted was set at a constant one interview per 
fifteen-minute interval because there was no previously determined 
basis for a more complex sampling pattern. For consistency, this sim- 
plistic quota was maintained in the follow-up study weeks. The person 
to be interviewed was thus the first person to leave a catalog access device 
after the start of a fifteen-minute interval. 
Interviews for both populations usually took only one or two 
minutes to complete. A single-page questionnaire designed to fit into a 
clipboard was used for recording the results of the interview. The 
questionnaires-different for the two populations to be interviewed- 
were designed with the help of comments and suggestions from NYSL 
staff members. The exit interview questions elicited information about 
the frequency of the visitor’s use of NYSL;about the length, motivation, 
and success of the visit just ended; about the use or nonuse of the public 
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catalog during the visit, the wing of the library in which any catalog use 
occurred; about the use or nonuse of staff assistance; and about the 
visitor’s affiliation or status. The catalog user interview questions were 
chosen to gain information about previous use of the library and the 
catalog system; about the motivation of the search just ended and the 
approach used; about the perceived success of the search; and about the 
user’s affiliation. 
Implementation 
The new online subject catalog was made available for public use 
during the late summer of 1983. Two microfiche viewers were removed 
and six new online terminals were installed in the observed public area. 
All of the online terminals are of identical manufacture. While all are 
capable of being switched by knowledgeable NYSL staff members to 
function as either a subject terminal or an author/title terminal, NYSL 
chose not to instruct visitors on this switching capability; instead, each 
online terminal was designated and labeled as either a subject or an 
author/title terminal. The usual configuration during the follow-up 
study weeks was five subject terminals and five author/title terminals. 
The research team kept careful track of the designation of each terminal 
under observation since there were occasional changes from day to day 
or within a day. 
The NYSL’s online catalog system was designed for two levels of 
search sophisti~ation,~ but only the menu-driven level 1 was made 
available through the public catalog online search terminals during the 
period of this research. At this level, a subject search is performed in a 
series of steps that are prompted by messages on the screen. The subject 
search may be the specification of one or more words that are presumed 
to be in a subject heading (multiple words are automatically AND- 
combined), or the specification may be the registry number of a desired 
subject heading. The response to the first is a list of subject headings 
that match the input terms, with the number of items cataloged under 
each heading. A list of titles under any of these headings may then be 
called up. The response to the second type of subject search is the list of 
titles cataloged under that subject heading. In either case, when there is 
only a single title in the list, the full record is displayed; otherwise the 
full bibliographic records may be called up  one at a time from the title 
list. Bound printouts of the full list of NYSL subject headings, in 
alphabetical order, are kept on a table in the center of the publiccatalog 
area for use in identifying valid headings and their associated registry 
numbers. (It should be added that the NYSL online system has more 
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recently been upgraded to permit subject searching for words in the 
titles of cataloged materials, as well as for words in subject headings.) 
Printed multipage flip displays containing instructions on the use 
of NYSL’s catalog system are provided on the table close to each access 
device. Visitors may ask for librarian assistance at an information desk 
or at any of the three (originally four during the baseline study) work 
stations for specialized parts of the collection that surround the public 
catalog area and are manned through much or all of each day. 
The baseline study week began on Monday, 18 April 1983. A sudden 
snowstorm disrupted the region the next day making the Tuesday and 
Wednesday data unusable. As a result, data were collected for Tuesday 
and Wednesday of the following week and used instead. The first 
follow-up study began on November 28th and was uninterrupted. The 
second follow-up was also uninterrupted-it began on 30 April 1984 
which was close to the anniversary of the baseline study. In total, 
thirty-six people were involved in the data-collection activities at one 
time or another during this research. Most of these people were master’s 
program students from the School of Information Science and Policy 
of the State University of New Yorkat Albany. A substantial proportion 
were already aware of both the objectives and the research methodology 
from assigned reading and class discussions in some of their school 
courses. Participants received both written instructions and initial close 
supervision; there were no problems with performance in data collec- 
tion. Aside from the snowstorm already mentioned there were no major 
occurrences that would affect the comparability of the three study 
weeks. The few minor incidents that occurred were duly noted but were 
considered negligible and not warranting any special adjustments in 
data analysis. Such incidents, few and randomly distributed, included 
episodes of computer slowdown or stoppage and a fire drill that emptied 
the library for several minutes. During the first follow-up week, there 
was one afternoon when no data collectors were available to count and 
interview the exiting library visitors. This was handled in the data 
analysis by assuming that the afternoon traffic count had remained in 
the same proportion to the weekly average as had the morning count for 
the day and by treating the interview results from the other four days as 
though they represented the entire week. 
Analysis 
The initial analysis of traffic data and interview data for the visitor 
population was carried out in the manner described in previous studies 
of NYSL users. It thus included the adjustment of traffic counts to 
correct for miscounting of some staff members as visitors, and included 
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the weighting of interview results in order to reflect the relative amount 
of library use at the time of interviewing. The adjusted average counts of 
visits per day during the three study weeks were 344.8, 316.6, and 315.6 
respectively. The numbers of exit interviews with visitors completed 
during the respective study weeks were 264,218, and 273 (see table 1, no. 
1)-
In analyzing the data on public catalog use, it was judged unneces- 
sary to weight the interviews on the basis of an hourly traffic pattern. No 
well-defined pattern of catalog use traffic could be discerned other than 
sparse traffic at the extremes of the day (when interviews were corres- 
pondingly sparse). During the baseline week and the first follow-up 
week i t  was noticed that use of the catalog surged immediately after the 
lunch hour, but this surge was not observed in the second follow-up 
week. Average daily catalog use instances observed during the three 
study weeks were 221.6, 201.8, and 162.2. The numbers of interviews 
with catalog users completed in these weeks were 158, 147, and 150 (see 
table 1, no. 2). 
The mapping technique that was employed for recording minute- 
by-minute use of each of the public catalog access devices (microfiche 
viewers and online terminals) was devised in part to permit analysis of 
queuing problems in the public catalog area. As it  turned out, no 
queuing problems developed. There were enough devices available to 
accommodate all would-be users and uses during all hours of each study 
week. Another purpose of the mapping was to permit determination of 
the lengths of the catalog use sessions. This was accomplished by noting 
the number of minutes of occupancy in the demarcation of each use 
session as mapped for each access device observed. 
Some results of analysis of data from this research are given in the 
accompanying tables. These results are discussed later as they relate to 
specific questions regarding the impact of the online subject catalog on 
public catalog use. 
Impact Questions Investigated 
It is not possible in an impact study to investigate all of the conse- 
quences of a system change that can be conjectured-the conceivable 
impacts of a change are infinite. In this study, the many types of data 
collected will, in theory, allow for the investigation of hundreds, even 
thousands, of impact possibilities-all of the combinations of data 
types that may be examined and compared from one study week to the 
next. But even this subset of possibilities will probably never be exam- 
ined fully because of the large and unreasonable effort that would be 
needed. 
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CATALOG LEVELSU S E ,  AND SAMPLING 
Measurements 
1. Library visits and 
exit interviews 
a. Library visits during 
survey week 
b. Average library 

visits per day 

c. Exit interviews 
during survey week 
d. Average exit 
interviews per day 
e. Percentage of library 
visits in which exit 
interviews were 
conducted 
f. 	Percentage of library 
visits in which there 
was use of the catalog 
2. Public catalog uses and 
interviews 
a. Public catalog uses 
observed during 
survey week' 
b. Average public catalog 
uses observed per day 






d. Average catalog user 
interviews per day 
e. Percentage of catalog 
users interviewed 
3. Visits to library observed 
areas 
a. During survey week 
b. Average per day 
c. Percentage of 
observed-area visits 
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TABLE 1 (cont.) 
Survey Weeks 
Follow-up 
Measurements Baseline First Second 
4. Public catalog uses 
in observed area 
during survey week 
a. By visitors 











observed area visit 
5. Public catalog uses per 
a. By visitors 







c. Total 0.778 0.813 0.663 
'Observed area did not include all points of public catalog access. 
In order to reduce the data analysis task in this research to reason-
able proportions, i t  was necessary to establish priorities. These took the 
form of questions that seemed most worth answering regarding possible 
impacts of the catalog change. Seven high-priority questions were 
formulated and then answered on the basis of the data collected. Other 
questions may be addressed in the future. The impact questions that are 
dealt with here are: 
1. 	After the new online subject searching capability was introduced in 
the NYSL public catalog did it attract much use? 
2. 	After the introduction of the online subject searching capability, was 
there a change in the overall volume of use of the public catalog by 
visitors? 
3. 	Was the introduction of online subject searching capability followed 
by a change in the proportion of public catalog use instances that are 
subject searches? 
4. 	Has the availability of online catalog access for subject searches as 
well as authorltitle searches resulted in the rejection of the older 
microfiche catalog by public catalog users? 
5. 	Following introduction of the online subject catalog, was there a 
marked change in the average amount of time spent per instance of 
use of the public catalog? 
6. Was there a change in the success rate of publiccatalog searches after 
introduction of the online subject catalog? 
7. 	 After introduction of the online subject catalog was there a change in 
the extent to which visitors made use of librarian assistance in 
conducting their catalog searches? 
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Findings 
Acceptance of the New Online Subject Catalog 
In the sense of attracting use, the impact of the catalog change has 
been immediate, substantial, and apparently enduring. In the first 
follow-up study after its introduction, the online subject catalog’s use 
was 22.9percent of all instances of public catalog use (see table 2). In the 
second follow-up study its use had risen to 28.6percent. In other words, 
despite the continued availability of the previous catalog alternatives, 
the online subject catalog attracted and has held about one-fourth of the 
public catalog traffic. 
TABLE 2 




Catalog Used Baseline First Second 
Online catalog 
AuthorITitle access, 
visitor use 18.1 20.0 21.6 
staff use 23.3 21.6 15.6 
total use 41.4 41.6 37.2 
Subject access, visitor use 
staff use 
-- 16.2 6.7 
23.9 
4.7 
total use - 22.9 28.6 
Microfiche catalog, 
visitor use 35.0 26.0 26.6 
staff use 23.6 9.5 7.6 
total use 58.6 35.5 34.2 
total, subject searches 25.8 16.3 16.4 






(56%) (54%) (52%) 
Volume of Use of the Public Catalog 
The introduction of online subject searching capability apparently 
had an impact on the overall volume of use of the public catalog. This 
impact seems fairly complex. The most obvious, but probably least 
significant, change was that the number of instances of public catalog 
use was lower in the first follow-up week than in the baseline week, and 
lower still in the second follow-up week (see table 1, no. 2). However, 
this can be accounted for by obvious factors other than the catalog 
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change. There was a decline in visitor traffic from one study period to 
the next that would be expected to cause a corresponding decline in use 
of the public catalog (see table 1, no. 1). Also there was a decline in the 
use of the public catalog by members of the library staff that must be 
adjusted for in order to determine whether there was an impact on 
visitors’ use of the public catalog (see table 1, no. 4). 
A preferred measure of the volume of catalog use would be the ratio 
of instances of use to the number of visits made to the area of the library 
that was studied. The number of visits to the observed area (seetable 1, no. 3) 
was calculated using both direct measures (exit traffic counts) and 
indirect measures (information on the library area used as obtained 
from exit interviews). When the count of visitors’ use of the catalog is 
related to this measure of visitor traffic, it is found that the number of 
visitors’ catalog use instances per visit rose from 0.414 in the baseline 
week to 0.505 in the first follow-up and then dropped a little to 0.478 in 
the second follow-up. This suggests that the impact of introduction of 
the online subject catalog was to produce a substantial and lasting 
increase in the degree that visitors use the public catalog. 
Further analysis reveals that the increased public catalog use by 
visitors resulted from the involvement of a larger proportion of visitors 
in catalog use, rather than from more frequent catalog use by the 
original proportion of users. The percentage of library visits in which 
there was any catalog use rose from the baseline figure of 28 percent to 33 
percent and then to 38 percent (see table 1, no. l),  while the averageof the 
number of catalog uses observed per visit involving any catalog use was 
practically unchanged from baseline to first follow-up (1.46 and 1.52), 
and actually dropped (to 1.26) in the second follow-up. 
The use of the public catalog by library staff dropped precipitously 
and increasingly after the introduction of online subject search capabil- 
ity. This drop is clear from the absolute number of staff uses of the 
public catalog observed in the study weeks (518, 382, and 227 respec- 
tively) and also in the ratio of staff searches to library visits (0.364,0.308, and 
0.186 respectively). The reason for this drop has not been established. It 
may reflect a shift in staff assignments (one of the four manned service 
stations in the observed wing was closed in mid-project and several staff 
members were shifted to the other wing); or it may reflect a shift in 
choice of access points for staff searches, with increased use of staff 
workstation terminals and viewers instead of the public catalog access 
devices; or it may reflect a genuine drop in use of the catalog by staff for 
some unknown reason. The data seem to rule out the further possibility 
that staff use of the public catalog decreased after the catalog change 
because visitors were now doing searches for themselves that had for- 
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merly been done for them by the staff. Measured as the change after the 
baseline study in instances of use per visit, the increase in the first 
follow-up of visitor use (0.091) is enough to explain the staff use 
decrease (0.056), but this explanation fails in the second follow-up 
(0.064 net increase u. 0.178 net decrease). 
Proportion of Subject Searches 
Another impact of the introduction of online subject searching 
capability was to increase the proportion of subject searches performed 
at the public catalog. In the baseline week, 27 percent of all instances of 
public catalog use-as determined from interviews with catalog users- 
were subject searches; in the first follow-up the subject search percen- 
tage was 41 percent; in the second follow-up it was 49 percent (see table 
3). This affirms or supports previous findings reported and cited by 
Markey.lo 
TABLE 3 
DISTRIBUTION USE BETWEEN SEARCHESF CATALOG SUBJECT 
A N D  A U T H O R ~ I T L ESEARCHES 
~ ~~ ~ 
Survey Weeks 
Follow-up 
Baseline First Second 
Publzc Catalog Users Sub]. AIT Sub]. AIT Sub]. AIT 
All public catalog users 27% 73% 41% 59% 49% 51% 
Visitors 31.5% 68.5% 49.5% 50.5% 49.5% 50.5% 
Staff 21% 79% 17.5% 82.5% 45% 55% 
As in the case of impact on the volume of catalog use, the impact on 
proportion of subject searching is more complex than the gross figures 
suggest. These figures do not reflect the increasingly heavy representa- 
tion of visitors (as opposed to staff) in the use of the public catalog after 
the catalog change. Looking at public catalog use by visitors only, 
about onethird of their use instances in the baseline week were subject 
searches; this increased to one-half in the first follow-up and remained 
at that new level. For staff the baseline proportion of subject searches at 
the public catalog was about one-fifth. It remained almost the same 
(decreased very slightly) in the first follow-up, and then more than 
doubled to about 45 percent in the second follow-up. These separate 
analyses for visitors and staff (particularly) should be regarded as only 
approximate because of the relatively small numbers of interviews on 
which they are based. 
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From figures provided in tables 1 and 3, one can calculate that the 
average number of subject searches performed per day in the observed 
area was sixty during the baseline study and then rose to eighty-three 
and seventy-nine in the two follow-up weeks. Considering that this 
absolute increase in the number of subject searches occurred despite 
decreases in the number of library visits and catalog users present, this is 
perhaps the most dramatic indication of the substantial and lasting 
impact of the introduction of online subject searching capability on the 
proportion or frequency of subject searching. 
Use of Alternative Catalogs 
Introduction of the online subject catalog had the impact of dimin- 
ishing the use of the older microfiche catalog but not an impact on its 
displacement as an acceptable public catalog. The percentage of catalog 
use instances involving the microfiche catalog was 58.6 percent in the 
baseline week and diminished to 35.5 percent and 34.2 percent in the 
follow-up weeks (see table 2). This drop in microfiche catalog use was 
substantial and enduring. It reversed the prechange dominance of 
microfiche over online (authorltitle only) use. On the other hand, it is 
clear that the microfiche catalog was not rejected. It retained one-third 
of total public catalog use, which is a greater share than the new online 
subject catalog attracted during the impact study. 
The introduction of the new online subject catalog did not affect 
the proportional division of searchesof the microfiche catalog between 
subject searches and author/title searches. Subject searches accounted 
for 44 percent of microfiche catalog uses in the baseline study and for 46 
percent and 48 percent in the follow-up studies (see table 2). Thus the 
impact of the catalog change in reducing use of the microfiche catalog 
was about equal for both types of microfiche catalog searches. A possi-
ble explanation for this finding that warrants further exploration is that 
there had formerly been a substantial number of intended subject 
searches that users of the microfiche catalog were “sublimating” by 
searching instead for known works by author/title access, and that such 
searches now tend to be conducted as proper subject searches on the new 
online catalog. The tendency of catalog users to sublimate subject 
searches in a catalog that is inhospitable was established by Lipetz in 
previous research on use of a large university card catalog.” 
It is important to qualify the findings given earlier by noting that 
there is not 100 percent correspondence between the online and micro- 
fiche catalogs at NYSL with respect to scope, information content, and 
access terms. There can be legitimate reasons for favoring one catalog 
over the other for particular types of literature interests. During this 
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research, many NYSL staff members who used the public catalog remarked 
on differences between the catalogs for special purposes. Some of the visitors 
who were interviewed after catalog Searches also remarked on differences in 
the catalog, but many of these persons seemed to be misinformed about the 
relative strong and weak points of the two catalog systems. 
Duration of Catalog Use Instances 
The data collected on minute-by-minute occupancy of the various 
catalog access devices were analyzed to determine whether introduction 
of the online subject catalog had an impact on the amount of time that 
users require in using the public catalog. No such impact was found. 
The average duration of an instance of public catalog use-including 
both the online and microfiche catalogs and all types of searches-
remained remarkably constant-i.e., 7.57 minutes in the baseline study, 
7.59 minutes in each follow-up (see table 4). The median time for 
catalog uses changed very little. It increased from 4.46 minutes in the 
baseline study to 4.74 and 4.68 minutes in the follow-ups. The change in 
median time resulted because there was a decrease in the relative propor- 
tion of extremely short searches and also an even more significant 
decrease in the relative proportion of extremely long searches. It is 
noteworthy that most of the long catalog searches are subject searches. 
Catalog Search Success and User Satisfaction 
Because there was such ready acceptance of the new online subject 
catalog by library visitors, one might expect this acceptance to be 
associated with an improved level of service to catalog users. However, 
the results of interviews with catalog users showed that the change in the 
catalog brought no improvement in the user-determined success rate for 
public catalog searches. There was, rather, a small decrease in the 
success rate-from 74 percent in the baseline study to 72 percent and 69 
percent in the two follow-ups (see table 4). Curiously, the percentage of 
searches judged to be unsuccessful did not increase correspondingly. 
Rather, there was a substantial increase in that small groupof searchers 
whose success or failure could not be judged immediately after catalog 
use by the persons who were interviewed. 
Similarly, there was no indication that introduction of the online 
subject catalog had any clear impact on the general satisfaction of 
visitors with their visits to the library. Data from the exit interviews with 
visitors (see table 4) showed that the percentage of visits judged to be 
successful remained about the same (88percent, 86 percent, 89 percent) 
even though the proportion of visits in which there was catalog use 
increased greatly during this period (see table 1) and overall catalog 
preference shifted from microfiche to online (see table 2). 
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TABLE 4 
SEARCHDURATION, SUCCESS,SEARCH VISIT 
SUCCESS, ASSISTANCELIBRARI N 
Suruey Weeks 
Follow-u@ 
Factor Baseline First Second 
Duration of public catalog use 
instance, average 7.57 min. 7.59 min. 7.59 min. 
median 4.46 min. 4.74 min. 4.68 min. 
User appraisal of search success: 
successful 74% 72% 69% 
unsuccessful 22% 18% 21% 
cannot judge 4% 10% 10% 
Success rate of library visits 88% 86% 89% 
Visitor catalog uses involving 
librarian assistance 7.8% 10% 7.4% 
Demand for Librarian Assistance in Catalog Use 
For library administrators and staff, a much desired impact of an 
automated catalog would be a reduction in visitors’ need for help or 
instruction from librarians when performing their catalog searches. Of 
course, one would also expect the introduction of any change in the 
public catalog to cause a temporary increase in demand for librarian 
assistance, until the population of library users became fairly accus- 
tomed to the new system. In this research, observations of visitors’ 
interactions with librarians during catalog use did indeed show the 
expected temporary increase in demand for assistance from librarians in 
performing or overseeing visitors’ searches. In the baseline week, there 
was librarian assistance in 7.8 percent of visitor use instances (see table 
4).In the first follow-up, the level of assistance rose (to10percent), but it 
then fell back in the second follow-up. 
The assistance level in the second follow-up week was 7.4 percent-
just about the same as the baseline level. There was little, if any, 
difference in the librarian assistance levels at the online terminals and 
the microfiche viewers. In other words the catalog change does not seem 
to have had any long-term impact on the degree to which catalog users 
require librarian assistance. One may conjecture, however, that, because 
this research has established that the catalog change attracted many new 
catalog users, it is possible that the need for librarian assistance should 
continue to follow a downward course since the new catalog users, who 
presumably require the most assistance, will become relatively fewer in 
the future. This would seem to be worthy of investigation through 
further limited follow-up studies. 
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Discussion of Results 
The findings of this impact study tend to confirm and articulate 
some of the findings or conclusions of previous after-the-fact studies of 
online public catalogs. However, certain other findings of previous 
after-the-fact studies-and also certain prevailing assumptions about 
the effects of online catalogs-are not confirmed. 
It is amply confirmed that library users will readily accept an 
online subject catalog as an alternative to a more traditional type of 
subject catalog. On the other hand, the traditional (microfiche) catalog 
continued to receive heavy, albeit much diminished, use. These alterna- 
tive subject catalogs are not really identical with respect to the amount 
of information provided and the ways in which they can be accessed and 
browsed; such considerations would seem to be more important to many 
catalog users than whether catalog access is achieved through an online 
terminal or through some other device. 
The findings of this research are consistent with three of the four 
items in Markey’s summary of the reasons why library users accept new 
online catalogs.” One reason was the users’ perception of computer 
terminals as being more fun to use than traditional access means. While 
the truth of this idea was not specifically tested in this study, i t  was 
noticed that statements to that effect were made in many of the exit 
interviews with library users. Two other reasons for acceptance of the 
new catalogs were that the new catalogs provided either new informa- 
tional service or else new access approaches not otherwise available; in 
other words, the perceived attraction in a new system can be in what is 
provided quite apart from the way it  is provided, as discussed in the 
preceding paragraph. Studies to determine user “preference” among 
alternative catalog designs must always consider their substantive dif- 
ferences too. 
The fourth reason given by Markey for user acceptance of online 
catalogs is that users believe that using the online catalog saves time. 
However, the present research did not confirm that belief. The average 
duration of a public catalog search remained almost eerily constant 
despite the introduction and acceptance of the new online subject 
catalog. The search duration profile found at NYSL was in fact quite 
similar to that reported more than fifteen years ago for searches of the 
traditional card catalog at Yale University.13Also, Tolle14 found average 
search durations to be in a similar, quite narrow range when he studied 
transaction records for searches on a number of online public catalog 
systems. The averages and means reported by Tolle are about oneor two 
minutes less than those found at NYSL, which is consistent with his use 
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of computer-interaction time rather than user observation as the mea- 
sure of search duration; Tolle also found that within one major univer- 
sity, the average search duration ranged from four to nine minutes 
depending on the library branch being studied. From all of the present 
and previous findings, one might speculate that the duration of catalog 
searches is much more dependent on unknown characteristics of the 
user population, perhaps a mixture of physiological and educational 
attributes, than on the physical or informational features of catalog 
systems. If so, this could have important implications for revision of 
basic assumptions and objectives in catalog design. 
In connection with the apparent insensitivity of average search 
duration to the change in catalog system used, one might speculate that 
users accomplish more (i.e., search more questions or pursue searches in 
greater detail) in an average session with an online catalog than with a 
more traditional catalog. This study does not provide direct evidence to 
test that hypothesis. However, it does provide indirect evidence that 
tends to refute the idea that users accomplish more in the average search 
session with an online catalog. It was determined that acceptance of the 
new online catalog and increased use of the public catalog by visitors 
brought no apparent change in the overall rate of visitors' satisfaction 
with the outcome of their library visits. If visitors had accomplished 
significantly more during visits because of their use of the new online 
catalog, one would expect to see the increased accomplishment reflected 
in a higher satisfaction rate. This indirect evidence suggests that, at 
most, any increased amount of searching that occurred was only enough 
to offset, in visitors' minds, their somewhat reduced success rate with 
online searching. To put it differently, if there was increased searching 
activity in the average search session when using the online catalog, that 
activity does not appear to translate into increased accomplishment as 
perceived by the users. Direct study to settle this question convincingly 
would be very desirable. 
This research has provided direct evidence confirming that intro- 
duction of online subject searching capability increases the proportion 
of subject searches performed at the public catalog, something already 
established indirectly through the work of Markey and others.15 The 
increased proportion of subject searching appeared quickly among the 
visitor population, but more slowly among library staff. Overall, the 
proportion of subject searches almost doubled, from roughly one- 
fourth to roughly one-half of all public catalog searches. 
A new finding from this research was that the introduction of 
online subject searching capability led to increased use of the public 
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catalog, in terms of the ratio of searches performed to the number of 
library visits in a given period. It was further determined that the 
increased use came from visitors who were previously nonusers of the 
public catalog, rather than from increased use by previous catalog users. 
These findings are consistent with the common knowledge of librarians 
that placing new catalog access terminals in a public area tends to 
stimulate catalog use. 
An unexpected finding of this research was that introduction ofthe 
online subject searching capability was followed by a very sharp 
decrease in the use of the public catalog by staff members. One must be 
cautious about regarding this as a cause-and-effect observation since 
there are other plausible reasons for the change in staff useof the public 
catalog. However, it would seem to deserve further investigation. 
Another somewhat unexpected finding was that, despite the shift in 
visitor use of the public catalog after introduction of the online subject 
catalog, there was no long-term change in the degree to which visitors 
made use of librarian assistance in performing their searches. 
This research confirmed the observation derived from previous 
work“ that use of an online subject catalog tends to result in a somewhat 
lower rate of search success. It was found also, however, that online 
subject searching did not actually result in a higher rate of failure but 
rather in a higher frequency of uncertainty as to whether the search was 
a success or a failure upon completion of the search. 
Obviously, more study at more libraries is desirable to test and 
clarify the findings of this research and todetermine the degree towhich 
they may be generalized. It is hoped that further study will be under- 
taken at NYSL to identify the impacts of subsequent modifications of 
the public catalog, building on this study as a baseline, in order to 
extend our basic understanding of catalog design and use. 
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DESPITETHE MANY STATEMENTS that have been made about the rapid 
pace of technological developments in libraries-particularly advances 
in automation-it is surprising to reflect on how slow some of the 
developments have been. 
The Centre for Catalogue Research (CCR) evolved from work that 
commenced at the end of the 1960s in the library at the University of 
Bath. Maurice Line, then the university librarian, had been offered the 
use of a terminal by the university’s computer unit, and he wanted to 
experiment with the development of an online catalog which would use 
very brief entries. The catalog record as originally conceived by Line 
was extremely minimal-surnames only, short title, date, class number, 
and book number. The aim was for “direct access in the simplest 
possible way from all names or titles to the entry and its location, giving 
editors, etc. more or less equal status to authors so far as use of the 
catalogue is concerned.”’ As i t  happened, the terminal failed to mate- 
rialize and the result was the development of the offline Bath Mini- 
Catalogue which used variable field records considerably shorter than 
those customarily provided in university library catalogs. Although the 
library was not, at the time, provided with its own terminal, Gillian 
Venner, who worked with the Computer Unit at Bath University from 
1969-74 and who was recently a member of the Online Keyword Access 
Janet Kinsella is Research Officer, Centre for Catalogue Research, The Library, Univer- 
sity of Bath, Bath, England; and Philip Bryant is Director, Centre for Catalogue Research, 
The Library, University of Bath, Bath, England. 
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to Public Information (OKAPI) team at the Polytechnic of Central 
London, set up a small experimental online catalog in the unit. The 
system permitted retrieval just by book number or by personal author 
name. The appendix of the Bath Mini-Catalogue report that described 
this experiment concluded by saying: “A large online file must earn its 
keep!” 
The subsequent development of online catalogs in the United 
Kingdom has indeed been slow. As recently as April 1986, Juliet Leeves, 
speaking at the CCR’s second National Conference on “Online Public 
Access to Library Files”2 held at the University of Bath, showed that 
commercially produced OPACs were only currently available in nine- 
teen libraries (twelve from one supplier) and a number of these are 
public query facilities to circulation files. Very few of the systems yet 
offer all the features belonging to a true OPAC. 
As Stephen Walker has pointed OPACs are information 
retrieval systems not unlike online retrieval systems such as DIALOG. 
Their important feature is that they have to be designed not torequire a 
human intermediary. The research and development work required to 
achieve this goal is considerable and, until recently, the resources and 
moral support have not been available in the United Kingdom to assure 
significant progress. CCR was pressing for research in this area at the 
end of the 1970s but little progress was made until 1982. That year the 
centre undertook a series of surveys on the use of public inquiry facilities 
to circulation files and, in 1983, organized a number of one-day semi- 
nars entitled “Introducing the Online Cata l~gue .”~  More significantly, 
in that year a start was made by the Polytechnic of Central London on 
the OKAPI project and the design of an OPAC to run on a local area 
network.6 
Recent Research 
In the three years since 1983, there has been no shortage of research 
into OPACs. Work has fallen into two categories: (1) the study of 
existing systems; and (2)the design of experimental and prototype 
systems. 
Many projects (and the majority of the work tobe considered in this 
overview) have been sponsored by the British Library Research & Devel-
opment Department; however, there has also been considerable research 
activity by individual institutions. Examples include the University of 
Hull, where papers have been produced by a special research group 
established within the library, and the Cranfield Institute of Technol-
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ogy which has been engaged in a major replanning of its total library 
service and where preparing for online public access has involved 
evaluation of some commercial systems. In addition to institutions, 
individuals such as Keith Renwick at the University of Manchester 
Institute of Science and Technology (UMIST), who has conducted a 
study comparing the use of various forms of catalog, have made their 
particular contribution to this area of research. 
How relevant has recent research been to the needs of libraries and 
users? Has i t  changed the design of commercial online systems? An 
apparent gap between research and its application was just one of a 
number of factors that led in 1985 to the formation by the British Library 
Research 8c Development Department of a working group of researchers 
already active in the field to discuss current research and to identify 
future priorities. Five main areas for research were identified: 
1. Systems design-e.g., search sequencing and intelligent browsing. 
2. 	Impact studies relating to user behavior-e.g., monitoring of system 
use and changes in user behavior. 
3. Impact studies relating to organizational change-e.g., 	 monitoring 
impact of OPACs on resource allocation, staffing, and library 
structure. 
4. 	Visual browsing/ergonomics-e.g., screen content, layout, typog- 
raphy, use of color. 
5. Bibliographic factors-e.g., 	 database enhancement, bibliographic 
standards, full text searching, multiple database searching. 
As a result of the group’s meetings, a Programme of Research was 
formulated and published by the British Library Research & Develop-
ment Department in January 1986.6 In addition to the funding of 
current OPAC work, this report recommended the allocation of an 
additional f300,000 to OPAC research over the next three years. The 
program especially encouraged cooperative projects that involve work- 
ing libraries cooperating with one or more research teams in the appli- 
cation of information retrieval techniques, evaluation, etc. Many of 
these projects will draw heavily on the techniques used in previous 
research especially in terms of monitoring and assessment. These tech- 
niques include: (1) feature analysis, (2) transaction log analysis, 
(3) questionnaire surveys, and (4) comparative studies. Such work has 
contributed greatly to our knowledge of OPACs, but the techniques do 
contain a number of inherent weaknesses. 
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Feature Analysis 
This defines the nature of OPACs and aids the dissemination of 
information about systems to the library profession. For example, the 
recent survey of systems (including OPAC modules) in the United 
Kingdom by Juliet Leeves’ fulfills the need for factual information 
about “the marketplace.” 
Last year CCR concentrated on a particular aspect of OPACs in a 
“browse-screen” questionnaire that looked specifically at the display 
and format of brief bibliographic records and index entries by OPACs. 
Analysis of responses received from forty-one selected United Kingdom, 
U.S. and European suppliers and libraries with in-house systems dem- 
onstrated the great diversity in current OPAC design. For example, the 
length of a brief entry varies between systems as does the number of 
entries displayed. Not only is there a lack of consensus between the use 
of single-line and multiline, but also between displaying fixed length or 
variable length brief records.’ 
However, feature analysis of this type is mainly a counting exercise; 
it rarely gives critical evaluation of the features enumerated. For exam- 
ple, the CCR study shows that just over half of United Kingdom systems 
surveyed (ten out of nineteen) would respond to all or some types of 
inquiry resulting in zero matches with a message (e.g., “no books 
found”). How helpful is this to the user? Surely a display of brief 
bibliographic records, or index entries, including the closest match 
would be of greater use. 
Computer Logging and Transactional Tape Analysis 
Considerable use has been made of this technique in the United 
States. Well-known examples of such research include the work by John 
Tolle of the OCLC Office of Research for the Council on Library 
Resourcesg and by Christine Borgman of the University of California at 
Los Angeles whose research was supported by OCLC.” In the United 
Kingdom examples of its use include work at Sussex University” and by 
the OKAPI team at the Polytechnic of Central London.” 
Transaction logs enable researchers to quantify readers’ exploita- 
tion of the facilities provided by a particular OPAC. Analysis of transac-
tion logs at Sussex University Library demonstrated the changing 
pattern of use over two years, with the gradual increase in popularity of 
the “quick” search (i.e., 4,4 derived search key). Readers’ ability to use 
systems should not be overestimated. Logs have indicated that users 
have difficulty with such tasks as reading instructions, responding to 
prompts, and keyboarding. Analysis of ninety-six OKAPI sessions iden- 
tified spelling errors in about 10 percent of user input. One major 
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failing of transaction log analysis is that i t  is difficult to examine the 
patterns of use by individual users. Methods of delineating between 
sessions are not accurate and methods of obtaining information on the 
identity of the users (e.g., by asking for a user number), raise the 
question of confidentiality. A university community is not a homogene- 
ous body in terms of ability. Even though users bring to the terminal 
differing amounts of experience in library, catalog, and computer use, 
transaction log analysis cannot identify characteristics of individuals. 
Users are restricted by the facilities provided by the particular system in 
use. They may require features, such as the facility to limit or broaden a 
search, that are not provided or are inadequately presented on the 
screen. Thus the results of a transaction log analysis may not reveal the 
real needs of users. 
surueys 
Researchers in the United States have conducted large-scale sur- 
v e y ~ . ~ ~On a modest scale, the Centre for Catalogue Research has carried 
out surveys at the libraries of Hull University and the Polytechnicof the 
South Bank where users had access to Geac online inquiry modules and 
at the Polytechnic of Central London and Bath University libraries 
where access was provided to certain elements of the SWALCAP circula- 
tion system. Over 800questionnaires were collected giving information 
on users, their inquiries, and their views. However, surveys leave many 
questions unanswered. Would users have found items more quickly 
through another form of catalog? What were users’ true understanding 
of the system? What errors did they make? 
Despite the limitations of surveys, they are still important tools for 
the study of users’ reactions and user characteristics. Surveys are the 
main data collection instruments for CCR’s impact studies which are 
currently attempting tomonitor changes in library use after the installa- 
tion of an OPAC. Such “before and after” studies are taking place in 
four libraries (Coventry Polytechnic, Leicester Polytechnic, Devon Pub- 
lic Library System, and the Lancashire Library System) and cover a 
range of commercial integrated systems offering online public access 
(CLSI, BLCMP, DS, and Geac respectively). A questionnaire survey of 
library users (including nonusers of the catalog) is to be supplemented 
with brief semistructured interviews and observation of catalog use at 
selected periods over several days at each of the participating libraries. 
Comparative Studies 
Comparative studies have been, and are being, conducted using 
experimental methods. For example, in a series of small controlled 
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experiments organized by CCR and carried out by Linda Reynolds at 
the Polytechnic of the South Bank and by Hans-Ove Frid14 at Bath 
University, the use of the public inquiry facility provided by Geac and 
the SWALCAP Library Cooperative respectively was compared with 
the use of parallel files on COM microfiche. Users’ performance was 
measured in terms of speed of, and success in, searching common and 
uncommon personal names correctly or incorrectly cited. When users 
were given correct citations they were able to retrieve the relevant titles 
faster in the online file; however, these studies identified possible 
sources of difficulty in online browsing. The user was less successful at 
retrieving titles online for which an incorrect personal name was cited. 
Current Research 
Studies based on existing systems have a number of inherent limita- 
tions. The control of variables is particularly difficult, and therefore 
results are not usually generalizable. Working with a commercial sys,- 
tem within the constraints of a “live” library, i t  is often not possible to 
vary one feature of the system while keepingothers constant. By design- 
ing experimental and prototype systems, researchers have attempted to 
solve such problems. 
CCR for example has developed an experimental system for the 
study of interface design based on the information retrieval facilities of 
BRS/Search. The system, currently mounted on an Onyx 16-bit micro- 
computer, retrieves records from a specially constructed 3000 record 
database on education-related topics taken from Bath University 
Library’s SWALCAP file. The user interface has been developed using 
the high-level programming language MENACE. The basic screen 
design consists of a three-part display showing system information, 
bibliographic information (in the form of full or brief bibliographic 
entries), and commands. “Help” information can be displayed by 
partially “wiping” the screen, allowing the user to view records, “help,” 
and relevant commands simultaneously. The flexibility of the system 
permits the design and testing of a variety of experimental interfaces.” 
Research at the Polytechnic of Central London has been based on 
the design of a prototype online catalog (OKAPI), developed for a 
microcomputer network allowing simultaneous access for up to twenty 
users. Great emphasis has been placed on making the catalog as user 
friendly as possible both in terms of system design and ergonomics. 
Users’ reactions to existing OPACs formed the basis for the design of the 
OKAPI user interface. The traditional distinction between “known 
item” and “subject” searches has been maintained, but these searches 
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are expressed by options to look for “a specific book” or “a book about 
something.” Command input has been minimized to a single keystroke 
and brightly colored function keys have been incorporated into the 
keyboard for common commands (e.g., green to “continue” and yellow 
for “help”).16 
Unlike earlier work which concentrated on the passive task of 
monitoring existing systems, experimental research has begun to be 
recognized as having an active role to play in the improvement of 
commercially produced OPACs. The success of such OPACs depends 
on three factors: (1) technical performance (both of systems and com- 
munications technology), (2) interface design, and (3) quality of the 
database. This multifaceted approach to OPAC design is clearly demon- 
strated in current research activity concerned with subject searching. 
Technical Performance 
One approach to improving subject access is by incorporating 
advanced information retrieval techniques into systems-eg, auto-
matic word stemming, spelling correction, and synonym generation. 
Analysis of OKAPI search sessions proved useful in identifying the 
potential of automatic word stemming. An analysis of 119 consecutive 
search statements, forming around seventy-two discrete OKAPI 
searches, indicated that a simple stemmingprocedure, conflating singu- 
lar and plural noun forms and the verbal endings “ing,” “ed,” and “s,” 
would have improved the performance of 23 percent of the statements. 
The work, being carried out by Stephen Walker, is based on Porter’s 
stemming algorithm and involves the construction of a synonym dic- 
tionary and incorporation of stemming/synonym procedures into the 
OKAPI search program to enable all subject search words and personal 
names within specific item searches to be processed. The effectiveness of 
such techniques is to be evaluated through the analysis of user searches 
to be carried out through both the control and improved OPAC.” 
Other basic information retrieval research relevant to OPACs is 
being carried out in the field of relevance feedback. Examples include 
the work by Niall Teskey at the Department of Computing and Cyber- 
netics, Brighton Polytechnic on the evaluation of various methods of 
ranking and by Stephen Robertson of the Department of Information 
Science, City University on the development of a front-end to Medline, 
providing weighting, ranking, and relevance feedback. 
One approach to the application ofrelevance feedback to OPACs is 
being investigated by Stephen Walker at the Polytechnic of Central 
London. The research aims to improve subject searching by combining 
the use of subject information embedded within a classification scheme 
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(e.g., Dewey Decimal Classification) with relevance feedback. Having 
asked the user to specify the relevance of records retrieved from a free 
language search request, the proposed system (based on OKAPI) will 
assign relevance weights to the user’s search terms and to the classifica- 
tion numbers of relevant records. The system will then automatically 
perform another search, presenting the user with related records. 
The traditional approach to user-initiated subject access by infor- 
mation retrieval systems has been through the use of Boolean operators. 
However, many OPACs restrict their explicit use, offering only the 
implicit use of “AND” between terms. The OKAPI team rejected this 
simple post-coordinate approach to subject searching because of its lack 
of precision and have incorporated a complex hyper-Boolean facility 
based on an algorithm developed by D.J. Harper. Operating on the 
keywords found in the user’s subject search string, the system implicitly 
puts terms in an OR relationship, calculating a weight for each posting 
based on the frequency of the terms within the index.” 
Interface Design 
Research into the use of Boolean operators can also be approached 
from an ergonomic viewpoint. The CCR is studying alternative 
methods of presenting operators. For example, the experimental system 
includes a number of interfaces in which natural language explanations 
have replaced traditional terms (e.g., SELECT, INCLUDE, 
EXCLUDE, for AND, OR, NOT). 
While the importance of research into “intelligent browsing” (e.g., 
relevance feedback, weighting, and Boolean search modification) 
should not be underestimated, “visual browsing” (i.e., the examination 
of data by the eye) also has a significant role in enabling greater ease of 
use. The CCR is undertaking a series of user tests, studying the effect of 
brief bibliographic entry length on “visual browsing.” Tests take the 
form of controlled experiments using the centre’s experimental system. 
For example, students are asked to identify particular titles within 
alternative “browse screen” displays. Initial indications from a pilot test 
show that single line entries are preferred by users and are quicker “to 
browse.” 
Quality of the Database 
The introduction of OPACs and other forms of online access to 
bibliographic data has renewed users’ interest in the subject approach to 
information. Many of the comments gathered from the CCR question- 
naire surveys suggested that users would like to see the expansion of 
individual entries to include notes, abstracts, and contents pages. 
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Enhancement of the database to improve subject access may sound 
attractive but first data currently included in MARC records should be 
fully utilized. United Kingdom MARC records contain PRECIS (Pre- 
served Context Indexing System) indexing strings. Their possible use in 
providing structured subject access to an OPAC is being investigated by 
Juliet Congreve at Middlesex Polytechnic. As with the Bath experimen- 
tal catalog, work at Middlesex Polytechnic is based upon the informa- 
tion retrieval capabilities of an existing software package, in this case 
STATUS. The system has been designed to allow users subject access 
without their needing to know the structure of the indexing language. 
Terms are matched against a thesaurus which is held as two indexed 
sequential files, one arranged in alphabetical order of index terms, the 
other sequenced by the PRECIS Reference Index Number (RIN). The 
RIN file, by acting as an automated subject authority file, facilitates 
cross referencing to related records. The system translates the verbal 
form of a match into an RIN number which, when compared against 
the RIN file, identifies related records.lg 
Future Research 
The OPAC Research Programme is already attracting a number of 
proposals for the British Library’s consideration. Scarcity of resources 
in the United Kingdom means that i t  is essential that there is coordina- 
tion of research effort and also that there is proper awarenessof projects 
overseas-especially in North America and Europe. There has been an 
effort within the OPAC Research Programme to establish closer rela- 
tions between OPAC designers and basic researchers in the field of 
information retrieval. There is, however, a need to widen the range of 
disciplines involved-psychology, ergonomics, graphic design, and so 
on. Unfortunately much of the research is limited by existing technol- 
ogy (e.g., interface design research is conducted with the standard eighty 
character by twenty-four line VDU screen) and becomes outdated as the 
technology changes. It is hoped that a greater emphasis on long-term, 
basic research could lead to results of general application. It is interest- 
ing to note that long-term work has been encouraged in Sweden. LIB- 
LAB, established at the University of Linkoping and directed by Roland 
Hjerppe, draws on the experience and the talents of a range of disci- 
plines (as recommended earlier) to develop a research laboratory in 
library and information science. 20 
Conclusion 
Frederick Kilgour has stated that OPACs will “profoundly change 
the way people go about the business of living.”21 This is arguable. 
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Certainly there is a communications revolution which will effect a 
change, but OPACs are strictly concerned with providing access to 
bibliographic data in libraries and library-related systems. They are 
being developed in some quarters as public inquiry systems for the 
exploitation of a whole range of sources of data-e.g., community 
information, viewdata services, external databases, etc. It would appear 
that at present there is more than enough research to be undertaken in 
connection with the more conventional functions of an OPAC if the 
return on the investment in library collections is to be realized. 
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OKAPI: Evaluating and Enhancing an 
Experimental Online Catalog 
STEPHEN WALKER 
THISARTICLE ORIGINATES from work carried out on the design and 
evaluation of experimental online catalogs at the Polytechnic of Central 
London (PCL). The research and development has been funded by the 
British Library Research and Development Department (BLR&DD) 
and the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI). 
The initial phases of the project-investigation of relevant work, 
design and development of a prototype catalog, trial single-terminal 
installation at PCL, live evaluation, and publication of a substantial 
report’-were carried out by a team consisting of Gillian Venner, 
Nathalie Mitev, and myself. These phases occurred from November 
1982 to May 1985. The prototype catalog was named OKAPI (Online 
Keyword Access to Public Information). 
After a hiatus of some months, further funding was granted by 
BLR&DD (starting in July 1985) to investigate various methods of 
improving recall or rather ways of reducing the considerable proportion 
of OPAC searches which fail for various reasons. This is referred to as 
the “fuzzy matching” project. Further funding has now been granted for 
a concurrent project on the use of relevance feedback during catalog 
searching. 
To understand some of what follows it is necessary to have some 
idea of what the Mark 1 OKAPI looks like and how it  behaves. There isa 
fairly full description in Designing an Online Public Access Catalogue 
by Mitev et a1.2 
Stephen Walker is Research Fellow, Online Catalogues, Polytechnic of Central London, 
London, England. 
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Environment 
At the physical level, OKAPI operates on a local area network. The 
user stations are Apple IIe microcomputers equipped with 280 cards. 
The stations are joined in a Nestar PLAN 4000 local area network, using 
network interface cards designed and supplied by Nestar. The network 
contains one file server station which is a 68000-based computer control- 
ling a 140 megabyte Winchester disk drive with connection by coaxial 
cable. Data transmission is in variable-sized packets at 2.5 million bits 
per second, and the network protocol is described as a virtual ring. This 
means that devices can be connected and disconnected arbitrarily, pro- 
vided there are no closed loops. If a station is connected or disconnected 
or fails for any reason, the network reconfigures itself and carries on 
without any noticeable complaint. 
The User Stations 
Apple IIe’s were chosen because Nestar only provided network 
interface cards for Apples and for IBM PCs, and the IBMs were too 
expensive. In some ways the Apples are very satisfactory. They have 
proven extremely robust and reliable, and, apart from the auto-repeat 
function (which should never be provided on catalog terminals), the 
keyboard is very satisfactory. Most computer terminals are quite unsuit- 
able for people who are inexperienced with keyboards, computers, 
numeric pads, and obscurely labeled function keys, and generally have 
too many keys. Watch a new keyboard user trying to pick out letters, 
make a space, or try to correct something. The Apple IIe has a few of 
these superfluous keys-such as ESCAPE, TAB, and some “arrow” 
keys-but these were painted red, yellow, blue, green, white, and black, 
and used as “function” keys. 
Files and Storage 
OKAPI uses a bibliographic file (source file) derived from the 
United Kingdom MARC format but reduced to nine fields. The source 
file is generated from MARC exchange tapes of PCL’s union mono- 
graph catalog (some 100,000 bibliographic records). The nine fields 
contain: 
-“main” author (i.e., MARC 1XX) 





-series and part titles 
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-“added” names (MARC 7XX) 

-Dewey class number(s) 







The length of the OKAPI records varies between about 150 and 800 
characters, and the mean is under 250 characters. This reduction (com- 
pared with MARC’S 800-1000 character mean) is partly due to: 
1. personal names being held as surname and initials only, 
2. 	no statements of responsibility, 
3. 	no physical description, and 
4. 	no notes (except contents notes for analyticals). 
The choice of record content was influenced by the Centre for 
Catalogue Research Report3 which demonstrated that almost all 
catalog requirements were satisfied by a record that is very short indeed 
compared with a conventional entry. 
The source file is held on the network file server’s disk drive 
together with extensive indexing. There is no facility for amending or 
adding catalog records so OKAPI is entirely dependent on the normal 
PCL cataloging. As in many other United Kingdom libraries, there was 
a good deal of retrospective conversion at the time when PCL went over 
to microfiche. The records do not conform to a single consistent stan- 
dard. Many have no subject headings, some have Library of Congress 
subject headings, some have PRECIS headings, and some have both. 
OKAPI is almost entirely dependent on what is in the source file. 
There are no authority files and no cross references. (In United King- 
dom MARC there are 9XX fields which can be used for see and see also 
references. At least one United Kingdom OPAC-the Cambridge Uni- 
versity in-house system-has made good use of these fields.) 
Access Points 
The indexing provides for access by: 
1. 	author or added name by “phrase”-(i.e., surname plus initials or 
corporate name; 
2. 	surnames and individual words of corporate names; 
3. 	title phrases (including series and part titles); 
4. 	title and subtitle words; 
5.  	4/4 titleiauthor keys from main title and all names (the user does not 
have to know how to construct these-they are generated automati- 
cally from users’ input); 
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6. subject heading phrases; 
7.  subject heading words; 
8. Dewey numbers; and 
9. date of publication index (although this has never been used). 
Software 
Unlike almost all other online catalogs, each user station has its 
own copy of the search program and the top level indexes. All process- 
ing except access to the central disk store is carried out locally and is 
entirely independent of the system as a whole. Fixed data for screen 
displays are downloaded from the file server as required. This means 
that far more attention can be given to fine details of user interaction 
than is possible with systems sharing a single processor. To take a fairly 
trivial example, there is no need for commands to be terminated-e.g., 
by RETURN or SEND-and single keystroke commands can more 
readily be implemented than in conventional configurations. Also, 
response times for actions which are not dependent on disk access-such 
as returning from a full record display to a screen of brief records-are 
constant and do not depend at all on the overall load on the system. 
Although the Apple is one or two orders of magnitude slower than 
the minis or mainframes used in most systems, the effect of the distrib- 
uted processing is to provide a good deal more computing power than 
most other systems at a cost which is comparable or even lower. 
User Interaction 
These are some of the assumptions on which the design was based: 
-most users are either looking for “a specific book” or for “books 
about something;” 
-users who are looking for a specific book generally know both the 
author and the title (although they may not have a very accurate cita- 
tion); 
-users who are looking for books about something will rarely describe 
a subject in a form which achieves even a partial match with a subject 
heading. Furthermore, the language of subject headings is not cur- 
rent, inverted order is confusing and inconsistent, headings are often 
too broad or too specific to match users’ topics, and subdivisions are 
not always helpful; 
-a large number of catalog uses are casual, and users cannot be ex- 
pected to be persistent, enterprising, or enthusiastic; 
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-the catalog must be instantly usable without any training, experi- 
ence, or knowledge of either library practice and terminology or of 
computers and computing terminology-few people would know 
what a “corporate author” is: words like “entry” and ‘‘subject head- 
ing” and “control number” are meaningless to most people; 
-every display should be self-explanatory-“help” which has to be re-
quested is rarely used; 
-screen displays must be very clearly laid out. Where choices are 
offered it is confusing to give more than four at a time. Many people 
have trouble deciding between more than two options. It follows that 
to avoid making the system tedious to experienced users, the system 
should respond to memorized sequences of command keystrokes 
without going through all the intermediate screen displays (this is 
something which is rather easy to implement on a distributed system). 
The original design team (the authors of Designing an Online Pub-
lic Access Catalogue4)derived these precepts from a number of sources 
including study and observation of catalogs and their users, of interac-
tive information retrieval (IR) systems in general, and from published 
material on online catalogs. 
It may be felt that the result of working toward the earlier discussed 
design assumptions will result in a catalog which may be easy touse, but 
one which will not satisfy the needs of experienced users or those with 
specialized requirements. This view is cogently expressed by Anne 
L i ~ o w . ~  the(It may also result in a catalog which is boring to use-see 
concluding section of Lipow’s article.) The primary aim of the OKAPI 
experiments is to determine whether i t  is possible to make an online 
catalog that satisfies the usability criteria while providing a high degree 
of effectiveness. 
OKAPI tries to do this by behaving a little less mechanically than 
most IR systems. In a search by title and author, for example, if there is 
no match on both fields, OKAPI searches for each one separately and 
may find the given title but not theauthor or the author but not the title. 
In either case the user is informed that there is no exact match and is 
given the choice of seeing either titles or authors which may provide 
what the user was looking for. 
These “search treesJp6 are fairly elaborate and cannot be described 
here. In any case, since they were designed without precise knowledge of 
the types of and reasons for specific item search failures, they have 
proved not to be altogether satisfactory. In particular, it was not recog- 
nized that the most common cause of a “zero hits” result in specific item 
searches in a small catalog is that the library does not hold the item 
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sought. OKAPI tends to make the user continue fruitlessly. It is more 
helpful to the user to offer to search for the author only or for the title 
only while suggesting that “If you are sure you have the author and the 
title right, this book is not in the library.” 
Operation of OKAPI 
OKAPI’S initial screen offers a choice between searching for “SPE- 
CIFIC BOOK(S) (if you know the author and/or title)” and “BOOKS 
ABOUT SOMETHING.” If the former is chosen, there follows a form- 
filling screen requesting title, author (surname only, if a person), and 
initials. If the user does not enter anything in the title box, the search is 
processed as an author search. If the author box is left empty the initials 
prompt does not appear and OKAPI does a title search. No distinction is 
made between corporate and personal names in the index. 
The result of a specific item search (in OKAPI Mark 1)is a display 
of matching records in the case of unequivocal success, a browsing 
display of the author or title index in the case of partial success, or a 
failure message (usually with an option to see an  index display). 
The subject search is extremely simple. The user is prompted to 
enter “word(s) or a short phrase which describes your subject.” The 
individual words of the query are looked u p  in the index for any source 
fields which may have subject content-i.e., titles and subtitles, subject 
headings, corporate names, or contents notes. If two or more words 
occur in the index they are combined using an implicit Boolean AND. If 
the AND succeeds, the user is shown the records. 
If the AND fails (“no book exactly matches your search”) but at 
least three words of the query occur in the index, OKAPI carries out a 
“best match” search (“looking for similar books”). The user’s words are 
assigned weights which are inversely proportional to their frequency in 
the file. Thus, in “Skiing Holidays in Great Britain” the words skiing 
and holidays would have much higher weights than Great and Britain. 
Records are then ranked according to the sum of the weights of the 
words they contain in common with the query. The example query 
would result in the output of all records with skiing and holidays, 
then skiing or holidays, before records containing only Great Britain. A 
cutoff rule prevents the retrieval of records bearing little similarity to the 
query. 
The procedure used for the best match search is similar to that in 
the National Library of Medicine’s CITE catalog,’ except that CITE 
also takes explicit account of the number of words common to the 
records and the query. Similar techniques have been used in a number of 
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experimental IR systems, and are now provided in one of the commer- 
cially available integrated library systems (the LIBERTAS system from 
SWALCAP Library Services Ltd.). 
Evaluating OKAPI 
One station was installed in PCL’s Riding House Street site library 
in November 1984 and a further three stations in 1985. The users of this 
library are mainly undergraduate students of economics, social sciences, 
and communications. 
The system logs itself comprehensively, and the usual raw statisti- 
cal information can be obtained automatically. For example, the pro- 
portion of search types is roughly 40 percent author and title, 40 percent 
subject, 12 percent title only, and 8 percent author only. About 10 
percent of searches contain at least one spelling or keying mistake. 
These are usually fatal in subject searches but often do not affect the 
result of authorititle searches. 
Some observation and interviewing has also been done. The initial 
results of this were reported in Designing an Online Public Access 
Catalogue. As with almost all online catalogs, the attitude of most users 
is favorable. What is far more difficult is to evaluate OKAPI’S effective- 
ness. It is not sufficient to look for searches resulting in no retrievals. 
Much can be gained by “eyeballing” the transaction logs and by repeat- 
ing real searches-particularly subject searches-to try to assess whether 
they were successful or not. The following two experiments are des- 
cribed in more detail in an article by Richard Jones (research officer on 
the current OKAPI projects).’ 
Some Recent Experiments 
Success Rate in Subject Searches 
One of the major difficulties in using transaction logs to evaluate 
OPACs arises from the fact that i t  is usually impossible to determine 
session boundaries with reasonable certainty. This is simply because 
catalog users cannot be expected to sign on or log in. It is often quite 
clear from looking at a log that a sequence of searches was done by the 
same person. One sees spontaneous broadening or narrowing of 
searches, and one search following within a few seconds of its predeces- 
sor is almost certainly by the same person. Conversely, if there is a 
substantial period (say three minutes) during which a terminal was 
inactive, then there has almost certainly been a change of users. Unfor- 
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tunately the terminals are not usually unused for as long as three 
minutes. 
In an attempt to estimate the success rate of users’ first attempts at a 
search for a given subject, Richard Jones and this author carried out the 
following experiment. The logs of thousands of searches were processed 
to isolate those subject searches which started at least three minutesafter 
the termination of the previous search (of any type). This resulted in a 
set of just under 300 queries. In some cases, of course, the selected 
searches were followed by further searches on apparently related topics, 
but this information was not used. 
Each of these searches was repeated and the results were classified as 
“successful,” “unsuccessful,” and “indeterminate.” The criterion for 
“success” was that, in the opinion of the experimenter, at least one 
record in the first ten retrieved was relevant to the query as understood 
by the experimenter. The results were that62 percent were successful, 13 
percent indeterminate, and 25 percent unsuccessful. About one-fifth of 
the unsuccessful searches were apparent collection failures (nothing 
relevant found after thorough searching). 
It is obvious that the success criterion is not a very realistic one. It 
does not take into account users’ varying requirements in, for example, 
exhaustiveness. While many OKAPI users will be satisfied by finding 
one book on their topic, some (a few) will be trying to do an exhaustive 
search or may already have seen the book(s) which the experimenters 
judged to be relevant . 
It is tempting to say that the only criterion for measuring success is 
to ask the user, but this question can often only be answered after the 
user has been to the shelves and had a look at the book(s) and so cannot 
even be asked until after the session rather than the search is complete. 
What we were trying to estimate was the proportion of searches that are 
successful at the first attempt with the user’s first spontaneous formula- 
tion of the subject. Toput i t  a different way, how well does the terminol- 
ogy of users’ initial subject search statements match the vocabulary of 
the source file? 
It would be interesting to repeat the experiment using title words 
only and subject headings only, but the source file is not homogeneous 
enough to allow this. It is suspected that the majority of searches which 
succeed do so on title words rather than on subject heading words. 
Success Rate in Author/ Tit le Searching 
Jonesg studied 214 consecutive authodtitle searches made at one 
station on three consecutive days. He found that 12 percent of these 
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searches failed to locate an item which the library held. (Some of these 
searches succeeded after reformulation or correction by the user.) 
This figure is similar to those obtained by Dickson from the 
NOTIS system at Northwestern University library.” She found that 
about 11 percent of author searchesandabout 14 percent of title searches 
failed to find entries which were in the catalog (these figures are deduced 
from the figures for the proportion of each type of search and the causes 
of failure which Dickson gives-a zero-hit search is classified as a 
success if i t  convinces the user, correctly, that the sought item is not in 
the library). Dickson’s initial selection of searches for study was made by 
scanning the logs for searches which resulted in no hits. The results are 
not strictly comparable (some of the NOTIS searches retrieved records 
without the users finding the one they wanted-e.g., “Smith, S” will 
retrieve everything from “Samuel Smith” to “Szymon Smith,” and it is a 
large library). It is almost trivial to say that the most frequent cause of 
search failure-for all types of search-is that the user’s terminology 
does not match that of the catalog. 
Enhancing Subject Access 
Current OPACs offer two (or perhaps three) approaches to subject 
access-i.e., by headings and by keywords. Some offer both methods, but 
how does the user know which to choose? (The third approach is not to 
offer subject access at all except via a printed subject index followed by a 
class number or shelf mark search.) 
In searching by heading, there is the well-documented difficulty 
that users have in finding an entry to controlled subject headings. After 
all, subject headings were not designed for online searching-they are 
intended to be subject descriptions that users would recognize rather 
than be able to formulate. This difficulty in matching Library of Con- 
gress Subject Headings appears to be so general that subject headings 
are scarcely worth considering as the primary means of subject access in 
an online catalog. 
Some United Kingdom libraries have built u p  subject indexes over 
the years in response to users’ queries. Many of the headings in these 
take the form of see references, but references can be used invisibly in an 
online catalog. There is no need for the user to know that the switch has 
been made. This is one of the devices which we are using in OKAPI 
Mark 2 (see discussion following). 
For all their failings, subject headings undoubtedly can perform 
useful functions. One function is that of helping the user to recognize 
whether or not a retrieved item is likely to be relevant. Unfortunately, 
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many United Kingdom catalog records do not display subject headings. 
Even if the record does include subject headings, they cannot be dis- 
played in brief entries. Hence, OKAPI Mark 2 generally displays all 
records in full-one per screen-following a subject search. Another 
function of subject headings is as a linking device-i.e., if a recmd is 
judged relevant, other records with the same subject heading may also 
be relevant, so the user should be given an option to “see other books 
described in the same way.” (Unfortunately we can’t do this in OKAPI 
because too many of the records have no subject- headings-but classifi-
cation codes can be used in much the same way.) It follows that post- 
coordination of the individual words or subphrases of the query should 
be the primary initial means of subject access. 
Conventionally, in second generation OPACs, this is done by using 
an implicit Boolean AND. This leads to too many zero-hit searches. 
Most searches containing three or more words fail on an AND except in 
the very largest catalogs. There is little doubt that some form of “combi-
natorial” or “best match” search (as used in CITE, in OKAPI, and in the 
SWALCAP LIBERTAS system) is the best way of providing postcoordi- 
nation. It has the additional advantage of automatically providing 
ranked output (users must be informed that “the most similar items 
should appear first”) thus going a long way toward eliminating the 
problem of “too many hits.” Few IR theorists would now hold that 
there is much to be said for conventional Boolean reference retrieval 
systems. They are of little use without trained intermediaries. The only 
satisfactory way of outputting records is in decreasing order of probabil-
ity of relevance. However there is little agreement between theorists on 
how this should be achieved. The schemes used in the earlier-mentioned 
systems do have the merit of being relatively light computationally and 
of using a conventional inverted index structure. 
Related Terms and the Synonym Problem 
There remains the “synonym problem.” A search intermediary 
knows that “infants” and “newborns” are to be treated as synonymous 
in a search for “Kidney disease in infants and newborns,” but a compu- 
ter program doesn’t know this anda recordcontaining both these words 
will be given a falsely high weight. The other side of the synonym 
problem is that of bringing in related words. An intermediary will often 
do this by using truncation to include morphologically related terms or 
by “ORing” such terms as “infants” and “newborns.” 




Truncation can be done automatically-with reasonable 
precision-by using automatic stemming or suffix-stripping algo- 
rithms that will produce, for example, “comput” from “computer,” 
“computers,” “computational,” and so on. We tried this in OKAPI 
using a compact stemming procedure developed by Martin Porter.” 
This has been tested on fairly realistic collections and searches and 
found to behave as well as explicit truncation by skilled intermediaries. 
Unfortunately, even fairly conservative automatic stemming does not 
always work well if i t  is applied to all searches. It can generate unaccep- 
table amounts of “noise” if applied indiscriminately. It is particularly 
dangerous when applied to those OPAC subject searches (and there are 
many) which consist of only one word. It proved to be impossible to 
retrieve records on “communism” without retrieving everything on 
“communication.” An intermediary would not, of course, truncate 
“communism.” On the other handit isdifficult to use linguistic knowl- 
edge in a computer program to decide when to stem and when not to. 
One solution would be not to apply stemming to single term 
searches, but we think i t  may be better to use a two-stage stemming 
procedure. The first stage-weak stemming-reduces regular English 
plurals to singulars and removes the verbal noun suffixes “ing” and 
“ed.” It also conflates alternative spellings so far as this can be done 
without extensive look-up tables. It can, for example, cope with “iz” 
and “is” alternatives and with terminal “our”/“or,” but not with 
“aluminium”/“aluminum.” 
The second stage-strong stemming-removes a fairly wide range 
of suffixes. The intended search procedure is to take the words of the 
user’s input, subject them both to weak and to strong stemming, and 
feed all the resulting terms into a combinatorial search with the addi- 
tional rule that if a record is indexed both by the weak stem and the 
strong stem, no additional weight is given for the occurrence of the 
strong stem. We have designed a cornbinatorial search procedure that 
does this, and it will be evaluated later in the year. 
Synonym Tables and Cross Reference Lists 
Conventional subject indexes sometimes attempt todeal with terms 
that have related meanings but that are not alphabetically close by using 
see and see also references. For personal and corporate names, many 
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libraries use authority control, and there is no reason why an online 
catalog cannot automatically switch from the form entered to the “pre- 
ferred” form. However, Arlene Taylor’s study of failed name searches on 
the NOTIS system at Northwestern University library,12 shows convinc- 
ingly that name authority control, as currently practiced, would have 
helped in only a small proportion of the searches. She concludes that 
enhancement of the search programs to make them perform an auto- 
matic “flip” of forename and surname and to retrieve the best possible 
partial matches with user input would have been far more useful. 
For subject searching in OKAPI Mark 2we are incorporating lists 
of “synonym classes” of subject terms. Here the word term means not 
only single words but also phrases like “United States of America.” 
Because of the wide subject coverage of most catalogs, care has to be 
taken not to equate terms which are synonymous in onecontext but not 
in others. For example, “plant” can be synonymous with “factory,” but 
biologists will not want to retrieve material on the manufacturing 
industry. In some cases, words can be equated when they occur in 
specific contexts: for example, “underdeveloped” equals “developing” 
equals “third world” when followed by “countries.” (Note that there is 
no need for one member of a class to be regarded as the preferred form. In 
the aforementioned example, “third world” is current and is the most 
likely term to be used by searchers, but older material may be indexed 
under either of the other terms, and all records should be retrieved no 
matter which member of the class the user enters.) 
Our list of synonym classes is derived from a study of the terminol- 
ogy used in some 6000OKAPI subject searches. Generally, one or more 
of the members of a class is a noun phrase or an abbreviation. Some of 
them serve simply to relate irregular plurals to their singular forms, and 
some serve to handle alternative spellings-for examples where this 
cannot be covered by a rule, see the following: 
“United States of America” = “US” = “USA” = “United States” 

“child” = “children” 

“BBC” = “British Broadcasting Corporation” 

“Tsar” = ‘‘Czar” 
Incorporation of these synonym classes into the index involves the 
use of a “go” list for phrases. Automatic indexing is extremely simple if 
the index consists of words because there are very simple rules for 
splitting a field into words. Using a “go” list at indexing time makes the 
process slower and more complicated. The individual words of these 
phrases also contribute to the index. A user looking for material on 
“broadcasting” might well be satisfied by items indexed under “BBC.” 
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Spelling and Typographical Mistakes 
There is a vast literature on the automatic detection and correction 
of keying errors, and this is not the place to discuss them in any 
generality. There are now computer programs which can automatically 
correct a large proportion of mistakes, but the more effective ones are 
computationally heavy. With conventional library automation equip- 
ment i t  is rarely possible to attempt spelling correction in real time. 
Such procedures also require very large dictionaries. 
At the present stage in its development, OKAPI Mark 2 helps users 
to recognize possible mistakes by clearly displaying messages like 
“Can’t find SOCIALOGY.” It also incorporates some modified 
Soundex-type indexes. The algorithm used is less “fuzzy” than the 
conventional Soundex procedure that reduces keys to four-character 
codes after removing all vowels (except an initial vowel). Our codes are 
not limited in length, and vowels or vowel groups (apart from terminal 
e) are represented by a single character. The procedure will therefore 
tend to give higher precision and lower recall than the standard Soun- 
dex. It will rarely produce a match if a word has undergone character 
transposition, but i t  quite often succeeds with errors which are misspell- 
ings rather than miskeyings (“socialogy,” “psycology”). In a sample of 
621 subject words taken from the OKAPI transaction logs, 64 were 
misspelled but immediately recognizable to the human eye. Thirty-two 
of these would generate the same modified Soundex code as their cor- 
rectly spelled equivalents, and in many cases this would have been 
unique (the Soundex key would only have arisen from one source word). 
This suggests that a considerable proportion of words which are 
(1) misspelled, and (2) occur in the index, could be automatically cor- 
rected by using a subsidiary index of modified Soundex codes. 
The same modified Soundex coding has been applied to personal 
surnames. In this case, when OKAPI fails to find a surname and the 
Soundex code is present in the index, i t  displays a list of “names which 
sound similar” for the user to choose from. It is doubtful if this feature 
will be used much because OKAPI users seem to spell personal names 
rather accurately. Even when a surname is misspelled in an author/title 
search, the search often succeeds because the primary access is by a 414 
authorltitle key which will ignore any errors after the fourth character 
of the title and of the author’s name. 
Relevance Feedback 
Much research in IR has been directed toward investigating ways of 
automatically finding records that have a high probability of being 
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similar in subject content to those which match the terminology of the 
query. Such methods include clustering techniques (terms are divided 
into groups on the basis of their probability of cooccurrence, and the 
system will retrieve records indexed by as many terms as possible which 
regularly occur in conjunction with index terms matching the query), 
and the use of relevance feedback-i.e., the query is modified by, for 
example, adding terms from records judged by the user to be relevant to 
the query and then reprocessing the search. Harper’s thesisI3 contains a 
rather comprehensive account of relevance feedback techniques. 
The OKAPI relevance feedback project is concerned with investi- 
gating ways of obtaining relevance assessments, their reliability (how 
well can users judge the relevance of material just from a bibliographic 
description and subject headings), and how to use them automatically, 
in real time, to improve the precision and recall of searches. 
After showing a record, the system can ask “Is this at all the sort of 
thing you were looking for?” Following a positive response there are 
various approaches that can be used automatically to reformulate and 
reprocess the search so as to try to find closely related records. In 
particular, other records classified at the same Dewey or LC number 
may well be relevant. The use of classification (Dewey or Library of 
Congress) alone will often decrease the precision of a search. This effect 
may be minimized by using a combination of classification together 
with title and subject words from relevant records. It may also be 
possible sometimes to exclude records on the grounds that they contain 
terminology in common with record( s) judged nonrelevant. 
Conclusion 
In a forthcoming review of the OKAPI report for ~rograrn,’~Charles 
Hildreth suggests, parenthetically, that OKAPI is not fun to use. 
This author agrees with him and also would like catalogs to be fun to 
use. They should allow those who are involved or interested enough to 
have a great deal of control over the search process and offer multidi- 
mensional browsing of related material. This author submits, though, 
with some trepidation, that (1) most of our files of bibliographic records 
and headings do not contain enough information nor information of 
the right kind, and (2) that i t  is more useful to the general patron to be 
provided with a catalog that produces good results most of the time 
without demanding much in the way of knowledge, experience, or skill. 
Most catalog uses are quite casual. They are attempts to satisfy a real 
need, but this is generally a need that the user feels should not demand 
much involvement on his or her part. Perhaps attitudes to catalogs will 
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change if we offer OPACs that are both clever and easy-there are signs 
of this happening. It ought to be possible for the computer todetermine 
a user’s degree of skill, experience, and involvement, and to adjust its 
interaction accordingly. A future OKAPI project may be concerned with 
work toward the development of such a self-adaptive catalog system. 
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Beyond Boolean: Designing the 
Next Generation of Online Catalogs 
CHARLES R. HILDRETH 
Introduction 
THEONLINE CATALOG will never be a finished, perfected product. Nor 
will the library catalog in its many online manifestations ever achieve 
the universal, familiar uniformity experienced by users of the twentieth- 
century card catalog. These twin realities threaten many librarians, 
represent a myriad of problems for catalog users, and challenge 
designers and developers of online catalogs to improve their systems 
specifically for the untrained occasional user of the library catalog. 
Some writers view the online catalog as a new form of the library 
catalog, succeeding the earlier book, card, and COM catalogs. This 
perspective, although too narrow and unimaginative, has served as a 
useful point of departure for identifying the unique characteristics of 
the online catalog. Five years of examination and reflection have led this 
author to conclude that the online, interactive catalog has the potential 
to overcome all the major limitations of earlier forms of the library 
catalog (book, card, and COM). When its unique characteristics are 
fully understood, it becomes clear that the online catalog is far more 
than the traditional (read “card”) library catalog executed in a new 
medium. Stated in somewhat general terms, the online catalog stands 
apart from earlier catalogs because it  is interactive, infinitely expand-
able, and public. 
As an interactive system, the online catalog can dynamically com- 
municate with its user; i t  can be responsive and informative at a given 
time to a given need. The online catalog is “fence resistant.” Its form 
Charles R.Hildreth is Chief Consulting Scientist, READ Ltd., Worthington, Ohio. 
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does not constrain its development and expansion. Access points and 
pathways to the stored data can be continually added and redefined. 
Search, display, and support functions can be added or modified easily. 
Related data files (e.g., abstracts and book reviews) can be brought 
within the online library catalog. Linkages can be established between 
online catalog systems and other online information systems. Finally, 
the online catalog is public and very revealing of its use. Many of the 
mysteries of what actually takes place when a user is searching the 
catalog can now be solved. The searching activity can be logged (in its 
entirety, if desired) for examination and analysis. What users of the 
catalog actually do in the search process, if not why they do it, can be 
objectively ascertained. Patterns of search behavior, including encoun- 
ters with problem situations, can be discovered for an entire population 
of users of a given online catalog. 
The unique potential of the online catalog, together with the ever 
changing technologies that support online catalogs, leads to the ines- 
capable conclusion that “we may have to adapt to a continuing state of 
mutability. The online catalog is not only an instrument of change in 
today’s libraries, i t  is also everchangeable.”’ Automated library systems 
in general, and specifically online catalogs, will continue to be pro-
duced and enhanced from a variety of sources: in-house development, 
library consortia, and commercial firms. This will resul t in a diversity of 
online catalogs for some time to come. 
Although dozens of different online catalog systems can be found in 
hundreds of libraries in North America and Europe, a determined 
observer can produce a “snapshot” (somewhat blurred and fuzzy around 
the edges) of today’s online catalog scene. This article presents a brief 
overview of the state of the art of online catalogs. It discusses recent 
progress in the design and development of operational online catalogs, 
why the current generation of online catalogs falls far short of their 
potential, and what new directions for online catalog design should be 
expected. 
Second-Generation Online Catalogs 
In an earlier paper, this author introduced a classification scheme 
of three generations of online catalog developments to chart recent 
history and to cast some light on the likely course of future catalog 
design.2 This approach assumed we could identify qualitative stages of 
evolution in the design and production of online catalogs. Each of the 
three generations was defined by a characteristic set of features. No 
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attempt was made to assign a fixed span of dates to any of the three 
generations. Conceivably, first-generation systems could be in opera- 
tion in a world of second- and third-generation systems. The aim of the 
classification scheme was to generate informed criticism of the state of 
the art, especially those online catalog systems available in the library 
marketplace. This author did not expect that several commercial sup- 
pliers of online catalogs would subsequently refer to their new or 
updated products as “second-generation” catalogs. 
The three-generation classification of online catalogs is useful once 
again, because it provides a framework for explaining precisely where 
online catalog development stands today. Almost without exception, 
we have moved beyond first-generation online catalogs. That is the 
good news. However, online catalog development has slowed to a 
snail’s pace. Many of the commercial suppliers of second-generation 
online catalogs believe they have “finished” the job by adding online 
public access catalogs to their product lines. The danger exists that these 
commercial suppliers of online catalog systems will become stuck on 
the plateau of second-generation developments. 
Several factors contribute to this apparent complacency: the ven- 
dors of turnkey library systems more and more have to assign scarce 
development resources to the support of existing installations. A ven-
dor’s choice of hardware architecture, software, and lack of imagination 
(read: “insensitive to the real needs of public access”) may make i t  
extremely expensive (or impossible) to provide enhancements that 
address more than the housekeeping tasks of a library. Kenneth Dowlin, 
director of the Pikes Peak Library District, suggests that most of the 
“integrated library systems” available in the marketplace “freeze the 
library into the housekeeping tasks phase and allow for little expan- 
sion” into later phases directed toward improving public access and 
public service^.^ However, the commercial suppliers have demonstrated 
that they will respond to competitive pressures and the demands of 
librarians for additional functions and features. Witness the rapid devel- 
opment of subject access (however rudimentary) and some measure of 
authority control once these appeared as standard “requirements” in 
Requests for Proposals (RFPs) during the years 1982- 1985. 
Librarians must continue to play the role of change agent for the 
online catalog. But this will require that they make efforts to learn about 
the potential of online retrieval, catalog access issues that cannot be 
couched in the familiar terms of card catalog use, and user-system 
interface problems and promises. More importantly, a fundamental 
shift in priorities is needed. In her recent review of library automation 
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and networking developments over the past two decades, Markuson 
reminds us that most of our efforts have been aimed at automating the 
library and the functions of the librarians, not at automatingaccess and 
4retrieval systems for our users. The concentration has been “on control 
rather than access,” according to Markuson, and she sees much “evi- 
dence of the continuing priority of control over acce~s .”~  Successful 
efforts to bring more needed information (beyond that contained in 
MARC catalog records) to the users of online catalogs, and efforts to 
make this new access instrument both easier to use and more effective, 
must be based on a radical shift in our priorities from bibliographic 
control to information access. This requires a shift in our demands from 
better automated systems for serving librarians to systems designed to 
more effectively provide direct service to library patrons, the “primary” 
users of our libraries. 
This period of developmental slowdown or complacency on the 
part of the commercial suppliers of online catalogs has its positive side. 
For librarians who will be involved in the evaluation and selection of 
online catalogs in the future, i t  provides time for learning and “catching 
up” on the state of the art, online access issues, and users’ needs. It is 
necessary to understand how today’s online catalogs have moved 
beyond the first-generation systems. First-generation online public 
access catalogs were characterized as being “known item” finding tools, 
which provided few access points (typically only author, title, and 
control number) to short, nonstandard bibliographic records. They 
were either crude attempts to replicate the card catalog online, or 
automated circulation database query systems masquerading as public 
access library catalogs. Many agree with Malinconico’s astute analysis 
ofcirculation control systems as falling far short of any system deserving 
to be called a library catalog.6 In first-generation catalogs, searching was 
initiated by derived-key input or by exact term or phrase matchingon at 
least the first part of the term or phrase (as with heading searches in the 
card catalog). In addition to lacking subject access, including any 
keyword access to titles and subject headings, first-generation online 
catalogs provided only a single display format, a single mode of interac- 
tion with the system, and little or nothing in the way of online user 
assistance. Refining and improving a search in progress, based on an 
evaluation of intermediate results, was out of the question. Without 
subject access, authority-based searching with cross references, and 
meaningful browsing facilities, first-generation online catalogs were 
understandably criticized as inferior to traditional library catalogs. 
Today’s second-generation online catalogs represent a marriage of 
the library catalog and conventional online information retrieval (IR) 
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systems familiar to librarians who search online abstracting and index- 
ing databases via DIALOG, BRS, ORBIT, MEDLINE, etc. Improved 
card catalog-like searching and browsing (via headings and cross refer- 
ences) capabilities have been joined with the conventional IR keyword 
and Boolean searching approaches. Many online catalogs support the 
ability to restrict searches to specified record fields, to perform character- 
masking and/or right-hand truncation, and to limit the results by date, 
language, place of publication, etc. Also, bibliographic records may be 
viewed and printed in a number of different display formats. 
Second-generation online catalogs should be viewed as bibliogra- 
phic information retrieval systems. But when compared to their conven- 
tional IR forebears, these key differences should be kept in mind: 
-the online public access catalog must be usable directly by untrained 
and inexperienced users (online assistance is usually provided to help 
with the mechanics of searching); 
-records in the catalog database lack abstracts, the subject indexing is 
sparse and uses broad terms not representative of current terminol- 
ogy; and 
-the catalog database, in covering a library’s collection, includes in- 
formation on a wide variety of knowledge fields and subject areas. 
Designers of second-generation online catalogs have addressed 
these differences in two ways: by providing card catalog-like precoordi- 
nated phrase searching and browsing options (along with keyword/ 
Boolean capabilities), and by providing more and more online user 
assistance in the form of menus, help displays, suggestive prompts, and 
informative error messages. On the other hand, post-coordinated key- 
word searching on subject-rich fields (e.g., titles, corporate names, series 
entries, notes, and subject headings) serves to alleviate the twin prob- 
lems associated with the sparse subject indexing of most library mate- 
rials by the Library of Congress (using its list of subject 
headings-“LCSH”) and the users’ unfamiliarity with the controlled 
indexing vocabulary. 
A library catalog that fulfills Cutter’s classic objectives for the 
catalog in the online environment is a significant accomplishment. It 
succeeds in at least two ways: users prefer the online catalog toei ther the 
card or the COM catalog, and the online catalog is easier to maintain 
and update than earlier forms. Designing a keyworcUBoolean informa- 
tion retrieval system as an online catalog that is easier to learn and easier 
to use than the conventional, commercial IR systems is also a significant 
accomplishment. The traditional, well-structured library catalog has 
been joined with the power and flexibility of conventional IR systems. 
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The prevailing temptation to be satisfied and to rest on our laurels is 
easily understood. We have come far, and the journey has been costly. 
The Need for Further Improvements 
Second-generation online catalogs can be used effectively by library 
staff and by library patrons trained to use and understand their particu- 
lar indexing and search idiosyncracies. Most of these online catalogs are 
not yet effective, usable “self-service” information retrieval systems for a 
wide variety of their users. These conclusions are based on a number of 
factors: personal experience with the use of dozens of online catalogs, 
numerous discussions with librarians who have monitored the intro- 
duction and use of online catalogs in their libraries, discussions with 
system designers with expertise in human factors engineering, and 
review of the findings of research studies on the use and users of online 
catalogs. 
The potential of the online catalog to provide improved access to 
library materials and the information they contain is still largely 
untapped. Eventually, the forces of innovation and market competitive- 
ness will boost online catalog development off the secgnd-generation 
plateau. However, we should not expect a giant, discontinuous leap 
forward to the next generation of online catalogs. Rather, progress is 
likely to be made in small, incremental steps. Some of the new develop- 
ments will almost certainly be technology driven. Combinations of new 
hardware, especially more intelligent workstations, and software tech- 
niques will be applied to new and improved library catalogs and re- 
trieval systems. We will see more “WIMPS” (Windows, Icons, Menus, 
and Pointers) at the user interface. Already, the CD-ROM-based online 
catalog is being touted as yet another new form of the catalog. The 
danger is that future design and development efforts will neither be 
“user driven,” nor incorporate the knowledge learned from information 
retrieval research and experimentation to improve conventional Boo-
lean retrieval ~ysterns.~ 
Online catalog research studies have uncovered a number of com-
mon problems experienced by users of second-generation online cata- 
logs. Solutions to these problems should constitute the design agenda 
for improved online catalogs. In general terms, the major problems 
include: 
-too many failed searches (search attempts that are aborted, or that re- 
sult in no matches-“0-hits”-or too many hits); 0 
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-navigational confusion and frustration for the user during the search 
process (Where am I? What can I do now? How can I start over?)? 
-unfamiliarity with or ignorance of the subject indexing vocabulary 
leading to the failure to match search terms with the system’s subject 
vocabulary;” 
-misunderstanding and confusion about the fundamentally different 
approaches to retrieval and search methods employed in today’s on- 
line catalogs (e.g., precoordinate phrase searching and browsing, and 
postcoordinate keyworUBoolean searching);” and 
-partially implemented search strategies and missed opportunities to 
retrieve relevant materials (e.g., searches in which large retrieval sets 
are not scanned or narrowed in size, and title keyword searches that 
are not followed by searches on the call numbers or subject headings 
of the found records). 
Chan points out that online searching is a process of extracting a 
subfile of useful documents from a large file, a process where “in most 
cases, a sequence of search statements is required for even minimally 
satisfactory retrieval.”12 To optimize retrieval results in subject search- 
ing, more than one search approach may have to be employed in the 
overall search strategy: “Through combination, keywords and the [con- 
trolled] vocabularies of DDC, LCC, and LCSH should offer far greater 
possibilities in search strategies than any one of them can provide 
alone.”13 Markey has demonstrated, for example, that different records 
on a particular subject would be retrieved by using a classified approach 
from those retrieved using keyword or alphabetical subject heading 
browsing appro ache^.'^ 
Conventional IR systems place the burden on the user to reformu-
late and reenter searches until satisfactory results are obtained. This is 
typically the case with second-generation online catalogs as well. This 
approach assumes, however, that the user knows what he wants and can 
describe it in the language of the catalog database being searched. 
Hjerppe quite correctly rephrases this problem as the fundamental 
flaradox of information retrieval: “the need to describe that which you 
do not know in order to find it.”15 Even the best second-generation 
catalogs do little to help the user transform an information need to 
explicit descriptions of the information understandable by the system. 
Nor do these catalogs lead the u.ser from “found” information to related, 
linked information that has not yet been discovered. It is unrealistic to 
expect our catalog users to know in advance the structure and language 
of our library databases. It is equally unrealistic toexpect online catalog 
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users to be proficient in the various search approaches and techniques 
before they engage an interactive system in the retrieval process. 
Hjerppe reminds us that humans are much more adept at recognizing 
something than generating a description of it.16 Online catalogs could 
take advantage of this human facility by permitting requests such as 
Give me more like this! 
In summary, second-generation online catalogs fall short in that 
they: 
-do not facilitate open-ended, exploratory searching, by following 
preestablished trails and linkages between records in the database in 
order to retrieve materials related to those already found; 
-do not automatically assist the user with alternative formulations of 
the search statement or execute alternative search methods when the 
initial approach fails; 
-do not lead the searcher from successful free-text search terms (e.g., 
title words) to the corresponding subject headings or class numbers 
assigned to a broader range of related materials; 
-do not provide sufficient information in the retrieved bibliographic 
records (such as tables of contents, abstracts, and book reviews) to en-
able the user to judge the usefulness of the documents; and 
-do not rank the citations in large retrieval sets in decreasing order of 
probable relevance or “closeness” to the user’s search criteria. 
Common Sense Enhancements 
To move beyond second-generation online catalogs, we do not 
have to wait for the arrival of “fifth-generation” computers, or the 
“trickle-down” benefits of artificial intelligence (AI) research. Online 
catalogs can be made more intelligent, responsive, and usable employ- 
ing already proven software methods. A measure of common sense, not 
AI, needs to be applied in our design efforts. The primary “common 
sense” assumption may be stated: All types of catalog users can benefit 
from additional interactive assistance and guidance, not only with the 
mechanics of searching and query formulation, but also with the selec- 
tion and use of appropriate search strategies which may retrieve all 
materials of possible interest, or which may refine the search to produce 
precisely what the user is looking for.17 
With the aforementioned problems and shortcomings of second-
generation online catalogs in mind, we can focus on a short list of 
attainable, commonsense enhancements. Some of these enhancements 
have already been incorporated in a few advanced online catalogs; 
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others are undergoing testing in experimental public access retrieval 
systems. The list begins with recommendations that are relatively easy 
to implement, followed by several that require more sophisticated soft- 
ware methods and database techniques. 
Enhancements to the User-System Dialogue 
Online catalogs have the potential to communicate interactively 
with the user as the search progresses. Even the simplest, most con- 
strained search dialogues require transition through three to four differ- 
ent screen displays. As search and display options increase in more 
powerful systems, the network of possible screen displays and sequences 
of displays expands considerably. The searcher may not be familiar with 
specific search sequences or the overall network of displays available 
and may not be proficient in the mechanics (the “how to”) of transvers- 
ing the network, giving appropriate requests and commands to the 
system. New and occasional users of today’s online catalogs often 
express a sense of disorientation, of being lost, not knowing what to do 
next, and thus they often underutilize the capabilities of the system. 
Some walk away in anger and frustration. 
A usable online catalog will display, along with data retrieved from 
the database (e.g., alphabetical browsing lists of headings or keywords, 
ordered lists of citations, full bibliographic records, etc.), information 
informing the user of the status of the search in progress. This informa- 
tion should include the query as the system has processed it, basic 
navigational prompts (e.g., “BACK,” “FORWARD,” “START 
OVER,” etc.), and instructions for additional, required retrieval actions 
or optional search methods (where available). Frequent, experienced 
users may wish to “turn off” this structured on-screen guidance mode. 
This should be allowed. As we do with the many highway, road, and 
traffic signs in our daily transportation environment, the experienced 
user will probably just ignore the status messages and prompts until the 
need for their assistance arrives. The goal is to make the online catalog 
comfortable and effective for occasional users who are not trained search 
specialists. 
Markey has identified three major difficulties encountered by 
online catalog subject searchers: 
-discovering the most appropriate subject heading to use in a search 
statement, 
-increasing the results when no or too few records are retrieved, and 
-reducing the results when a large number of records is retrieved.” 
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Following a detailed analysis of each problem area, Markey pre- 
sents an insightful list of suggested improvements to online catalogs, 
improvements designed to assist searchers overcome one or more of the 
difficulties. Short of incorporating automatic search routines which go 
into effect to reprocess the query when certain predetermined criteria of 
“failed” searches are satisfied, online catalogs can include a message- 
response system that tells the user to try available search and display 
options that offer ways out of the current difficulty. Any such message 
should tell the user what todo, how to do it, and why i t  may improve the 
results. In the case of no or few retrievals, the online suggestions may 
include shortening the search phrase or word, substituting synonyms or 
more general terms for the initial search words, or retrying the search 
using a different search method which may produce broader results. 
When an excessive number of records are retrieved (more than fifty or 
more than one hundred?), users seldam scan through the long lists of 
citations. Online suggestions addressing this problem could include 
asking the user to enter additional search words (with the system execut- 
ing an implicit Boolean “AND” operation), or recommending the entry 
of limiting criteria to narrow the search results (e.g., date of publication, 
language, precise data field specification, etc.). 
Automatic Correction of Search Term Spelling and Format Errors 
Search failures (especially no matches) commonly result from mis- 
spellings of words and names. Several spelling correction or word 
approximation software routines are available to help with this prob- 
lem. With systems having limited processing capacity (this is relative of 
course to the demands placed on the system at any time), routines that 
attempt to correct spelling or to find words that are orthographically 
similar to the entered word could be invoked only after a “no match” has 
resulted. While extending this additional effort, the system could 
inform the user what i t  is trying to accomplish. 
Arlene Taylor has discovered that a large percentage of errors made 
in entering name searches results from the user not knowing the sys- 
tem’s rigid requirements for the form and order of the elements in the 
entry.19 Typically, online catalogs require that personal names be 
entered last name first, followed by the first name and middle initial, if 
known. Frequently, users enter personal names in their natural, unin- 
verted order. Flexible system software can easily handle this problem. 
The software could invert the word order where required, or conduct a 
keyword, Boolean “AND” search on the name’s components, ignoring 
the order in which they were entered. Then, if no matches result, the 
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system could reprocess the search using n-1 components of the name, 
etc. (such as the last name only, if this fact is discernible). 
Automatic Search Aids 
Most online catalogs assume that thedisplay of a full bibliographic 
record represents a closure point in the search process. Online catalogs 
are generally inactive and silent at this point; one online catalog even 
displays the cryptic message, “The END.” These assumptions are, of 
course, false. The bibliographic record contains data elements that link 
i t  with associated and possibly relevant records (authors, call number, 
series title, and subject headings). These linkages are not exploited in 
second-generation online catalogs. A single, relevant bibliographic 
record may serve as the “jumping-off’’ point for browsing a selected 
portion of the shelves, or it may be the point of departure for finding 
related materials. The user may wish to say, after viewing a bibliogra- 
phic record, Great, I want more like this. The system could then useany 
of several methods to retrieve related records, including gathering all 
records in the database assigned one or more of the same subject head- 
ings or the same class number as the initial record. With a bit more 
design sophistication, the system could ask the user which data element 
in the displayed record (e.g., personal name, series title, specific subject 
heading, etc.) should be used as a gateway to related records. 
The traditional distinction between “known-item” and “subject” 
searches is useful for designing search dialogues. In practice, the distinc- 
tion blurs as one type of search may lead naturally into another type. A 
search for a specific work often becomes a search for materials related in 
some way to the work first sought. Transaction logs have shown that 
users of online catalogs frequently change from one type of search to 
another type during the same search session.” When conducting a 
subject search, the user might discover a series of interest (and wish to see 
immediately all the titles in the series), or learn of an author who has 
been listed as an “added entry” (a useless concept in the online environ- 
ment), then ask to see all of this author’s works in the collection. The 
bibliographic record as displayed can serve many related retrieval pur- 
poses. It can also be a source of relevance feedback from the user to the 
system. Additional dialogue and automatic search routines can assist 
the searcher in tracking down related materials without requiring the 
user to continually reformulate precise, well-structured queries until 
satisfactory results are obtained. 
Online catalog users display no desire to search in the disciplined, 
highly-structured, linear manner of trained search intermediaries who 
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aim to produce a well-defined list of citations for an end user. Miller and 
Tegler summarize the view held by many researchers that the scholarly 
process of seeking and identifying information to assist with a problem 
typically follows a more circuitous, cyclical, and unstructured path of 
browsing and discovery.21 This author suspects that this is also true of 
information seeking by the general public. We often do not know 
exactly what we want when we begin looking for it. The fuzzy model of 
information seeking activities implicit in this view should be incorpo- 
rated into future online catalogs designed for scholars and general users. 
Efficient “known-item’’ and “known-subject” search methods should 
be retained as options for those searchers who know exactly what they 
are looking for. 
Second-generation online catalogs offer both precoordinate phrase 
searching (by name, title, or headings as in the card catalog) and 
postcoordinate keyword searching using Boolean operators (and, in 
some cases, truncation, range, and proximity operators). The limita- 
tions and advantages of each approach in various types of searching 
have become well-known to those familiar with the online search litera- 
ture. Searches on precoordinated subject headings, for example, can 
improve recall (the number of relevant records retrieved from a specific 
database) and in some instances, improve precision. But this places the 
burden on the user to enter (or to be guided to) the correct subject 
terminology. On the other hand, keyword subject searching on compo- 
nent words in titles or subject headings is a powerful, perhaps more 
natural, search method. However, this method frequently produces very 
large retrieval sets which include many nonrelevant records (“false 
drops”). When the exact title is known, a title-phrase search (matching 
words in exact order) is likely to result in a precise retrieval. A title-
keyword search (matching words in any position and order) would have 
retrieved additional, nonrelevant records. 
Chan recommends that a combination of these (and other) search 
methods be used in subject retrieval attempts, because in combination 
they “offer far greater possibilities in search strategies than any one of 
them can provide alone.”22 The assumption here is that different sets of 
relevant records will be retrieved from an online catalo when different 
search methods are employed. Experiments by C h a j 3  and M a r k e ~ ~ ~  
appear to support this assumption. A combination of these methods 
would seem to increase recall. Unfortunately, searching in this manner 
requires an expertise that users of online catalogs are not likely to 
possess. 
Mention has been made of online catalogs that judiciously suggest 
either aIternative search formulations or alternative search strategies for 
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the user to try when certain “failure” conditions arise. Another design 
approach, borrowing heavily from IR research and experimentation, 
involves programming the system to execute automatically a search in a 
variety of ways until satisfactory results are obtained. Usually some 
interaction with the user is required for eliciting judgments of relevancy 
and satisfaction. The selection of search formulations and search 
methods is carried out automatically by the system software. The user 
needs to know, or recognize, what he wants, but does not need to know 
how to search the database in an “expert” manner. For example, auto- 
matic stemming routines may be applied to search words to broaden a 
search. Truncating a search word toa common root may retrieve records 
that match any form of the search word-i.e., plural, singular, etc. 
Based on a view of online searching as a multilevel, trial and error 
process of seeking, relevance judgment, selection, and discovery, some 
online catalog designers have incorporated a set of search sequencing 
rules which, using the results of the search at given stages, determine the 
course of the search. The “rules” determine which search method will 
be executed next based on one or more measures of success or failure 
including feedback from the user (other measures include similarity of 
words in the query to index terms, their frequency in the database, etc.). 
The LCSIWLN-based online catalog at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign takes a no-match subject heading search and auto- 
matically reprocesses i t  as a title keyword search, assuming implicit 
Boolean ANDs between the search words. The retrieved citations are 
displayed a few at a time for relevance assessment by the user. If a 
citation is selected for “full” display, the user is guided to the subject 
headings assigned to the document and is encouraged to continue the 
search using the subject headings to retrieve related material^.'^ 
The British experimental online catalog, OKAPI (Online Keyword 
Access to Public Information), uses a built-in “search decision tree” 
approach to establish a conditional search sequence for various types of 
searches the user may enter (author, subject, title, etc.).= The search 
path followed once a search begins is determined by the preestablished 
rule system and conditions encountered by the system in interaction 
with the user (e.g., user’s choice of search type, user’s actual query, 
results from a previous retrieval, the user’s feedback on those results, 
etc.). For example, the user may enter a title phrase; the system would 
execute an exact phrase-match search and display any matching ci-
tations. If no exact match o c c d ,  the system would then automatically 
execute a weighted, combinatorial search retrieving records which had 
any of the search words in their titles and displaying the citations in a 
ranked order with titles having the greater number of words listed first. 
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Other optional search sequence rules that could be used following a 
phrase-match search include executing a word search with Boolean 
ANDs, or automatically stemming some words to improve the chances 
of retrieving something relevant. 
These online catalogs represent attempts to make searching easier 
and more effective for untrained users by automating some of the 
“intelligent” judgments and activities of experienced search interme- 
diaries. These activities include relevance feedback, stemming or trun- 
cation, finding synonyms, applying Boolean operators, and ranking 
some index terms as more important than others. CITE, the online 
catalog in use at the National Library of Medicine, incorporates a 
number of these automatic functions, including term weighting, com- 
binatorial searching, and ranked display CITE’S rich dialogue 
also suggests limiting measures that might be applied to a search in 
progress and always asks if the user would like tosee items related toany 
displayed citation. Subject headings, call numbers, and free-text terms 
weighted heavily as important terms (based on an inverse document 
frequency measure) are used by the system at various stages of the search 
as “new” search words to retrieve related and potentially relevant 
citations. 
Generally speaking, online catalogs can be enhanced in ease of use 
and retrieval effectiveness in three ways: 
1. 	improving the user-system interaction with richer dialogue, online 
assistance, and online guidance; 
2. 	enriching the catalog records and improving the structure of the 
bibliographic database; and 
3. 	adding reference data files which supplement the catalog file. 
Enriching the Subject Vocabulary of Catalog Records 
Before concluding this section on commonsense enhancements, 
mention must be made of attempts toenrich and augment the bibliogra- 
phic records in our online catalogs. The need for and value of enriching 
our bibliographic records with data extracted from tables of contents 
and back-of-the-book indexes has been established for some time.% 
When indexed judiciously for online searching, the current, more spe- 
cific terminology obtained from contents pages and book indexes can 
lead to vastly improved retrieval effectiveness and user satisfaction. The 
display of tables of contents after retrieval enables the user to make more 
meaningful judgments about the potential usefulness of documents in 
the collection. 
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Until very recently, adding later to the bibliographic record 
obtained from contents pages and back-of-the-book indexes has 
required a fair amount of skilled, manual labor. Editing must be ap- 
plied to each publication to ensure only meaningful and informative 
words and phrases are selected to be added to the bibliographic record 
created for each work. Additional time is needed to manually key in the 
additional terminology. The need to keep down cataloging costs has 
been offered to explain why enriching the record has not been adopted 
in our national cataloging activities. Also, some librarians have 
expressed fears about the inconsistency that could result from the selec- 
tion of words and phrases for these additional index terms. The cost 
issue is a serious one; how well the job is done is less serious. Any 
enhancement which adds indexable and displayable subject vocabulary 
to our sparse bibliographic records is better than none. 
The online catalog, EIS (Engineering Information System), at 
Purdue University’s Seigesmund Engineering Library has been 
enhanced through the addition of data from the edited tables of contents 
for most of the monographs in the library’s c o l l e ~ t i o n . ~ ~  This aug- 
mented monograph file is searchable by keywords, and the use of 
Boolean operators is supported. As new booksarrive, library staff manu- 
ally scan, edit, and subsequently input the tables of contents into the 
file. This file is very current, being updated (reloaded) weekly in the 
online catalog. The additional labor costs incurred by the library are 
believed to be more than justified by the increased search benefits to 
users. Both staff and patrons feel that subject searching of the mono- 
graph collection has been greatly enhanced. The number of search 
terms indexed per book has increased, thereby increasing the possibility 
offinding specific information in a particular book. Users of the Purdue 
online catalog are very happy with the expanded catalog because “the 
records augmented with tables of contents are searchable by terms in 
current use in engineering, obviating the necessity of mastering the 
intricacies of the LC (Library of Congress) subject classification.”30 
Furthermore, when a bibliographic record is retrieved from the catalog, 
the user has the option of displaying its associated table of contents, 
permitting a more meaningful assessment of the potential utility of the 
book. 
A related experimental project being conducted by the Bibliogra- 
phic Services Division of the British Library bears close scrutiny, 
because it addresses the problem of reducing the time and costs asso- 
ciated with adding tables of contents data to MARCcatalog records. The 
project aims to create a test file of United Kingdom MARC records 
augmented by words and phrases from tables of contents. Expanded 
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records for both monographs and conference proceedings may be 
included. The test file would be mounted on BLAISE-LINE (the British 
Library’s online retrieval system), and perhaps other retrieval systems, 
for controlled evaluations by library staff and patrons. This project is 
unique because it employs a prototype digital page scanning system 
developed by OPTIRAM to automatically “read” selected tables of 
contents, editing and formatting the data according tocriteria built into 
the scanning software. The process produces a machine-readable file of 
tables of contents for each publication that can be merged with the 
matching MARC records. The machine must be programmed to read a 
wide variety of printed tables of contents pages because no standard for 
layout, format, enumeration, and syntax, etc., is currently followed by 
publishers. If i t  succeeds, the project will significantly reduce the costs 
associated with the manual production of such augmented catalog 
records. Software may also be developed that will instruct the machine, 
after a scan of the title page, to identify the already-created catalog 
record stored in the database and toascertain its unique control number. 
This would permit the entire process of scanning, editing, formatting, 
merging (contents and MARC records), and updating the catalog file to 
be accomplished automatically with very little manual effort. The 
machine scanning technique is proven and reliable. The challenge lies 
in developing the software to complete the editing and merging 
31process. 
Integrating Periodical Indexes in the Online Catalog 
Library catalogs do not index the periodical literature held by the 
library. Library patrons wishing search access to the articles and reports 
contained in periodicals have had to use a variety of separately pub- 
lished abstract and index sources in print, microform, or online media. 
These gateways to the periodical literature have not been integrated 
with the library catalog in any of its forms in this century. Furthermore, 
the periodical publications these “global” indexes cover do not repre- 
sent the actual periodical holdings of any particular library. Searching 
them successfully in print, microform, or online brings no assurance 
that the library holds copies of the relevant documents. Although the 
twentieth-century library catalog has had a monographic orientation, 
nothing seems more natural than providing access toa library’s periodi- 
cal literature through its online catalog. A user entering an author 
search in an online catalog may understandably wish to retrieve all the 
author’s publications held by the library: periodical articles, technical 
reports, papers in proceedings, as well as monographs. A searcher with a 
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subject information need probably does not care how the information 
that satisfies that need is packaged. A keyword search on titlesor subject 
headings may represent a desire to retrieve documents of interest, 
regardless of the form in which they are published: book, magazine, 
newspaper, technical report, or scholarly periodical. 
Adding “analytics” to the catalog record is costly and only goes so 
far in widening access to the library’s periodical literature. The “fence 
resistant” online catalog provides us with an opportunity to break 
through barriers to the periodical literature inherent in earlier forms of 
the catalog. The necessary retrieval functions are already present in 
most second-generation online catalogs. All that is needed is to load 
from a global online abstract and index (AM) database a subset of the 
bibliographic records that matches the issues of periodical titles actually 
held by the library. These A&I records would supplement the MARC 
catalog records in the bibliographic database. Indexes to the A&I records 
could be integrated with the indexes to the catalog records (for mono- 
graphs, serials, etc.), or be maintained separately. In the latter case, the 
user could be offered a choice of bibliographic files to search: the 
“catalog” or the periodical indexes. A better approach would be to 
process an author, title, or subject search without regard initially to the 
form of publication which is indexed and which may result in a match. 
Unlike library catalogers, most A&I database producers do not use 
the Library of Congress Subject Headings as their subject indexing 
vocabulary. But this does not present a very large problem for online 
catalog users. Researchers have shown that most (60 to 70 percent) 
subject searches in online catalogs do not use Library of Congress 
Subject Headings. Most catalog users do not seem to know what they are 
or what role they play in the catalog. They assume that the natural 
language terminology they use in their subject queries is also used in the 
catalog. Various kinds of keyword access are provided in today’s online 
catalogs. Keyword queries on the A&I records in the expanded catalog 
database could be executed in the same manner as queries of the mono- 
graph file. Online catalog searchers could be guided to the no less 
familiar controlled subject vocabularies of the A&I file in the same ways 
they are now guided to Library of Congress Subject Headings, that is, 
via alphabetical displays of headings or descriptors (including broader 
and narrower terms from the thesaurus), or by special labeling of such 
subject descriptors when they appear in the displayed citation. 
There are some practical problems associated with adding A&I 
citations to online catalog databases. Many different publishers produce 
online A&I files, and each file typically covers a specialized subject area. 
Many different A&I files would have to be acquired from various sources 
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to cover the literature in most libraries’ collections and to support the 
wide variety of subject searches conducted in online library catalogs. 
But, once again, any improvement is better than none. Online messages 
can and should be used to tell the searcher what is included in the 
library’s online catalog. Lack of consistency in headings such as names 
of persons and organizations across files may cause difficulties, but 
loading and retrieval software can do a great deal to resolve this prob- 
lem. Related headings can be “normalized” or linked together during 
database loading, and software retrieval techniques can be used to bring 
potentially related items to the user for assessment and selection. 
General coverage A&I databases that use Library of Congress Sub- 
ject Headings present a natural target for acquisition and loading into 
the online catalog. One such database is the “Magazine Index” pub- 
lished by the Information Access Corporation (IAC). “Magazine Index” 
covers several hundred popular periodicals held by most libraries. IAC 
also publishes online indexes of the business and legal periodical litera- 
ture. IAC is mentioned here because they have entered into an agreement 
with the Division of Library Automation at the University of California 
to load and index selected portions of their A&I periodical databases 
into the MELVYL online catalog. MELVYL serves as the public access 
catalog at the nine University of California campuses. During an 
upcoming test and evaluation period, users of MELVYL (which 
is primarily a keyword/Boolean search system) will have access at one 
terminal to indexed magazine and periodical articles held by the Uni- 
versity of California libraries as well as to the monographs in their 
collections. This represents a giant step forward. Now that H.W. Wil-
son, Inc. has put their indexes online, perhaps both tables of contents 
and book reviews will be added toour online catalogs in the near future. 
Conclusion 
Reflecting on the vast potential of the online catalog, Malinconico 
writes: 
There is little doubt that we are standing on the threshold of changes 
that will alter the catalog and library service in ways that we can only 
dimly perceive. The library catalog will very likely change into some- 
thing that bears little resemblance to the instrument we currently 
know.” 
With a bow to tradition and the conventional wisdom, Malinco- 
nico goes on toclaim that the catalog in its online form will “remain the 
principal means by which readers help themselves to use the resources of 
the library.”33 It is doubtful that this claim holds true for the present in 
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many libraries, and its truth is not guaranteed for the future. Today’s 
online catalogs are not likely to serve and satisfy tomorrow’s library 
patrons and other seekers of information. 
Many suggestions for improving online catalogs, along with the 
motivation and rationale for each, have been discussed in preceding 
sections of this essay. The essay largely represents a compilation and 
reformulation of the ideas and efforts of many researchers and innova- 
tive system designers. It is hoped that this discussion, along with the 
others in this issue of Library Trends, will help librarians learn more 
about the problems of online catalog use and the promise the online 
public access catalog holds for vastly improved access to our libraries’ 
collections. 
A summary comment is offered to highlight the general aim of the 
many suggestions and recommendations that have been discussed. 
Enhancements to online catalogs should be guided by a principle which 
states: An online public access catalog should work intelligently with 
the user, engaging in meaningful dialogue, to elicit expressions of the 
user’s information need (which may change during the course of the 
search), and to improve the results of the user’s search activity. 
Some corollaries of this principle can be stated as pleas to those 
responsible for the design and development of improved online 
catalogs: 
1. 	Never assume the user can effectively navigate across an evermore 
complex database, presented with more and more sophisticated 
retrieval options, without generous assistance and guidance from the 
online system. 
2. Never permit a search to fail and do nothing. The system should 
assume one or more records in the catalog will satisfy the user’s 
need(s) and exhaust all approaches to finding those records until 
instructed by the user to stop. 
3. 	Never assume the display of a bibliographic record represents the end 
of the user’s search. Use the bibliographic record as a point of 
departure for related-item searching and browsing. 
4. 	Never assume the user knows the “official,” controlled vocabulary of 
the database, or understands the generative relationship between 
uncontrolled, free-text terms in a citation and the subject descriptors 
or classification numbers specially assigned to the document. 
5. 	Never assume more useful information cannot be added to the online 
catalog. Patron access must be given priority over cataloger’s control 
of the database. Especially never assume that the current MARC 
record contains enough displayable information to indicate the rele- 
vance and utility of a document to the user. 
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